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INTRODFCTION AND GENERAL ACCOUNT
OF THE WORK.

This Record of 1905 naturally starts with three events

of considerable importance in connection with scientific

sea-fisheries work in the Irish vSea. These are:—
1st. A renewal of the agreement between the Lanca-

shire and Western Sea-Fisheries Joint Committee and the

University of Liverpool confirming the appointment of

the Professor of Zoology as honorary head of the scientific

work, and giving an improved status and tenure to the

two scientific assistants.

2nd. The completion and formal inauguration of the

new Laboratories of Zoology at the University, which

provide greatly increased accommodation and facilities

for both laboratory investigation and museum work on

the fisheries of the districi,



3rd. The recognition of these laboratories by the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, and the award of a

grant to the University, towards expenses, on acconnt of

the scientific fisheries work carried on in the department.

The new laboratories were opened on November 18th,

1905, by the Right Hon. the Earl of Onslow, formerly

President of the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

—

" the first Minister for Fisheries " this country has had

—

in the presence of a large gathering of Zoologists and

Fisheries Authorities, including Mr. Tames Fletcher,

Chairman of our Local Joint Committee, Mr. T. E.

Eagdale, Chairman of the Scientific Sub-Committee, and

other representative men : and amongst tliose who gave

addresses on the occasion were Sir Thomas Elliott, K.C.B.,

Permanent Secretary of the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries, and Sir John Murray, K.C.B., the eminent

Oceanographer.

In the accompanying fig. 1, showing the front

elevation of the building, the arrows at the side point to

the windows of the floor devoted to the Fisheries Labora-

tories, and the plan (fig. 2) shows the accommodation

—

three rooms, one large and two smaller, in addition to

the Fisheries Museum. One of the smaller rooms is at

present devoted to bacteriological work, the other is Mr.

Johnstone's laboratory, and the larger room will accom-

modate two additional investigators.

As a result of conversation and correspondence with

the Chairman of the Joint Committee and the Chairman

of the Scientific Sub-Committee, I have been led to make

the suggestion that it would be to the advantage and

convenience of the members of the Scientific Sub-

Committee that they should be brought into more intimate

and more constant relation with the details of the work

carried on in the Fisheries Laboratory by having periodic



Fio. 1.—New Zoological Department, University of Liverpool.
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Fig. 2.—Seu l''i>berie^ Lnboratnries and ^Inseuiii.



Eeports printed and submitted at the quarterly meetings

of the Sub-Committee. This su^g'estion has been

approved, and the remainder of this Introdurtion,

sTimmarisinp^ as it does the work carried on durinof the

past year, will serve as the first quarterly report to be

submitted at the February meeting. Succeeding- Eeports

will deal naturally with tlie quarters to which they refer,

and each will bring- tlie accouni of the work up to the

end of the month preceding that in which the meeting is

held.

Sea Fish Hatching.

Mr. Scott's operations at Piel have resulted in very

much the same measure of success as in the previous two

years—we cannot expect any marked increase upon these

numbers or any extension in the work with the present

accommodation at the hatchery. The tanks will not hold

more fish than the number now dealt with.

Although Port Erin is not in the L. and W. District,

it is impossible in thinkings of broad results to discriminate

between the young- fish set free in Lancashire waters and

ihose set free round the Isle of Man. The Irish Sea is

one natural sea-fisheries area, and whatever benefits one

part is likely to beiiefit the whole. True economy and

efficiency will be best attained by working- the two insti-

tutions, Piel and Port Erin, as much as possible together,

so that each supplements the other and both contribute

to the common good. Lancashire can help Port Erin,

and has helped this year by getting a supply of adult

plaice to stock the spawning pond: Avhile Port Erin can

help Lancashire by carrying on rearing experiments

which are impossible at Piel in the absence of a pond.

Consequently it will be of interest to the members of the

Lancashire and Western Committee to know that over



five millions of young plaice weie hatched in 1905 at

Port Erin, and Avere set free in the sea round the south

end of the Isle of Man. It is important also to note that

large numbers of fry from the previous year's operations

which were left to develop in the pond passed through

their metamorphosis and grew rapidly, being found of

various sizes from one to five inches in length during their

first year of life. The largest of these young plaice,

spawned, hatched and reared in captivity, which we have

taken from our pond, measured over six inches.

Maeked-Fisii Experiments.

This work was commenced by Mr. -lohnstone last

year, and has been carried on further with the co-opera-

tion of Dr. Travis Jenkins on the steamer. The essence

of the experiment is that certain picked living fish are

marked with distinctive numbers in the manner described

further on by Mr. Johnstone, and are set free at localities

duly noted—those of such fish which are subsequently

captured being returned, with particulars, to our labora-

tory for observation and record. The object of the

experiment is three-fold. The results may be expected

to give us information : -1st as to the growth of the fish,

2nd as to the migrations of the fish, and 3rd as to the

numerical proportion of the fish caught, and consequently

as to the intensity of the fishing in our seas. The results

are rather startling. For the details Mr. Johnstone's full

account given below should be read, but the following

maj^ be taken as a summary of the matter :—In the case

of the Lancashire stations about 50 per cent, of the

marked fish have been re-captured—which may be an

indication that the fishing is so intense that half of the

available fish are captured in the year. Whether this is

" over-fishing " it is impossible at present to say, but the



numbers certainly supfgeat that we mar be jwetting

dangerously near to the local extinction of the species.

Of course in other parts of the district where the fishing

is not so intense the proportion of the marked fish

re-captured is not nearly so high. It is interesting to

note that in the similar experiments carried on off the

East coast of England during the International investiga-

tion of the North Sea 40 per cent, of the marked small

fish transplanted from inshore to the Dogger Bank were

recovered in the same neighbourhood. The total per-

centage of the marked fish recovered in the North Sea

from all parts of the area was 19 per cent, per annum.

In our experiments in the Irish sea the total over the

whole area was 2325 per cent., but in a number of the

experiments a full year has not yet elapsed.

The evidence so far tends to show that the plaice

grows about 3 inches in the year, during the summer

(May to vSeptember), and that a fish 8 inches long in April

and weighing ^ lb. will by September be 11 inches long

and will have doubled or trebled its weight with a corre-

sponding increase in value— a strong argument for the

protection of undersized fish.

Important information as to the migrations of the

fish throughout the district seems forthcoming, but

observations during another year at least are desirable

before we draw conclusions. In winter they travel into

the sheltered estuaries and bays, and chiefly in a northerly

direction. In the summer they move offshore into deeper

water, and chiefly in a southerly direction. The cost of

these experiments is comparatively slight, and the

information gained is most valuable—I have no hesitation

in recommending to the Committee that the work be

continued during 1906 on the same lines as in 1905.



ScHE^iE OF Scientific Work.

At the quarterly meeting of the Scientific Sub-

committee held at Preston on November 8th, 1905, I

submitted a scheme of scientific work in progress and

contemplated. The headings of this scheme (as drawn up

in November) were as follows : - -

" 1.-—D istribution of Fish Eggs.
" This has been attentively studied during the present

year, and from one to two hundred bottles of plankton

have been examined. In regard to future work, tow-

nettings should be taken by the steamer as formerly, and

surface and bottom gatherings made every time the net

is hauled. Bottom tow-nettings need not be made at

(1) Blackpool Closed Ground, (2) near Nelson Buoy,

(3) olf the River Mersey. Tow-nettings should be sent

regularly by the bailiifs in the Western District. One

should be taken every fortnight by the bailiffs at

Carnarvon, Pwllheli, and New Quay.* So also with the

bailiffs at New Brighton and Fleetwood. Hensen net

collections should be made by the steamer, beginning

early in January, and continued as often as is practicable.

" 2.—F i s h Foods.
" The food of the plaice, dab, and sole have been

studied during the present year from the point of view of

the competition between fish on the same ground. A
large number of observations have been made and

recorded, and will be published in the next Report. This

work should be continued. It is best done by a scientist

on board the steamer, but when neither scientist is on

board a parcel of fish containing half a dozen soles, dabs

* The investigation of the plankton of Cardigan Bay is most
important from the point of view of immigration of species into our
area, and it would be well to obtain as many tow-nettings as possible

from these parts.



and plaice not less than !) inches h)ng, f^om the same

CATCH, should be sent every fortnight either to Piel or

Liverpool as is most convenient. Uncommon Inverte-

brates should be preserved and sent to the Liverpool

Laboratory for identification.

" ''5.—E X a m i n a t i o n of S h e 1 1 f i s h B e d s .

"The Morecambe mussel beds and the cockle beds near

the liibble Estuary should be examined at intervals.

Other shellfish beds should be treated in a similar manner

as time permits. The transplantation experiments should

be continued, aud samples of the transplanted shellfish

should be sent to Liverpool as often as they are taken.

The usual bacteriological examinations will be made

from time to time as the Committee requires the informa-

tion. But if desirable any one bed can be systematically

examined and reported upon. Several inspections have

been made during* the present year of the Morecambe

mussel beds, and a bacteriological examination has

already been made of the mussels at Llanfairfechan.

" 4.—F ish-marking Experiments.-
" Nearly 1,000 fish will have been marked and

liberated before the end of the present year. A con-

siderable number have been returned—varying from

5 per cent, to 50 per cent, of those liberated according to

the " Station." Tables aud charts are being prepared

shewing the results, and the Avhole matter will be

discussed in Professor Herdman's forthcoming re^^ort.

Mr. Johnstone proposes to give a preliminary account of

the results of these experiments at the next meeting of

the Scientific Sub-Committee. It is proposed, if the

Committee agree, to carry on these experiments during

the next year, with, whatever modification the results of

the past experiments may suggest. It is proposed to

mark flounders as well as plaice.



" o.—F ish Parasites and Diseases.
" A lar^e amount of work has been done by Mj".

•lohnstone on board the steamer on the above subject. It

is proposed to carry this on, but a Report is bein*,'-

prepared. This is work which can best be done on board

the steamer, but when a scientist is not on board parcels

of fish might be sent to Liverpool or Piel. Inedible iishes

are also desired. Large ray and skate should be examined,

but this can obviously only be done on board the steamer.

" G.—H y d r o g r a p h i c a 1 W o r k .

" If it is proposed to provide the steamer with a hydro-

graphic research equipment (water bottle for collecting

samples of water from the bottom or from intermediate

depths, thermometers, &c., at a cost of about £25j, and

the necessar}^ equipment for analysis ashore, then the

following scheme might be adopted :
—

" A collection of water samples, with exact observa-

tions of the temperature of the water at the surface,

bottom, or intermediate depths, should be made quarterly

along the folloAviug lines :
—

"1. Fleetwood to the Skerries
;

" 2. Bardsej^ Island to New Qua}-

;

" o. Holyhead Harbour to Calf of Man

;

" 4. Mull of Galloway to Point of Ayre

;

" 5. Eamsey Bay to Fleetwood.

This would take one week every three mouths ; and several

of the lines might be combined with the periodical

inspection of the Manx territorial waters.

" Samples of water would be examined for salinity

ashore.''

Some of these subjects require no further explanation

as the}' have been before the Committee in the past, the

marked fish experiment is discussed above, and the others

are all in progress with the exception of the hydro-

graphical work whicli has not yet been started.
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Food of Fishes.

I desire now to draw attention to the observations on

the food of Plaice as compared with that of Dabs caught

at the same time on the same groimd. It has often been

said that Plaice and Dab compete for the same food, but

this does not seem to be the case. Mr. Johnstone's

observations, made on the steamer and in the laboratory,

show that on the whole the adult Plaice feeds chiefly on

Mollusca (Scrobictdaria, Solen, Mactra, Tellina and

Nucula), less frequently on Polychaeta [Nereis, Pectinaria,

&c.) with an occasional Echinoderm or Amphipod; while

the Dabs of much the same size feed for the most part

(ui Ophiurids (''brittle stars "J and Crustacea, especially

•small crabs and hermit crabs (Pagurus, Carcinus,

Porcellana, Portanus, Hyas, Corystes, Crangon, &c.), with

some Polychaete Avorms, occasional Mollusca and

Zoophytes. The contrast is evidently between Molluscs

as .the main food of the Plaice and Ophiurids and

Crustacea as that of the Dab. But the Dab is evidently

a g-reedy and omnivorous feeder, and many kinds of

invertebrates may be found together in its stomach.

Some years ago, in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th of these

Fisheries Laboratory Reports (for 1892-3-4 and 5j we

recorded a series of observations made on the food of

various fishes, both small and large, which showed fairly

similar results. In 1894, in the case of the Plaice,

Mollusca were found in over 72 per cent, of the stomachs

and Polychaeta in fully 22 per cent., so that these two

food matters occupied together about 95 per cent., and the

following year the same two groups, although reversed in

order, occupied 96 per cent, of the stomachs. In the case

of the Dab our former records give no such uniformity of

result, and merely shoAv that there is considerable variety
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iu the food of this fish. It is possibly its omnivorous

habits that enable it to get on so well in the strng-^le for

existence with other fishes.

The contents of the stomach of a cod caught off

Blackpool in December last are interesting, viz. :

3 dabs 6 to (S inches long,

7 other flat fishes ftoo much decomposed for

identification),

3 herrings (or sprats) 3 to 5 inches long,

9 other round fishes (not herrings, very much

decomposed),

13 shrimps,

and a large mass of semi-digested matter, chiefly

composed of fish bones.

Other Minor Investigations.

Herring in Carnarvon and Cardigan
Bays.

Several lots of herring sent by the bailifl's on the

instructions of Dr. Jenkins were examined iu the labora-

tory. About half of these fish were " spent '" and the

other half were " full
"'

herrings. It is evident that the

winter herrings spawn somewhere on the coasts of Wales,

and close attention will be paid to the occurrence and

condition of this fish during the next year.

Trawling Observations.
During the last year some interesting hauls with fish

and shrimp trawls were made in Luce Bay, in the Scottish

District ; and in Fishguard Bay in the Milford Haven
District. These hauls are quoted and discussed further

on in this Annual lleport. Large plaice were still

abundant iu Luce Bay in October and November, 1905.

In Fishguard Bay we took a varied and abundant catch

of fishes in the shrimp trawl.
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O r (• u r r e n (• of Rare Fishes.

Several rare iishes have turned up during' the last

year. Two scarce rays, Haia fuUonica and l^ala inicro-

cellata were recorded for the hrst time (with certainty)

from Carnarvon and Cardigan Ba3's ; a sole, the sand sole

(So/ea lascaris), which does not often occur in our area,

was taken also in Cardigan Bay. Finally several young

specimens of Dentex vulgaris, a fish which has not been

seen in the Irish Sea area before, and is a Mediterranean

rather than an English species, was taken olf Pwllheli last

September. In many ways the occurrence of rare animals

last 3'ear was somewhat remarkable, and is to be con-

nected with an exceptional northerly movement of

sub-tropical Atlantic water.

Parasites and Diseases of Fishes.

Mr. Scott has been making some observatiojis upon

ectoparasites of fishes at the Piel Laboratory ; and a

number of tapeworms and " flukes "' from the intestines

of fishes have been investigated b}' Mr. .Johnstone in the

University Laboratory; all of these are described and

figured further on in this Eeport. A peculiar disease

infesting plaice at the Port Erin Hatchery, and causing

considerable mortality, has been traced to a fungus which
inhabits the liver and kidneys of the fishes, and destroys

the tissues.

Shell-fish TRA^sPLANTATION.

The result of the mussel transplanting operations in

the spring of 1905 has proved satisfactory. The mussels

taken from the Heysham beds and deposited in the
" Einghole "" (between the old harbour and the West end
pier at Morecambe) have grown on an average about

f of an inch in seven months. Those left on the scars

have only increased i of an inch in length. This gives
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a nett ^ain of ^ an incli in favour of the transplanting.

At the period of the transplanting, the mussels varied

from If to 1| of an inch in length, so only the larger

ones left have reached the minimum legal size and

become marketable. It has been found that 100 trans-

planted mussels weighed tive lbs. in December, while 100

from tlie scars that had grown to a marketable size, only-

weighed two lbs. A bag of mussels from the scars

contains abf)nt two and a half times as many as a bag from

the " Einghole." The results from the transplanting in

the Wyre and at Overton have been equally satisfactory.

This work is described fully in an interesting article by

Mr. Scott and Mr. Baxter, which will be found further on

in this Report.

The tow-nettings collected by the steamer continue

to yield valuable information. A sample of the organisms

collected by the bottom tow-net while trawling off

Aberystwyth on December loth, 1905, contained one

plaice e^g in which the larva was well advanced. From

the appearance of the larva it is estimated that this egg

had been spawned ten days previous to capture. The

earliest record for plaice eggs in the southern part of the

Irisli Sea, previously' known, was January 26tli. The

occurrence of this egg seems to indicate that some of the

plaice on the Soiith Wales coast spaAvn early in December,

and about very much the same time as plaice frequenting

the ISTorth Sea.

Several other minor investigations have been under-

taken by Mr. Johnstone and Mr. Scott, and will be

found described below, but the above is probably sufficient

to give members of the Committee a very fair knowledge
of the work that has been devised and carried out during

t'^e y^'^i'- AV. A. Herdma.n,
Univebsity of Liverpool,

February. 1906.
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SEA FISH HATCHING AT PIEL.

By Andrew Scott.

Our attention, as in former years, during the fish,

spawning period, was devoted to the incubation of the

eggs of plaice and flounders, and the results for 1905

are practically the same as those obtained in 1904. The

adult plaice were brought from Luce }3ay by the fisheries

steamer, and the flounders from the River Lune by the

police cutter belonging to the Northern portion of the

District.

The plaice commenced to spawn on March 2nd, and

the flounders on the following day. The first fertilised

eggs were obtained on March 10th and the last on May
5th. During the two months that the spawning lasted,

about thirteen and a half millions of flounder eggs were

collected and about one and a half millions of plaice eggs.

The eggs were incubated in the usual way and yielded a

little over thirteen millions of fry. The fry were set free

in Morecambe Bay by Captain Wright. At the end of

the spawning season the parent fish were liberated in the

Jiarrow Channel. About a dozen of the largest and most

vigorous plaice were retained for one of Mr. Johnstone's

marking experiments. These were marked and set free

on May 31st, when the steamer was employed in cariying

on some investigations on the off-shore fishing grounds.

The following tables give the number of eggs collected,

and of the ii y liutchetl and set free un the dates specified ;
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Plaice (Pleuronectca plah'stia. Linn.).
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Flounder [Plenronccft's tii'sua. Linn.K
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CLASSES, YISTTOl^S, &c., AT 1»IKL.

By Axi)Ki;\v Scott.

Tlie Education Committee of the LaucasLire Countr

Council ag'ain placed at the disposal of the Sea Fisheries

Committee the usual sum of money for forty-five student-

ships, open to fishermen residing in the Administrative

County of Lancaster. The studentship holders were

divided into three classes of fifteen men in each, as shown

hy the following lists :-

Class held March (ith to ITth—J. Butler, Flook-

burgh ; E. Tohnson, Bolton-le-Sands ; T. Threlfall,

Morecambe ; A. AVoodhonse, ^Morecarnbe; J. Tohnson,

Tunr., Morecambe: T. Moss, Fleetwood; N. Leadbetter,

Fleetwood; D. Leadbetter, Fleetwood; 1*. Birch,

LA'tham ; C. Whiteside, Lytliam ; H. Eobinson, Marsh-

side; M. Tohnson, Marshside ; J. Foster, Marshside; Ji.

Tohnson, Banks ; T. Bond, Banks.

Class held March 30th to :51st E. Butler, Flook-

burgh; AV. Wilson, Baicliff: T. Bell, Morecambe;

T). Bell, Morecambe: A. Wilson, ^lorecambe; T. Lead-

better, Fleetwood: H. Macmillan, Fleetwood ; T.^Meadows,

Fleetwood; X. .Johnson, St. Annes; T. B. Harrison,

St. Annes; E. Eimmer, Marshside; H. Wright (Hutch),

Marshside; T. Wright, Marshside: B. Abram, Banks;

W. Leadbetter, Banks.

Class held April 3rd to 14th -G. Thompson, Baicliff

;

W. Woodend, Bardsea; H. ShaAv, Flookburgh; T. Wood-

house, Morecambe; T. AVoodhouse, Morecambe; T.

Wilson, Morecambe; Ed. Brown, Morecambe; Tohn

Eaby, Overton; E. Eoskell, Fleetwood; E. Atkinson,

Fleetwood; D. Herbert, Fleetwood; E. Wilson, Fleet-

wood; D. Abram, Banks; W. Bigby, Southport ; B. Ball,

Southport. In arldition to tlic men originally selected

for the third class, two Hshermen, S. Eimmer, and W.
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Parr, from lilackpctol, were also present, the studentships

heinjy granted hv ilu- lilackpool Education (Jommittee.

The usual votes of thanks to the Sea Fisheries Coni-

niitee and io the Edueation Committee of the Lancashire

County Council were proposed and carried by the tisher-

nien. One of the most noteworthy fishernien students

^v(' have evei- met willi was a inemher of the third class,

lames ^^'oodllouse, of Motccambc, a fisherman (dose on

ei<i-hty-tw() yeai's of a<ie, and still f(dlowin<,'' his arduous

\(ication witli surprising activity. On several occasions

during? the summer, when fishing- in the vicinity of Piel,

he paid us a visit. Mr. Woodhouse proved an attentive

student, and in a short speech stated he had learned mucli

about the habits and life of hsh that was new to him.

A class in Nature Study for school teachers Avas held

oil two Aveek nights and Saturday afternoons during the

last two weeks of A])ril and first week of May. The class

was attended by seventeen students, all teachers in the

schools under the liarrow Education Committee. This

is the fourth class in Nature Study for teacheis that has

been conducted at Piel.

The dates for the jiext classes for fishermen are

])iactically settled. Two will be held before Easter —
:March 12th to 2;jrd. March 2t)th to April (Jth and one

atter Eastiu' April 2-)rd to May 4th. A fourth class, if

lequired, coiild meet from May 7th to 18th.

Mr. M. A. Fentou, H.M. Inspector of Schools, has

inspected the laboratory and equipment for teaching

purposes. A report giving a summary of the apparatus

in stock, and also of the previous classes for fishermen

and school teachers, has since been forwarded to him.

Mr. Hawcridge, Director of Education for Barrow,

Mr. Hopkinson and Mr. Baxter, members of the Com-
mittee, and others have recently visited the establishment.
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The Scientific Sub-Coiuinittee and representatives of

the various Education Ommittees in the country visited

the establishment under the leadership of Mr. James

Fletcher on two occasions while the classes for fishermen

were ^'oing- on.

A considerable number of additions t(j the Library

have been made duriu<? the year, partly by purchase

and partly by presentaticni. The most noteworthy are :
—

Six volumes of the Challenger Reports presented by

His Majesty's Government.

Twenty-five volumes of publications relating lo

Maiine Biology presented by the Trustees of

the British Museum.

Complete set, Journal of the Marine Biological Asso-

ciation presented by the Association.

Forbes and Hanley, British Mollusca -purchased.

\ols. I., II., 111. of Crustacea of Norway, By G. O.

Sars—purchased.

British Hydroid Zoophytes, Hincks purchased.

British Sessile-eyed Crustacea, ]Jate and AVestwood - -

purchased.

British Starfishes, Forbes -purchased.

British Sea Anemones and ('orals, (josse j)urchased.

The Study of Fishes, Gunther -purchased.

American Food and Game Fishes, Jordan and Ever-

mann— -purchased.

Nordisches Plankton, lirandt u. Apstein, Kiel,

Pts. 1-4—purchased.

Also a large number of repiiiits of papers from the

Reports on the Sea and Inland Fisheries of Ireland, 1902-

1908—presented by Mr. E. W. L. Holt, Scientific Adviser,

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction tor

Ireland, Fisheries Branch.
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EEPOET OX THE TOW-XETTINGS.

]iy Andrew Scott.

Duiinf>' ilio year 1005 three luiiidred and sixty-five

iow-neitiiip's have been examined. These eollections were

made in various ])ajts of the Irish Sea, extendino- troin

Luce Bay in the North to Eisho^uard Bay in the South.

Of this numhei-, two hundred and ninety-seven were taken

by the steamer, forty-one by the Welsh offieers at Car-

narvon, Pwllheli and New Quay, and twenty-seven by Mr.

Ohadwick at Port Erin. A continuous series from any

particnilar area can scarcely be expected under the present

system. The primary Avork of the steamer is to patrol

the whole coast line of Lancashire and Wales, from

Haverij?^ Point to Kemmaes Head, aud occasionally visit

Ww Isle of Man and Milford Haven Districts. The

Fishery Officers have their particular sections to supervise,

and Mr. (.'liadwick Juis many duties to perform. The

tow-nettino^s can, therefore, only be taken wlieu time

permits, or in conjunction with other work, sucli as

collecting trawl inji^ statistics, and are liable to be inter-

rupted through pressure of work or stress of weather. At

some future period a more reg-ular system of collecting

may be attained by the provision of a special scientific

steamer. Meanwhile we make the most of the material

we get, and are very grateful for the opportunities

afforded us. The information derived from these tow-

nettings is gradually extending our knowledge of the

])eriodi(' occuirence and distribution of the j)olagi(.-

organisms in our area.

It is proposed in this report to deal specially with the

result of the examination of the collections from Cardigan

Bay, as it is the only area from which we have a series

representing every nioiilli in I lie year.
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The (•ollcctions i'runi utkcr ureas such as lilackjiuul,

North "Wales, and Port Erin have been interrupted from

the causes already mentioned, hut the information gained

from these, as to distribution, Sn-., vriW be o-ivcn where ii

appears useful. A report on the distribution of tlie

organisms from year to year may be given at a future date,

and will contain further details. The report g-iven last

year was only intended as a record of the monthly

occurrences of groups of organisms without mentioning

the genera an<l spertes, and was primarily ])repare<l for use

in the fisheimen's classes.

The present report is the hrst, so far as we know, that

ch-als with the organisms present each month of the year

ill tlie waters of Cardigan liay. Sixty-six colh>ctii)ns

from this area have been examined. Of that number

thirty-one were taken by the steamer in various parts of

the bay, tweuty-two by D. Pritchard, Fishery Ofhcer at

Pwllheli, and fourteen by E. Williams, Fishery Officer al

New Quay. The following lists give the occurrence from

month to month of the organisms identified in the

Cardigan Bay tow-nettings.

January.

Autidytus prolifer, Sagitta bi])unctata, " Mitraria,

Meganyctiphaues norvegica, Calanus helgolandicus,

Pscudocalanus elongatus, Paracalanus parvus, Centro-

pages hamatus, Anomalocera patersoni, Acartia clausi,

Oithona similis. Fish eggs (Plaice).

February.

liiddulphia, Coscinodiscus, Medusoid gonophores,

Autolytus piolifc]', Sagitta bipunctata, " Mitraria,"'

" Mysis stage
""

of Crangon, Calanus helgolandicus,

Pscudocalanus elongatus, Paracalanus paivus, Centrf)-

pages hamatus, Temru'a iougicf)rnis, Anomalocera
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patersoni, Acartia elausi and A. discaudata, Oithona

sirailis, Cyclopiiia littoialis, Caiiuella perplexa, Euterpina

acutifrons, Altciitlia intt'rni])ta, Copepod iianplii,

Xaiiplii of liarnatdes, Oiko])l('nia, Fish eg-g-s (Plai<'c, Dab,

Flounder, Haddock, Coal Fisli, Bib, Eockling').

March.

JiiddulpliJa, (Jose i nod iscus, Pleurobiachia pileus,

Autolytiis proliler, Sagitta bipuuctata, " Mitraria,"

I'sfMidofalanus elong-atus, Paracalanns paivus. (leutro-

pag'es hamatus, Temoia loug^iconiis, Acartia elausi and

A. discaudata, (.)ithona similis, (\yclopina littoralis,

Copepod nauplii, Nauplii and Ostracod stages of Barnacle,

Ascidian e^p;s, Fish eggs (Plaice, Flounder, Dab, Cod,

Eockling").

April.

Hiddulpliia, Cosciiiodiscus, Pleurobrachia j)ileus,

Sag'itta bipunctata, " M itrai'ia/" Crab zoea," " Mysis

sfag-e " ot Cjang'on, i'aracalaniis ])aivus, Centropagcs

hamatus and C. iypicus, Temora longicornisj Acartia

elausi, and A. discaudata, Copepod nauplii, Xauplii of

J-Jarnacles, Ustracod stagv of Barnacles, Ascidian eggs,

Oikoplcura, Fish eggs (Plaice, Brill, Coal Fish, Sprat,

iiockling, Common Dragonet). Post larval pleuronectids.

May.

Cnscinodiscus, Pluteus larA'se of Starfish, Pleuro-

brachia pileus, Medusoid gono])liores, Sagitta bipunctata,

larval Polyclitrta. " M iii aiia," " Mysis stage" of

Crangon. Cialt zoca, Calaiius helgolandicus, Pseudu-

calauus clongaUis, Paracalanns parvus, Ceutropages

hamatus, and C. typicus, Temora lougicoruis, Acartia

elausi and A. discaudata, Oithona similis, Copepod

nauplii, Xauplii and Osti'acod stages of Barnacles, Podon
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intennediiuii. Ascidian eg^s, Oikopleiira, Fish eggs (Brill,

Soleuette. .S])jat, Rorkling). Post laival plpiirn)i(>rh'(ls

and gadoids, young tfxkling.

June.

Biddulphia, Khizosoleuia, Gelatinous alga\ Pluteus

of Echiuns, Plulcns of Li'ittle starfish, Pleurobrachia

pileus, Medusoid gonopliores, yonug Amelia, Sagitta

bipiinctata, laival I'olyrlifeta, *' Mitraria," " Mysis stag<'
""

of Crangoi], Zoea and Megalo])a of Crabs, Idotea marina,

Paracalanus parvus, Centropages lianiatus and V. ty])icus,

Temora longicornis. .Vrartia clansi, and A. discaudata,

Copepod nanplii, Podon intermedium, Oikopleura, Fish

eggs (Brill, Turbot, Solenette, Weever), one young Sol{>

T'o mm. long, young Hockling.

July.

Rliizosoienia, Ceratium Iripos, (". fusus, and ('.

furca, Pleurobrarliia pileus, Medusoid gonopliores, young

Aurelia, Sagitta bipunctata, " Mitraria, " " Mysis stage
"

of ("rangon, Zoea and ^legalopa of Crabs, Traehelifer

'stage of Jaxea noeturna, Erichtlieus stage of Squilla,

Pelagic stage of eommon lobster, Paiacalanus parvus,

Centropages haniatus, and C. typicus, J'emora longieornis,

Isias clavipes, Anomalocera patersfuii, Labi(h)eera

wollastoni, Poniella lobiancoi, Aeartia elausi, and A.

discaudata, Oithona similis, Canuella perplexa, Monstrilla

anglica, Podon intermedium and P. leuckartii, Evadne

nordmnnni, ( )ikopleu)a. Fish i^^'^^fJ^f^ (V\\'vyev], young

AVeevers, young Pocklings, y(»uug Garfish.

August.

Noctiluca, Sagitta bipunctata, Autolytus proiifer,

" Mitraria, " " ^lysis stage
""

of Craugon, Zoea and
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Megalopa ol Crabs, riacliclifcr stage uf -laxra iiuctnrna,

Erichtheus stage of squillu, Paracalauus parvus, Ceatro-

pages iiamatiis and C. typicus, Temora luiigiconiis, Isias

clavipcs, Auomalocera patersoni, Labiilocera wolla.sttDii,

Poutclla lf)l)iancoi, Acartia claiisi, and A. discaudata,

Oithona siinilis, Euterpiiia acutifrons, Podoi) inteniiediiim

and P. Iciickartii, Ascidian eggs, rjikoplcura.

September.

Biddulpliia, ( 'osciuodiscus, Cliiotoceros, Ceraliuui

tripus, ('. fusus and ('. lurca, Pleurubraeliia pileus,

Medusoid gonopliores, Sagitta bipnnetata. laival Poly-

clueia, " ^liliaria," " Mysis stage
""

uf Crangon, Para-

calanus parvus, Ceutropages lianiatus, Teuiura lungi-

cornis, Acartia clausi, Oitliona siniilis, Canuella perplexa,

Euterpina acuiifruns. JNidon intcrnicdiuni and J*.

leuckartii. Larva' of Gasicrojxxls, Larvre of Lamelli-

braneLs, Uikopleuia.

October.

(luetoceros, Jkdl('roch(>a, Ceratiuin fusus, Pleuro-

braehia ])ilous, Sagitta bipunetata. Larval Polycba'ta.

Pseudocalanus elongatus, Paracalauus ])arvus, Centro-

l)ages hamatus, Temora longieojiiis, Aeartia clausi,

Oitliona siniilis, Euterpina acutifrons, Olkopleura.

November.

Coscinodiscus, Noctiluca. Sagitta bipuuciala, Toiiiop-

teris onisciforinis, " Mysis stage
""

of ('rangon, Megalo[)a

of Crab.s, Calaiius lielgolandieus, Paracalauus parvus,

Centropages hamatus, Temora longieoruis, Auomalocera

patersoni, Acartia clausi, Oithona siinilis, Euterpina

arutifious, Oikopleura.
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December.

Biddulphia, Cosciuodiscus, (eratiuni fusus, and C.

fuica, Xoctiluca, Plcurobrachia i)ileiis, Sagitta 1)ip\in(-

tata, xV-Utolytus piolifer, Tomoptoris oniscifnrmis, larval

Polyclia'ta, " Mitiaria," " Mysis siage ""
of Craugou.

Meganycl i])liaiics lunvco-ica. Calanus lielgolandicus,

PscudocalaTiiis cloug'atus, Paiacalaiius pai'vus, ('ciitni-

j)ag'es kaiiiatiis, Teuiora lougiccjriiis, Aiitiinaldccra

patei'soiii, Acai'tia olausii, Oithoiia similis, jMilci-piiia

aciii ifroiis, ( ik(»])l('Uia. Fish pggs /Plaice).

1a V m a r k s on t li o c c u r i' e n c e and
D i s 1 1' i b u t i o 11 of ( ) r g a u i s ui s .

'laking- the months in order, we liud from coliectious

wliicli could ouh" be secured during- the second half of

•January that twelve diifereut oa-ganisms were present, and

the bulk of these were copepoda. Fseiu/ocdlanus, Para-

calanas, CcidrupcKjes aud Aeartid were the most con-

spicuous, only a few of the remaiiiiug three were noted.

('(daniu aud the schizopod Mef/ani/dijjhanes were limited

to bottom gatherings. >S(i(/it(a, though present in

immense numbers at the bottom, were comparatively scarce

near the surface. (Jbservations elsewhere were rather

limited in January (twing to uncertainty of the weather,

and only four inshore areas were dealt with, but these

practically take in the coast line from Blackpool to New

Quay Head. It is therefore noteworthy that though

Diatoms were absent in the coastal waters, representatives

of three a-enera occurred at Port Erin.

During January ar)-angcmcnts were coiiiplctcd lor

the Fishery Oihcers at Pwllheli and >.'ew (|uay to take

tow-nettings in their divisions at least once a fortnight,

in addition to the collections made by the steamer when

circumstances permitted. The extra gatherings were
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begun in February and continued throughout the year.

The tow-nettings for February fom})rised eight surface

and five bottom samph's. T'opepoda, so far as number
of species go, reached the maximum point in this month,

when fourteen forms were noted, but only four of these

(the same as in -Tanuary) wei'c nt all common. Sagittc

was again al)Uii(hini near llic bottom. (V»pe])()(l nauplii

and the nauplii of l);unacles made their a])])earancc in

February. Sc-vcn species of fish eggs were noted and

tAvo species of diatoms. Five other coastal areas were

examined, one ott-sliore station and l-'ort Erin. Diatoms

appeared to be scarce in distribution throughout tlie Irish

Sea. Iliree genera were represented at Port Erin, two in

Caidigan liay and (tnc in Fishguard Bay. Altogether

thirty distinct organisms were detected in Cardigan Bay.

Port Erin, with fourte(>n, was the next richest area.

In ]Mar(di owing to picssuvc of othei' work llic

steamer was unable to investigate Cardigan Uay. but tlie

Fishery Otficers sent in five sani|>les, wliich v,vvv r(^])i<'-

sentative of the whole month. 'rwenty-three organisms

were noted, in( luding eight species of (Vtpepoda and five

species of fish eggs. The ostracod stage of barnacles and

the eggs of s])ecies of Ascidians appeared for the first

time in 1!)05 in this month. Five coastal ai'cas were

investigated, also fou]' stations in the <-entral ])ortion of

the Irish Sea, l)ut Port Erin was not represented.

Diatoms were apparently ]nesent tlnoughout the whole

of the Irish Sea in Marcli, and weic represented by the

genera fVidd iil jilna and ('oscnKxhsctis.

The steamer was again engaged in other A\drk in

A])ril, and the collections sent by the Fishery Otficers

contained the only material available. These were

taken on the 12th, 18th (two tow-nettings ) and 29th.

The org-anisms numbeied twentv-five, and included six



species of ( V)|K'])()(la and six spiM'ics of Hsli c^^-s. The

Zoea stao-e of crabs and the post larval slafjc of Plcnro-

ncclids, probably plaice, bcj^-an to make their a])])earance

amongst the ])lankton. Five coastal areas were examined,

also three off-shore stations and Port Krin Hay. Tlie

distribution of many of the oi'ganisnis had now l)ecome

fairly nnifonn. Diatoms were piesenl in every area

except Carnarvon Bay, and were re])i'esen1e(l by

Cnsr/'/iod/sriis and linhJ ill iiltia . C]i(i(tiii( }<>.< and RIn:ii-

soleniK occurred at Port l*]rin in addition to the two others

mentioned, but nowhere else. 'I'wenty-nine organisms,

including the eggs of ten species of fish, Avere noted from

Port Erin in April.

The tow-nettings taken in May numbered ten, and

c()m])rised four collections from the Fishery Othcers, and

three surface and three bottom gatherings made by the

steamer. The organisms represented in the material,

including the eggs of four species of fish, reached a total

of thirty-one. Nine species of Copepoda were noted. Of

these, ('critrojKUic^i liamafus, ('. fyincuH, Acarf/a rhnisi

and A. <H^(<niihit<i were the most abundant: the last

two ill some cases forming the bulk f)f the material

collected. Post larval pleuronectids were less numerous

than in April, and young gadoids made their appearance

for the first time. The presence of gelatinous alga:!

interfered to some extent with the working of the tow-nets

in three of the other coastal areas investigated, and pro-

bably had some connection with the abnf)rmal results.

At Blackpool only Fhurohyarhid and this alga were

noted. The collection from Port Erin on ^lay 11th was

also rather remarkable. It was practically a gathering

of Chaetoceros.

In June twelve collections were made, of which four

were from near the bottom. (jelatinous alga- had by this
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time becoinr vcj'v aliiiiiflaiil alonj^' tlio Wolsli consl

extendinrr to Fishpruard J3ay. but apparently did ]iot

come vciy ojose to the land. None of the tfiw-nettinps

iakcn l»y the steamer produeed a single (•o])e]iod, wliilc

fiiose taken oi¥ Tremadoe, Aheraron and Kihin Head,

yielded six sjx'eies. Out of a total of thirty oi'^auisiiis

only ei<;-lit occnricd ]>etween two and three juih's from tlir

laud. The alga was entirely absent fjom the tow-

nettings taken by the Fisheiv Ottieers. TJie crjlleetiou

fioni P(»it Jilriu showed a great change frojii the juevious

month, and twenty organisms were iioted. ('htciocn-os

had entirely vanished, its place being taken by a swarm

of Rhizomlcnid which was represented by a few indivi-

• luals in May.

The organisms in Cardigan lh\y plankton atiaine*!

ihei]- highest numbci- in -Inly. I'^leven collections were

tidvcn and thirty-six ditferent forms, with a fairlj'

nnifoi?n distribution, weic found to be present in the

area. No other portion of the Irish Sea, at any time

during 1!)05 contained planktcm so varied as occurred in

this l)av in the months of Mav, -riine, Julv and Auerust.

Yarions unusual forms appeared in July su(h as the

larvEe of the crustaceans Jaiveu, Sqitilla, and lobsters, also

the rare co})e])ods Fontdla loh'uuicni and M onstrilla

(iiujlha. The gelatimnis alga was gradually disappearing

from the water. The only areas that contaijied any

were Carnarvon Bay and Bahama Bank oif the Isle of

Man. Diatoms were practically absent in all t-he regions

investigated, a very few Rhlzosolcind Avere noted at Poit

Erin and in Cardigan Bay, and CosrhuHiiscm at Port Erin

only.

The tow-nettings taken dujing August numbered

fourteen. Ten of these were collected b}' the steamer,

and the remaining- four bv the Fishery Officers. A con-
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sid('ral)](' rcMliictidU in tlio iiumhci' of ()i'o>an isms aj)[)ai'('iitly

set in early in the month: Diatoms, Ceratium and

Coelenterata Avere entirely absent. The young lobsters

had also p-nne from this area, but a few occurred in

Carnarvon liay and on(> in Lune Deep. The Protozoan

Noctihica made its first appearance in this bay during

August, and was also diffused throughout the Irish Sea

at that time. Young Jinvea, young iSqui/hi and Pontdla

Inh'ninroi continued to be represented. Fish eggs and

young fishes had disappeared from all the coastal waters.

At Porl Erin one or two eggs of the Xorway topknot still

remained. Diatoms became more j)lenliful in other iireas.

Hepreseuta fives of four genera Avere noted between lied

Wharf Bay and Rliyl, one in the Hibble and two at Port Erin.

In September five gatherings were taken. Tlie

number of organisms remained practically the same as in

August, but a great change had taken place in tlie con-

stituents of the plankton, not only liere but all over W\v

area. The larvte of Crabs, J(uvea and Sqiiilla had gone,

and also some of the copepods, including the species of

Foiifella, Anomalocera, Lahidoccra, and a few others.

Twelve species of copepoda were present in August and

only seven in September. Diatojns, Ceratium and (Veleu-

terata re-appeared, and small swarms of gasteropod and

lamellibrauch larvae were mc^t with. Diatoms had become

well diffused throughout the Irish Sea. Three genera were

represented in Cardigan Bay, four along the Xorth Wales

coast, one at the mouth of the Pibblc, Blackj)oo] and

Port Erin. Three species of Ceratium weie present in

every one of the areas examined, excepting Port Erin.

Cfelenterata were uniformly distributed. A few zoea of

crabs [Porccl/dna sp.), and hitc niegalojia stages (jf other

species wei'C I'ouiid along I lie Xortli Wales coasi and otf

the Kibble.
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Only one colleftioii could be made in October and so far

as it »»-oes it shows that the plankton had become almost

as poor in constituents as we found during .lanuary.

Practically only copepods remained, along with a few

individuals belonging to othei' five groups. From the

otiier areas exaiuined we tind that Diatoms were prevalent

all over. Port Vv'm and Luce Jiay were especially rich

in species, no less tlian five being common to both.

Ceraiivm was uniff)rmly distributed in the northern

division and Xorfi/iicd extended fioni the coastal waters

to the centre of tlie Irish Sea.

In Xovember five colle(-tions were taken, and the

plankton Avas very similar to that of October. Slight

changes had occiirred. Clurtoccros was displaced by

Coscinodiscus, and (.'ertifiiim by Noctilvcu. Amongst the

Copepoda Anomalocera had returned and Calanus took tiic

])lace of Fscudocd/iniKs. The I^lankton in the other areas

lemained practically the same as in the previous month.

Acantliomefvn a|)|teared at Poit Eiin for the first time iji

the year.

The weather during December Avas unsettled,

and the work in c(mse(]uence was lestricted to fewer areas.

l*]leven tow-nettings were taken in Cardigan Bay and

revealed a considerabh^ development in the plankton. The

constituents numbered twenty-four. ('o^cinodiscus, Ceia-

tium, Coelenterata, and Pscudocfdauua re-appeared. A
single specimen of a developing e^^ of the plaice was

found in a bottom collection on the loth which makes

the earliest record for the Irish Sea.

The year 1905 Avas remarkable for the huge swarms

of single organisms that made their appearance from time

to time thrcnighout tlie whole of the territorial Avaters

between the Duddon and Fishguard Bay. We do not

remember anA" prcA'ious t)ccasion on which these invasions
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woro so mai'kod. In some cases these visits wore strictly

local, and in others ditVused over a wide area. The

following are the most strikinj)- instances, g-iviug the date

and locality of the occurrence, and also the name of the

ortranism :

• )au. 'li'). Patches Buoy, Aberystwyth. Sai/ifiii.

•27. Ott' Llaiion. Cardi<)an Bay. .,

Feb. 'Jl. Tremadoc liay. ])iatoms (Coscuiodisciis).

Mar. 28. Off the moutli of the Buddon. Sagltfo.

April 4. C'ariiaiNOii Bay. Ostracod .stage of Barnacles.

,. Is. Treinadoc Bay. Copei[)odH Crfiiinra loiujiconils).

.. 2i>. Off New Quay Head.

May II. I'ort Erin. ])mtoms, (Cluetoct^ros).

June 11. Bed Wharf Bay. Diatoms (('oHcinodiscus and

HiiUliilpliia).

,, If). New Quay Head. (.'opepods (( 'fiitropat/es and

Acartia).

., 19. Port Erin. Diatoms {lihizosulenia).

.. 28. Fishguard Bay. Crustacea (Megalopa of Crabs).

,, "27. Llandudno Bay. .\orfili(r((.

„ 28. Oti" Puftin Island.

,, 21). Entrance to Mersey. .,

., 'M). Blackpool. .,

July 5. Red Wharf Bay.

,. ;). Beaumaris Bay.

7. Oft' St. Tudwall Islands. Porcdkoia zoea.

., 7. Off Nelson Buoy. Eibble. XoctiJvca.

„ 13.

.. 14. Oft' Tnys Each, Cardigan Bay. Megalopa of

Crabs.

,, IT. Iromadoc Bay. Copepods, Teniora and Acartia.

,, 18. Off Nelson Buoy, nibble. Cladocera (2 species

of Podun).



July '10. ('iiniarvf)n T^ay. XoctiJnca.

,. 21. 'rreinadoc JJay. C'Opei)ods (Ac<irtia disrandata).

., 21. Patches linoy. Al)ei-vst\vvtli. HJii:os<)lrni>i und

( 'iraiiiiiii.

„ 22. Oft' Llanon. Cardigan Bay. lihizosnlfnia and

( 'iT((liniii.

,,
2'). Off the mouth uf the Diuldoii. Crab Mopralopa.

.. :U. New Quay Head. Coi)e\)odti Ttmnra cmd Arartui.

.. 31. Tremadoe Bay. PonrUayia zoea.

Auu;. 1. Llandudno Bay. Xoctdiint.

:\. Entrance to Mersey. .,

7. Oft' Nelson Buoy, Bibble. Noctihica.

s. T)'emadoe Bay. Pon-cUaua zoea.

,, !). Oft' Llaiion, Cardigan Bay. 100 Sqiiilki larv;o,

105 P<nitflh( loh'uoHoi.

,, 10. Carnarvon Bay. Zoea and Megah^pa of Crabs.

„ HI Off Nelson Buoy. ..

,, 10. Llandudno Bay. Diatoms Uour genera).

.. 17. Beaumaris Bay. Noctilmti.

.. 22. Off Nelson Buoy, Biblde. Xrxtiiiira.
-

.. 2(5. Blackpool. Nortiluea,

,, 31. Batches Buoy, oft" Aberystwyth. i)i) SqitUlnlarym.

Sep. 14. Entrance to Bubble. Nortilura.

Oct. 10. Oft' Liverpool N.W. Light Ship. XorfUnra.

.. 24. Entrance to Mersey. Sofptta.

Tlie a])ponded table shews the oc<'ur)eiice of pelagic

lish eggs during the year.
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Tlie following Tables show the occurrence from month

to month of the various organisms identified in the

plankton from the areas named :

—

January.
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February.
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March.
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April.
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May.



40

Jane.



41

July.



4'2

August.
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September.
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October.
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NoYember.
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December.
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FAFNISTIC NOTES.

]]y ANDREW Scott.

(1) Acavthoineira sp.—This Radiolariau only occurred

at Port Erin in jN'ovember and December. In 1904 it

was noted at Port Erin in February, and oit Pliyl in

March.

(2) Xoctihicd Dii^iaris.—A most extensive visitation

of this organism took place in 1905, and its movements at

the beg-inning- appear to be peculiar. It was first noted

in a collection from the Mersey on June Ttli, then at Port

Erin on. the 19th, and at Fishg^uard Bay on the 23rd. It

did not occur in tlie tow-nettinjrs taken on the North

AVales Coast on -June (ith, 20th or 21st, nf)r in twenty-

three watherinfi's from Cardig-an Bay, representing the

whole of Tune and rfuly. At the end of June it liad

become well diffused in the Northern area, and continued

to be so for the rest of the year. It turned up in Car-

narvon Bay on July 20th and in Cardigan Bay in August.

These records seem to point to a southerly drift rather

than a northerly, though one naturally expects that the

invasion would come from the South witli the greater

volume of water that enters the area by the South

Channel. An earlier collection at Port Erin, in June

might have thrown more light on this point. In any

case, some time would elapse before the organism reached

the Lancashire side after appearing at the Isle of Ma]i

if the distribution took place from the North, and

Xoctiluca was not present at Port Erin on May 11th.

Some of the tow-nettings taken during June, July and

August oif the Lancashire coast were pure collections of

this protozoan. So far as we know Xoefihua has not

occurred at Port Erin previous to 19()-'').
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Every opportunity of examiniug- fish for parasites of

all kinds is taken full advantage of. Mr. Johnstone is

working out the Protozoa and internal worms, the leeches,

trematodes and Crustacea being left to me. A number

of trematodes have alreadj' been recorded in a former

paper, but the group is by no means worked out.

(3) EpihdeUa sp.—Plate YIII., fig. 1.

Several specimens of a form closely resembling

Efihdella hippofjlossi (Miiller) were found on the skin of

the common dog-fish {Scyllmm canicula). The fish were

caught in the trawl net when the steamer was at work

South of the Calf of Man in June, 1905. The parasites

were confined to the head of the fish and were mostly

round the gill slits. A single specimen was taken some

years ago, biit owing to its contracted state could not be

worked out. The parasite measures about 2 mm. and the

body is of an oval form, thin and flat. The suckers are

rather difficult to make out, and so far as can be seen the

posterior one has no hooks. Until more specimens are

secured it is probably better to merely -record its

occurrences and leave it unnamed.

(4) Acanthocotyle sp.—Plate YIIL, figs. 2-4.

A much contracted specimen, about 1"8 mm. long,

belonging to this genus, described by Monticelli in 1888,

was found when examining washings from trawl refuse

brought up in Fishguard Bay in June, 1905. The usual

habitat of the members of this geniis is on the skin of

skates and rays, and as a number of rays were taken in

Fishguard Bay it is practically certain that the Trematode

had been detached after the fish were captured. The

genus is easily recognised by the large posterior sucker

armed with numerous rows of teeth, and hj the presence

of a small secondary sucker or adhesive disk on the

margin of the large one. The shape and position of the
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adhesive disk is one of (lie characters by which species are

defined. In three species the disk is circular, and in a

fonrth lin^ulate. Figure 4 shows the shape and position

of the adhesive disk in the specimen from Fishguard Bay.

This is the first time we have found the genus in the Irish

Sea.

A number of bass (Lahra.v) and mackerel were

examined during- 1905. The Trematodes already recorded

from these fish were again found.

(5) Microcotjile Jahrac/s, van Ben. and Hesse.—Plate

IX., fig. 3,

(6) and DiiJlectanum oeqiians, Diesing.—Plate IX.,

fig. 4, are from the bass. The former is a large species,

but appears to be rare, while the latter, a very small form,

is always plentiful on the gills of the fish taken near

Piel.

(7) Odohothrium alosae, Hermann.—Plate IX., fig. 1.

A large number of specimens were found on the gills

of a shad, Chi/pea alosae, sent to us by Mr. Robert Jones,

Fishery Officer at Carnarvon. IS^ot previously recorded

for the district.

(8) Octohnthrium scombri (Kuhn)—Plate IX., fig. 2, is

the mackerel trematode. This is a very slender species

and easily overlooked.

Two members of the Hirudhs^p^a were added to our

list during 1905.

(9) Trachelohdella lophii (van Ben. and Hesse), from

the gill chamber of an angler fish (Lophius piscatorius)

brought to the Piel laboratory by the steamer.

(10) Platyhdella soleae (van Ben. and Hesse).

This is the little brown thread-like body often seen on

the black side of the common sole. A number of the soles

caught between Lancashire and the Isle of Man in 1905

were covered with the Plafyhdella.

P
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fll) Larvae of Lobsters--We have not previously

met with these in the tow-netting^s, and their occurrence

among'st the plankton is worthy of special notice. One

was taken oft' Ynys Each on -Tuly 1-lth, one off Llanon on

the 22nd, twelve in Carnarvon Bay on August 10th, and

one in the last pelagic stage in Lune Deep on August 2r)th.

(12) The Erich theus stage of Squilla was recorded

for Cardigan Bay in the report published last year. It

was found again in the same area iu 1905. In July and

August these larvae appeared to be fairly uniform in their

distribution between Ynys Each and St. Tudwall Islands,

and extended seaward as far as the Patches Buoy off

Aberystwyth. Over 100 specimens were found in a tow-

netting oft' Llanon on August 9tli.

(13) The Trachelifer stage of Jn.vea has also been

previously recorded. It occurred in 1905 in (Cardigan

Bay during the months of July and August, and in Luno

Deep in August. Mackerel caught oft Walney early in

July were found to be feeding entirely on larval

crustaceans, such as Zoea and Megalopa of .Crabs, &c.

One or two had been feeding exclusively on young Ja.vea,

and their stomachs were well filled.

(14) Pontella lobiancoi, Canu.—Plates I. and II.

A regular invasion of this rare Copepod into Cardigan

Bay was noted in July and August. It has not been taken

at any time on the British coasts until 1904, so far as we

know. Two males and one female were found in a tow-

netting taken oft Llanon on October 27tli of that year. In

1905 we have noted its occurrence on the following

occasions:—J^ily 3rd oft St. Tudwall Islands, 14th oft

Ynys Each, 17th Tremadoc Bay, 21st Tremadoc Bay, 22nd

oif Llanon, 31st both at New (^uay Head and Tremadoc

Bay. August 9th off Llanon (105 specimens), loth Xew
Quay Head. This is one of the Pontellas that has a leps
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in the rostrum, but I find that the lens is somewhat

rudimentary in the female thouo^h well developed in the

male, as shown by the figures now g^iven.

(15) Monsfrilla anghca, Lubbock.—Plate IV.

Mention is made on page 4(! in last year's Eeport of

the occurrence of a Monsfrilla in Liice Bay which

appeared to be rather diiferent from any of the described

species. A number of males of the same form were taken

oif Llanon on July 22nd. After a careful examination of

the appendages, I am inclined to regard it as only a

variety of Lubbock's species. The fifth feet of the female

are much longer and narrower than in typical specimens,

and the male has a peculiar comb-like structure on the

inner margin of the last joint of the antennules.

(16) Corycaeus angJicus, Lubbock.

Specimens of this rare Copepod were taken in a

plankton collection from Fishguard Bay on Xovember

11th, 1905. The late I. C. Thompson found it at Port

Erin, but this is the first record of its appearance in the

coastal waters of Wales.

(IT) GiardeUa thomjjsoni, n. sp.—Plate III.

Description of the male : Length, exclusive of fureal

hairs, 1"87 mm. ; body seen from above, cyclopoid in

outline, moderately robust ; antennules slender, seven

jointed, about as long as the cephalic segment, third joint

very short, fourth and seventh joints longer than any of

the others; antennae and mouth organs (figs. o-T) nearly

similar to those of G. callianassae , Canu ; swimming feet

also like those of the type ; endopodites in every pair

longer than the exopodite ; fifth feet two-jointed, narrow,

and longer than the genital segment, outer margin of

second joint furnished with two small spines ; apex of the

joint with a spine and a hair; abdomen five-jointed,

fourth joint much shorter tlian tlie others: furca
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moderately long and narrow, and equal to the combined

lentjths of the last three abdominal segments.

One specimen in a snrface collection from Bahama

Bank, March 7th, 1905.

This new species has a general resemblance to the

type G. callianassae, but differs in having a more slender

fifth foot, which has two marginal spines on the second

joint instead of only one as shown by Canu, and by the

shorter furca. The furca in Canu's species are nearly as

long as the whole abdomen.

The species is dedicated to the memory of my
colleague, I. C. Thompson, who studied the Copepods of

Liverpool Bay for many years with marked success, as

shown by his numerous reports on the subject.

(18) Caligus scomberi, Bassett Smith. Plate Y.

This parasite is occasionally found when examining

the gill chambers of mackerel, and has already been

recorded for the district. C. li. Wilson in Part I. of his

work on the North American Parasitic Copepods* is

inclined to doubt the validity of this species and the

accuracy of the figures given by British authors. It

appears desirable, therefore, that figures of the form from

the Irish Sea should be given. We have not yet been

fortunate enough to find the male, and the illustrations

give the characteristic features of the female only. The

parasite measures 5"57 mm. in total length, and the

abdomen is composed of a single joint. There is a decided

contraction near the distal end, but no trace of a division.

The fourth feet are similar in structure to other Caligi,

and have a basiopodite with a three-jointed exopodite.

Sternal fork slender, sides rounded and tapering to a

* Proceedings of the United States National ]\[useum. vol,

xxviii., pp. 479-672 (reprint No. 1404),
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Hunt point. The width of each prontj is about equal to

one-third of the incision.

(19) Anchorella seoinheri, Bassett Smith. Phite VI.

This species is here recorded for the first time from

the Irish Sea, and has been found on the gill rakers of

mackerel caught off Walney and in Carnarvon Bay in

1905.

(20) Anchorella paradoiva, van lieneden. Plate VII.

Another Copepod parasite from the mackerel, not

previously recorded for the area. It is found on the gill

filaments, and thus differs in its habit from A. scomberi.

This species is quite distinct from all the other British

members of the genus, and is probably not an Anchorella

at all. The male of A. scomheri has two pairs of

maxillipeds, but I find after a careful examination that

the male of A. jjaradoxa has only one pair.

(21) Fish Eggs.—A table showing the distribution

from month to month is given on page 3o. Two interesting

records have been obtained from the examination of the

plankton collected in 1905. The first and most important

is the occurrence of plaice eggs at an earlier date than any

previously known to us. On January 2()th a spent female

plaice was caught in the steamer's trawl net when at work

off Aberystwyth, and two plaice eggs were captured in

the surface tow-net. A bottom tow-netting taken on the

same ground on December 15th contained one plaice eg^

in which the developing larvae was clearly visible. From

the appearance of the larvae it is concluded that this e^g

had been spawned ten days earlier than the date on which

it was captured. The occurrence of this q^^ seems to

indicate that some of the plaice on the South Wales coast

spawn early in December, and about very much the same

time as plaice frequenting certain areas of the North Sea.

The other point is the finding of the eggs of the spotted
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dragonet CaUionymris iiincit/afiix. The fish has already

been recorded from Ihe Irish Sea, but the egp-s have not

been met with in the district. So far we have only found

them on two occasions at Eed Wharf Bay on -Inly 5th,

and at Port Erin on the 8th. They can only be dis-

tinguished from the eggs of the common dragonet by

measuring the size of the hexagonal markings. The

hexagons are much smaller in the egg of ('. niacn/afus

.than in ('. h/)'(i.

(22) YuuHfj Fishe-f. X large number of post larval

pleuronectids were found amongst the planktf)n collected

in March and April extending from Cardigan Bay to

Liverpool Bar Lightship, and also in the neighbourhood

of Port Erin. One young sole, T"5 mm. long, was taken

in Tremadoc Bay on June 21st, post larval brill near

Puffin Island on June 28th and oft Blackpool on July 4th,

post larval Zeugopterus in Pamsey Bay on July 11th.

Post larval stages of gadoids, Belone, rockling, weevers

and Liparis also occurred occasionally in various parts of

the district.
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Explanation of Pirates.

Plate II.

PonteUd lohiancoi, Caiiii.

—

'ig. 1 Female seen from above, n.s. 4 mm. x 18.

antennule. x 45.

rostrum. x ()8.

endopodite of first foot. x 148.

fifth pair of feet. x 08.

abdomen seen from left side. x 45.

Plate III.

PontelUi lohiancoi, Canu.

Fig. 1—Male seen from above, n.s. 'S'l mm. x 18.

,, 2— ,, rostrum. x 90.

,, 3 - ,, right antennule. x 45.

,, 4— ,, right antennule, hinge joints. x 130.

,, 5— ,, fifth pair of feet. x 08.

Plate IY.

Giardella thompsoni, n. sp.

—

Fig. 1—Male seen from above, n.s. I'oT mm.
2

3—
4—
5—
6—
7

—

8—
9-

10—

08.

antennule. x 90.

antenna. x 90.

mandible. x 293.

iirst maxilla. x 293.

second maxilla. x 190.

niaxilliped. x 130.

first foot. X 130.

third foot of endopodite, 2nd and -(rd

joints only. x 130.

fourth foot. X 136.



Plate Y.

Monstrilla anglica, Lubbock.

—

Fig. 1—Female seen from above, n.s. 2'4 mm. x 22.

,, 2—Male seen from above, n.s. 1'4 mm. x 45.

,, 3— ,, inner edge of last joint of antennule.

X 570.

,, 4—Female abdomen. x 102.

„ 5— ,, fifth pair of feet, x 190.

„ 6—Male fifth pair of feet, x 190.

Plate YI.

Caliyus scomheri, Bassett-Smith.

—

Fig. 1—Female seen from above, n.s. 5"5T mm. x LS.

2—
3—
4--

5

—

0—
7—

antennule. x 130.

antenna. x 90.

first maxilliped. x 90.

second maxilliped. x 90.

fourth foot. X 68.

sternal fork. x 190.

Plate YII.

AnchoreUd scomheri, Bassett-Smith.

—

Fig. 1—Female //; situ. x 4'5.

,, 2—Female. x 7*5.

,, 3—Male, x 45.

,, 4—Female antennule. x 293.

,, 5— ,, antenna. x 293.

,, 6— ,, mandible, x 58G.

,, 7— ,, maxilla, x 293.

,, 8— ,, maxilliped. x 190.

,, 9—Male first maxilliped. x 293.

,, 10— ,, second maxilliped. x 29'!.



Plate II.

PoNTELLA LOBiANCoi, Caiiu., female.





Plate III.
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Plate IV.
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GlARDELLA THOMPSONI, 11. Sp





Plate V.

MONSTRILLA ANGLICA, Lubbock.





Plate VI.

j\!^Kii8-\

Caligus scomberi, Bassett-Smith.





Plate VII.
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Anchorella scomberi, Bassett-Smith.





Plate VIII.

Anchorella paradoxa, van Beneden.





Plate IX.
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Fig. 1. ? Epibdella, sp.

Figs. 2-4. Acanthotyle, sp.





Plate X.

i.«>.oi?

Fig. 1. OcTOBOTHRiuM ALOSAE, Hermann.

Fig. 2. ,, scomberi (Kuhn).

Fig. 3. Microcotyle labracis, v. Ben. & Hesse.

Fig. 4. Diplectanum aequans, Diesing.





Plate YIII.

A lieholdIk pdvadihni, van Beiieden.

—

Fi^. 1 Female //; situ. x 45.

,, 2— ,, (back view). -^ 18.

,, 3 -Male, x 24.

,, 4—Female antennule. x 29'"5.

,, 5— ,, antenua. x 190.

,, (j-- ,, mandible. x 29o.

,, 7- - ,, maxilla. x 29-3.

,, 8 ,, maxilliped. x 190.

,, 9" Male maxilliped. x 1.3G.

Plate IX.

Fjijihdella, sp.

—

Fig-. 1 Seen from ventral surface. x 45.

Acanthocijtijle, sp.

Fi^. 2—Seen from ventral surface. x 45.

,, •)—Teeth of one of the rays. x ooo.

,, 4— Adhesive disc. x 58G.

Plate X.

Fig. 1

—

OctohotJirlum cdosac, Hermann, seen from ventral

side. X 15.

,, 2

—

Odohothriuin scomhtri (Kulinj, seen from ventral

side. X 18.

,,
'\~ Microcotyle lahracU, van Ben. and Hesse, seen

from ventral side. x 14.

,, 4

—

Diplectanum oequans, Diesing-, seen from ventral

side. X 34.
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]*[rssKL 'I'KAXSPLAXIWTIOX AT M(JKP]CAMBE.

Jiy Anj)rk\v Sco'J'T, A.L.8., and

Thomas IJax ikr, Member of tlie Sea Fisheries Committee.

HiSTOKY OF THE BeDS.

The mussel beds at Heysham, near Moreeambe,

usually kuowu as the Morecambe mussel beds, have long

been famous. They are undoubtedly the most extensive

mussel ])roducing g-rounds in the district under the control

of the Lancashire and Western Sea Fisheries Committee,

and perhaps also on the whole of the western seaboard of

England. The quantity of mussels present at any time

amounts to many thousands of tons. There are probably

more mussels on these beds, than on all the other beds in

the district })ut together. The animals are in good con-

dition during the season, and are favourably regarded by

the consumer. That this is actually so is shown by the

fact that various fish-salesmen throughout the county,

and especially in Manchester, place orders at the

beginning of the season with many of the Morecambe

fishermen for a definite number of bags each week.

(V)nsequentl3- we find from the returns supplied by the

Midland, and London and North Western Eailway Com-

panies, at Morecambe, that large quantities are sent away

annually. The average quantity sent off during the past

five years, up to the end of March, 1905, amounts to close

on one thousand nine hundred tons per annum.

Although we have not been able to find very much

information that could throw light upon the point, we

regard the mussel beds at Heysham as having been in

existence for a very long time. It is possible that many

of the ancestors of the present mussels were used in
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making- the mortar for building- the tirst church at

Heysham. The mortar consists of burnt sea-shells and

is almost indestructible. The orig^inal cburch, traces of

which are still discernable, is supposed to have been

founded by a colony of Irish Christians in the sixth or

seventh century. Heysham or Hessam is mentioned in

the Domesday Survey, and was one of the towns of tlie

Saxon Manor of Halton. The salmon tishery of the Lune

at Lancaster was g-ranted to the Abbey of Furness by

Stephen, Earl of Boulogne, confirmed by Henry I., and

further cfynhrmed by Henry III., but we are unable to

state whether this g^rant also included the fishery at

Heysham or not. At any rate, it is well known that the

mussel beds of Heysham were ;i( one period farmed by the

Lord of the Manor, and receipts over six hundred years

old, for farming the beds, are preserved with the early

documents of Hornby Castle. Tiiere is also evidence that

the beds were in existence three liundred years ago. From

an interesting- work " An History of Riclimondshire in the

" North Ividing of York, together with those parts of the

" Everwicschire of Domesday which form the Wapen-
" takes of Lonsdale, Ewecross, and Amunderness, in the

" Counties of York, Lancaster and Westmoreland, by

"Thomas Dunham Whitaker, LL.D., F.S.A., Vicar of

" Whalev and Blackburn, Lancashire," Volume II.,

182'>, we quote the following- statement compiled from a

survey of Heysham parish in 1584, which throws a good

deal of light on the customs of former days. " This

" manor (Heysham) was divided between free tenants and
" tenants at will, of whom the free tenants paid annually

" to the lord £'18 Gs. 9d. and a pair of spurs; tenants at

" will, £18 lis. (Id Boon journeys were due
' lo llic Barton of Heysham. . . . There were four-

' teen persons who farmed the mussel tishery for the rent
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" of £11 OS. in return for wliich, they Avere free to j^ather

" mussels on the lord's sands. . . . The lord had also

" profit of court, estiays, fi'oods of felons, and M-recks of

" the sea, the last of which might be very productive."

The manor of Heysham in the time of Henrj^ VIII. is

stated to liave been worth rather more than £50 per

annum. It thus appears that the mussels in those remote

days were of considerable importance and money value

to the local fishermen. They were also a valuable asset

to the lord of the manor, producing fully one-fifth of the

profits of tlie whole manor. In the article on mussels in

the Encyclo])a^dia Britannica, Vol. XYIL, 1898, p. 110,

it is stated, " The chief localities of natural scalps on the

" British coast are Morecambe Bay in Lancashire, the

" fiat eastern shores, especially that of the Wash in

" Lincoln and similar shallow bays.''

Coming to our own experience, we find, from con-

versations with the older fishermen in Morecambe, that

the conditions of the mussel skears to-day are practically

the same as ihej were fifty and sixty years ago. This

area, like all other shellfish beds, is subject to various

influences over which man has no control. New^ banks

are formed by the action of the tides, and growth of the

shellfish. The channel may alter a little and smother

the mussels with sand, or undermine the outlying beds

so that they are gradually disintegrated by the currents.

Every winter many hundreds of tons are swept away by

the gales into deeper water and lost. An invasion of

starfish may depopulate a whole shear, leaving only a mass

of empty shells behind them. Before the advent of

railways or the institution of Sea Fisheries Committees,

the fishermen and local farmers used large quantities of

the smaller mussels for manure. This system of destruc-

tion, which ma}' be regarded now as an extremely
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wasteful one, perhaps did more good than harm. It

helped to secure a better quality of mussel than could

possibly be derived from an over-populated bed. The

clearing away of large quantities of small mussels gave

those that were left more room to spread over the shears,

increased growing space and a better chance to obtain an

efficient food supply. The result eventually, as we find

now, would be a larger mussel, and a well-filled shell,

instead of a stunted one with very little inside it. . We
look upon the removal of the smaller mussels in days

gone by, as a crude attempt to improve the condition

of tlie shears, and a for.-ranner of transplanting now

conducted, with the authority and assistance of the Sea

Fisheries Committee. In former days all the mussels

removed for manure wcie utterly lost, but the present

system involves no waste of any kind. The mussels are

simply removed from an over-populated or starved bed to

a fresh area where there is plenty of growing room and

food.

In the pre-railway days the large mussels were

hawked about the neighbouring villages and sent inland

in great quantities. On the completion of the railway,

then known as the Little Xorth Western, to Morecambe,

in 1(S4T, a better and more rapid method for distributing

these shellhsh was opened to the fishermen which was

quickly taken advantage of. The improved facilities

for conveying the mussels to the large towns of the

county gave rise to an increase of the fishing population,

and was one of the causes that led up to the great trial

in 1874 between the fishermen and the lords of the manor.

The original grant of tlie fisliery at Heysham, which

is thought by some people to have been given in the tenth

century, included all the area from the middle of the

Kent flowing into ^Jorecambe Bay, to the middle of the
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Lime, and no fishing eoiild take place without the consent

of the lords of the manor. Thus Morecambe, or Poulton as

it was formerly called, had no free fishery. The enhanced

value of the mussel beds through the opening of railway

communication became apparent, and led to much friction

between the lords of the manor and the fishermen. The

former asserted their right to claim rents for permission

to remove the mussels, while the latter disputed the

existence of any documents tliat gave the lords of the

manor control of the fishery. The dispute ended in a

trial at Lancaster, when the verdict went in favour of

the fishermen being entitled to free fishing. Shortly

after this verdict was given, the lords of the manor asked

leave io appeal against the decision of the coiirt on the

grounds that important evidence had been secured since

the tiial. The judge, however, ruled against the lords

and from that time onwards the fishing has remained free.

At the present time considerably over 100 men, or

fully one per cent, of the present population of Morecambe
are more or less engaged in mussel fishing. At the last

census the population was 11,798.

The following statistics of the mussels sent off by rail

during the last five years, are supplied by Mr. Edward

Gardner, Honorary Fishery Officer at Morecambe:

1900-01. 1901-02. 1902-03. 1903-04. 1904-05.

Cwts. Cwts. Cwts. Cwts. c'wts.

September ... 2431| ... 20631 ... 6882f ... 4857f ... 3747

October 7459| ... 61431 ...lOOoli ... 6502^ ... 7817|

November ... 7334| ... 7244 ... 8761| ... 5787 ... 60861

December ... 40621; ... 44361 ... 59761 ... 4162 ... 3488

January 62021 ... 6131f ... 64651 ... 3761 ... 4807|

February 3880| ... 46591 ... 5495| ... 4240 ... 3931

J

March 34221 ... 27031 ... 44881 ... 3873 ... 2940f
April 20981 ... 21411 ... 17111 ... 1533 ... —
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Descriptiox of the Shears.

The mussel beds at Morecambe are locally known as

" skears," a term which is also applied to any rou^h

ground, and each has a particular name amongst the fisher-

men. A few of the beds are situated in front of the town

itself, but the most extensive and most valuable are those at

the top of Heysham Lake. The latter present, at low water

of a spring- tide, an almost unbroken line, over two miles

in length, and are in the form of a tong-ue-shaped pro-

jection extending from the shore in front of the Grosvenor

Hotel, very nearly due West into Grange Channel. At

the shore end the beds are nearly half a mile wide, but

g-raduallv taper otf as they reach the deep water. This

extensive bank is divided in the centre by two narrow

passages that never ebb dry. The floor of the beds in

general is hard ground which has become covered in

many places by the tubes of the '' knaar "-forming worm,

SdhrUdria a/veo/dfd. After a " strike " of mussels takes

place mud accumulates and in time the mussels appear

to be growing on the top of a mud bank. When the

mussels have been removed during a fishery, or by the

action of sforms, the hard ground is exposed again. At

higli waier the whole of the beds is coA'ered to a depth of

many feet, and they can then only be fished with the long

" craam," and this instrument has to be worked from a

boat. The handle or shaft of the long craam is some-

linies between thirty and forty feet in length.

The accompanying chart* shows the skears and gives

the name of each one. We are much indebted to Mr.

Edward Gardner, the honorary bailiff at Morecambe, for

information relating to the mussels, which has been of

much assistance to us, and to several of the fishermen who

*The chart has been caiet'ully copied from the rou.yh draft, and is

the work of Mr. Johnstone.
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represented Moreeambe as Fishermen Students in the

various classes held at Piel, for help in the survey of the

beds and in the preparation of the chart.

•In front of Moreeambe, the most important areas are

the '* Einghole," now used for depositing the mussels

removed from the overcrowded beds, " Baiting Knott
"

and " Stone Shears." These two are small banks where

mussels grow very rapidly and take on shells of a fine

uniform structure. A little beyond the West End Pier,

a large bank with three mussel beds is shown, the major

portion of this is the " Old Shear," on the top of which

is a hedge baulk (" old Dick Bond's "j for catching fish,

a structure cfsmposed of stakes driven into the ground

and the whole interlaced with twigs. The other two beds,

though small, produce fine mussels, and are known as

" Seldom Seen '' and " Reap Skear.'" The three beds

are connected witli each other by skear ground, which is

also suitable for growing mussels. The beds at Heysham
though more or less continuous have all local names.

Starting from the shore under the hotel there is a tract of

sand, and then another of stones. These lead to '' Hey-

sham Flat," a mussel bed nearly half a mile square. The

westerly portion of this area is usually covered Avith good

mussels and was one of the regions thinned in April, 1905,

when 1,;)G2 bags of mussels Avere removed to the " Eing-

hole'' in three days. There is a hedge baulk (" Fell's ")

on the top of the bank. A large boulder of granite many
tons in weight lies on the middle of the flat, and on the

South side there are a number of small boulders locally

known as the " freestones." Attached to " Heysham
Flat " are two more beds known as " Knott End " and
" Whelk Hill " Skears. " Knott End Skear " is about

one quarter of a mile square, and is covered with a vast

number of mussels. In six davs during the trans-
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planting work in 1905, 3,272 bags, or over 240 tons of

undersized mussels were removed to the " Ringhole."

"Whelk Hill" is another valuable skear. The "Old
Gunnel," on the North side of "" Heysham Flat,'' is a

deep water mussel bed that never comes adry. The

"Great Gunnel" and "Little Gunnel,"' separated from

each other at low water by " Little Out-skear," are narrow

water-ways leading between Morecambe Channel and

Heysham Lake. "Little Out-skear" is a small but im-

portant bed, and close to it is another little mussel skear

known as " Cockup." The bottoms of the two gunnels

are also covered with mussels. The outer portion of the

Heysham beds forms a continuous bank over a mile in

length, by about a quarter of a mile wide at the shore

end and tapering oft' as it reaches the channel. It is

known by the names of " Great Out-skear," " Bank Side

Skear,'' and " Tacky John Skear," the latter being the

end of the whole series of mussel beds. " Bank Side " and
" Great Out-skear " were found to be covered with

mussels about a year old, when visited in June, 1905.

" Low Skear " is a valuable bed situated at the bottom of

Grange Channel. " Walmsley Skear " outside " Heysham

Flat," Avas formerly a mussel bed, but is now smothered

with sand. " Patrick Skear '' in Heysham Lake is

another small but productive bed, and is covered with

larsre sand knaars. " Lake Skear,"' below the entrance

to the Harboiir at Heysham, is occasionally hshed when

the weather permits.

Special Xotes ox the Skeaes.

The above Shears may be divided into two sets.

(1) Those that ebb dry at low water of an ordinary spring

tide:—Stone Skear, Baiting Knott, Reap Skear, Old

Skear, Heysham Flat, Knott End, Little Out-skear, Great

E
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Ont-skear; and (2) the deep water skears that seldom or

never dry at Ioav water even of a very high, spring tide,

where the mussels have to be fished for with the " long

craam "
:—Little Skears, Einghole, Seldom Seen, Old

Gunnel,. Whelk Hill, Cockup, Great Gunnel, Little

Gunnel, Bankside, -Tacky John, Low Shear, Patrick

Skear.

The depths of water on the skears at low water of a

sixteen feet tide is as follows :
^

—

Little Skears ... 4 to 6 ft. i N. side of Gunnels 10 to 14 ft.

Ringhole ... 10 to 20 ft.
{
Great Gunnel ... 5 to 15 ft.

Reap Skear ... 4 to 10 ft.
i Little Gunnel. . . 5 to 10 ft.

Seldom Seen ... 4 to 10 ft. I Bank Side ... 6 to 20 ft.

Old Gunnel ... 4 to 10 ft. .Tacky John ... 18 to 25 ft.

Low Skears ... 20 to :^)0 ft.

History of thp: Transplanting.

When the Lancashire Sea Fisheries Committee Avas

established about the end of 1891, th6 wholesale removal

of mussels, for purposes other than food or bait, was put

an end to. One of the Bye-laws prohibited fishing for

mussels except by hand : or with a rake not exceeding

three feet in width, and used only from a boat when the

bed was covered with at least four feet of water. Another

Bye-law prohibited the removal of any mussels less than

two and a quarter inches in length. These Bye-laws

worked well for some j-ears, and would have remained

satisfactory for an indefinite time, or so long as the pro-

duction of new generations did not greatly exceed the

quantity of legal sized ones removed by the fishermen.

The mussel beds in the district are of all sizes, and the

conditions in some places more favourable for the pro-

duction of new stock than in others. So far as our

knowledge goes the Heysham Skears are tlie most jirolific
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in the Avhole area supervised by this Committee. These

skears were amongst the first to show the effect of the

Bye-laws. The over-production was much greater than

the removals, and in a few years the beds became over-

crowded with the new generations. The additions settled

on the top of the older stock and soon grew over them.

In some instances the older layers were eventually

smothered. In others an efficient food supply was pre-

vented from reaching them and they slowly starved. The

result was, the fishermen found it more and more difficult

to get their orders completed with legal sized mussels, and

they occasionally took the smaller ones. This brought

the men into conflict with the officers of the Committee,

and prosecutions naturally followed. The difficulty in

complying with the two and a quarter inch size limit,

without evil consequenccvS to themselves, led the fishermen

lo approach the (.'ommittee with a petition, for the reduc-

liou of the size limit to two inches. After much agitation

on the part of the men, the Bye-law was revised and two

inches became the minimum legal size in 1902. This

concession in the size limit was practically made to allow

a greater thinning to be done. So far as Heysham was

concerned, the reduction in limit had very little effect.

The over-production still greatly exceeded the removals

and the difficulty in obtaining sufficient legal size mussels

continued. A further reduction in the size limit would

have proved unsatisfactory from the consumers' point of

view. Large mussels have the preference over the

smaller ones and also command a higher market value.

Other solutions to this problem had to be looked for, and

finally a system of thinning was adopted. This thinning

had a two-fold object. (1) To remove large quantities of

small mussels from over-crowded beds leaving the

remainder more growing space: and (2) to re-stock older
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beds that had been depleted from various causes, or

establish new beds on suitable ground, either with the

mussels removed from their original site or with others

taken from areas altogether unfavourable for growth.

We might point out here that this solution had been

advocated for some years in the Annual Heports on the

Sea Fisheries Laboratory. Professor Herdman in the

first of these Eeports,* referring to the destruction that

occurred amongst the mussels in the southern Division,

says, " This miserable waste could probably be prevented

" by providing fixed objects for the mussels to attach to,

" and by taking care of the 3-oung beds when once they

" were established, by thinning out from some places and
" laying down in others," &c., and again in the general

conclusions in the Report upon the methods of oyster and

mussel culture in use on the West coast of France'',

" Expressed briefly my opinion is that where mussels are

" grown successfully on the bed system the best we can
* do is to farm these beds carefully." Further, in the

conclusion on the lieport on the mussels and mussel beds

in the ]N^orthern Division, by one of us, J referring to the

favourable conditions for the production and rearing of

ilie mussels, the following solution was offered. " All

" that is necessary is to remove some of the seed mussels

" from the beds where they are too crowded to places

" where they are few in number or entirely absent. Many
'' of the mussels on the various beds under the present

" conditions are certain to be lost, through having too

" little room to grow, when consequently they either get

" choked otf and perish miserably, or become so stunted

''•' Lancashire Sea Fisheries Laboratory Report for 1892, page 39.

f Lancashire Sea Fisheries Laboratory Report for 1893. Appen-
dix, page 79.

I
Lancashire Sea Fisheries Laboratory Report for 1895, page 80,
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" in their g-rowth as to be of little or no marketable value

" either as bait ov food. Under the present conditions

" the beds are allowed to seed themselves, and consequently

" it takes much longer for the mussel to spread over any
" considerable area than if the young mussels were trans-

'' planted from places on the present beds where they are

" too close to new ground. By this means the mussels
" would certainly reach a marketable size much sooner

" than if left to look after themselves, and a convenient

" time for moving the seedlings would be when the close

" season begins, as they would be less liable to be dis-

" turbed than if done at any other period, and by the

" time the close season had expired they would, no

" doubt, have firmly established themselves under their

" new conditions." We reproduce these remarks in case

any of the Members of the Committee have no copies of

the earlier reports, and to show that over-production has

been going on for a long period.

Early in 190-j the Sea Fisheries ('ommittee passed a

resolution granting a sum of £50 to enable the Morecambe

fishermen to thin the overcrowded beds.* The money was

not intended to be regarded as a payment for the work,

but rather a small inducement to the men to do something

that would evei)tually be for their OAvn benefit. In April

of that year a large number of men gave several days to

the work for a very little sum, and one or two days for

practically nothing. The transplanting was not com-

pleted when the money had all been expended, but the

fishermen, recognising the importance of the work, and

to mark their appreciation of the assistance from the

Committee, continued the operations for a few days

longer. The quantity of mussels transplanted then was

-]Mr. John Fell, then Chairman of the Committee, did much to

bring about the initiation of this successful result, and the improve-
ment in the mussel fishery at Morecambc dates from that time.
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estiuiatc'fl to be about two hundred tons. The results

from the thinning and transplanting proved satisfactory,

and the Committee felt justified not only in continuing

the work but also extending it to other places.

In March, 1904, the Joint Committee granted £75

for re-stocking mussel beds at Morecambe, Overton in the

Lune, and Flookburgh. The Finance Committee

allocated the money as follows:—Morecambe £50,

Overton £15, and Flookburgh £10. The work at More-

cambe commenced on the 18th of April and went on to

the 5th of May. About sixty men were employed in the

operations, and the mussels were removed to the selected

places by boat. The sum paid to each man was 3s. per

tide. This left a deficit of 5s., but the payment of that

and also of some men who worked an extra tide was

arranged for by the Morecambe Fishermen's Association.

The quantity of mussels removed to new beds was about

3,174 bags or nearly two hundred tons. The folloAving

table shows the quantities taken from certain particularly

over-crowded skears and where the surplus mussels were

laid down* :
—

Date. Places. No. of

April 18th,
)
Taken from Hcysliani Flat near t)ag!s

May 4th and - Fell's Baulk and laid down in
^^'''''"•

5th ) Ringhole 1180

A "1 2fitb nd 1

"r^^®" from Hej^sham Flat near

fuF o J Fell's Baulk and laid down in
iviayrfra

j Qld Gunnel and Ringhole ... 580
\ Taken from Big and Little Out

A '1 27tb
Skears and laid down in Old

P
I

Gunnel and on Seldom Seen

) Skear 300

April 28th and 1

Taken from Big Out Skear and
^ (jq,T - laid down on Seldom been

)
Skear 834

]
Taken from Heysham Flat near

April 30th [ Fell's Baulk and laid down
) in Old Gunnel 280

Total ... 3,174
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Transplanting at Overton took eijyht days, and duriuff

that period 1,345 bags were removed from existing beds

and deposited in the Ohanuel as shoAvn in the table. Here

again the grant was expended before the work was

finished, but the men continned without pay and com-

pleted the operation* :
—

No. of

Date. Places. bags
taken.

April 18th & 19th Taken from Anchor Shear, and

laid down in the Channel

near the Weir ... ... 510

April 20th Taken from Abbey Light Skear,

and laid down in the

Channel above and below

the Lighthouse ... ... 195

April 21st Taken from Crook Skear, and

laid down in the Channel

above the Lighthouse ... 280

April 23rd Taken from Crook Skear, and

laid down in the Channel

below the Lighthouse . . . 210

April 25th Taken from Crook Skear, and

laid down in the Channel

near the Weir ... ... 250

Total 1,445

At Flookburgh thirty-three men and fourteen boats

were employed during two tides and 220 bags of mussels

were transplanted. The mussels were taken from

" Roosebeck Skear '" and deposited on " Flookburgh

Skear." In June, 1904, some of the Southport fisher-

men made an experiment in transplanting cockles. A
quantity was removed from the over-crowded beds to

* Vide Superintendent's Quarterly Report for June, 1904.
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another place where there were none, and a favourable

report was given regarding the resiilts.

The work of transplanting shellfish was continued

and still further extended in 19U5. At the Joint Com-

mittee Meeting held in 3Iarch, a sum not exceeding £250

was voted for re-stocking shellfish beds. The allocation

of the money was left to the Scientific Sub-Commitee, who

decided to expend the folloAving sums. For re-stocking

mussel beds, Morecambe £75, Overton £15, Flookburgh

£15, Knott-end (Fleetwood) £5, Hambleton (near Fleet-

wood) £5, and Bardsea (near Ulverston) £2 10s. For

re-stocking cockle beds, Southport £15 and Lytham £5.

The total expended on mussels was, therefore, £117 10s.,

or an increase of £42 10s. over the sum spent in 1904.

At Morecambe, where the bulk of the money was

expended and the most important part of»the operations

were carried out, the transplanting began on April 12Hi

and finished on May 2nd. The work was done during

the neap tides and in the period of three Aveeks there were

nine working da^^s. On some of the da^'s sixtj'-four men

and thirty-two boats were employed. Over 4,0'j4 bags,

estimated at 'J47 tons of mussels, varying from one and

five-eighths to one and seven-eighths inches in length,

were removed and deposited in the " Einghole," from

which the mussels previously laid down had been removed.

To mark their high appreciation of the efforts of the

Committee to assist the shellfish industry, the Members
of the Morecambe Fishermen's Association passed a

resolution that no fishing of the transplanted mussels

would take place before November loth—a resolution

which was loyally kept.

The following table shows the number of bags

removed each day :
—
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No. of

Date. Places. bags
taken.

April l'-2tii 'J'aken fvoiii old Dick Buud's Baulks

(Old Skeai), and laid down in the

Eingholo 480

Ai)ril loth Taken from old Dick Bond's Baulks

(Old Skear), and laid down in the

Einghole .... 448

April 14th Taken from old Dick Bond's Baulks

(Old Skear), and laid down in the

llinghole ... ... ... ... 4o4

A])ril loth Taken from Knott end Skear and laid

down in the Bin^hole ... ... ()40

April 25th Taken from Knott end Skear and laid

down in the Kinghole ... ... 4(j0

April '.i(ith Taken from Knott end Skear and laid

down in the liinghole ... ... (j'25

A])ril '.i8tli Taken from Knott end Skear and laid

down in the Einghole ... ... 5o2

April '^Uth Taken from Knott end Skear and laid

down in the Kino-hole ... ... 47-3

31ay 2nd Taken from Knott End Skear and laid

down in the Eino-hole ... ... 540

Total 4,6^54

The transplanting- at Overton was done in four days,

and 940 bags were removed to new areas. The quantity

is less than in 1904 and is accounted for by the fact that

the mussels were carried a greater distance. In some cases

boats were used, in others carts, for conveying the

mussels. The work gave employment to thirty men.

(Superintendent's Quarterly lleport, -June, 1905, from

which these figures and those bi'low are (aken^ : -
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No. of

Date. Place. bags
taken.

April 12th Taken from Abbey Skear and laid

down in the Channel ... ... 240

April 18th Taken from Abbey Skear and laid

down in the Channel ... ... 204

April 14th Taken from Crook Skear and laid

down in the Channel ... ... 270

April 15th Taken from Crook Skear and laid

down in the Channel ... ... 144

Total *864

At Flookbura^h two days—April 10th and 11th,-

were given for the transplanting. On the first day,

thirty-five men and fourteen boats Avere employed, on the

second day, eighteen men and nine boats. The mussels

Avere taken from " Roosebeck Outer Skear " and laid

down on " Cope Skear." The total number of bags was

230 and the average size of the mussels removed was

about one and three quarter inches.

The transplanting at Bardsea was also done in two

days, May 2nd and -'{rd. Six men and two carts were

employed and thirty-four cartloads of imder-sized mussels

were removed to a new area.

At Hambleton, 420 bags of mussels wore taken from

the lliver Wyre and laid down in " Staining Hole," and

at Knott End u]0 bags were removed from various un-

favourable shears and laid down in deep M^ater. Although

this is the first time that the industry in the AVyre and

at Bardsea has been assisted by the Committee, the men
belonging to Hambleton made an experiment in trans-

planting in 1904 which gave very satisfactory results.

The following is a short account of the procedure

adopted in the transplanting at Heysham. A
* In May an additional hundred bags were taken from the

Skears and laid in the Channel.
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meeting of the Morecauibc Fishermen's Association is

held and instructions are given to the men to the effect

that a definite sum of money has been allocated to them

for transplanting undersized mussels. Suitable days are

Hxed, and also the hour when the work should commence.

The shears to be dealt with are also decided upon. On

the day appointed, the fleet of boats, each manned by two

or three fishermen, set off from Morecambe so that the

skears are reached some time before low water. The

Fig. 3.—General view of Skeurs, with men at work.

boats are there either anchored or run ashore, and the men

at once begin work. Each man has a basket and a craam,

a sort of toothed rake ; with this instrument he rapidly

rakes the mussels into the basket. When it is filled, the

whole contents are washed in the sea water and then

transferred to the boat.* The operation is repeated until

* Occasionally some of the mussels are fished from the deeper water
by means of the long craam. According to the fishermen these give

the best results.



the boat has as much as it can carry in safety—from ten

to fifteen bags, representing a weight of from three-

quarters of a ton to over one ton of mussels. As soon as

tlie boats are loaded they sail for the selected area. Each

one anchors as it arrives, and all are inside a portion that

has been previously marked by buoys. Two men station

tliemselves beside the mussels each armed with a shovel,

while a third man attends to the anchor rope. Captain

Wright, the Chief Officer of the Northern Division,!

usually supervises the arrangements. As soon as he sees

that every boat is ready and not too close to its neigh-

bours, a signal is given to unload. As the men discharge

the mussels, the man attending to the anchor pays out

the rope and allows the boat to drift slowly with the tide.

The boat is kept moving so that the mussels will not be

deposited in a heap on each side. On every successive

t Who has given us much valuable assistance.



day a new portion of the selected area is buoyed, and there

is thus no overcrowdins^. In 1905 all the transplanted

mussels were deposited in the " Einghole," a local name

for that portion of Morecambe channel extending from

the West End Pier to about midway between the old

harbour and Central Pier. At the end of the operations

the " Kinghole " was inspected at a very low ebb by one

Fig. 5.—A loaded boat and fishermen using the craani.

of us, wlien it was found that the bottom was well covered

witli mussels and all had become attached. The illus-

trations in the text are reproductions from photog-raphs

laken on April 15th. On that date sixty-four men and

thirty-two boats were emploj'ed and forty-eight tons of

mussels were transplanted in a single tide.

The money voted for re-stocking cockle beds resulted

in the transplanting of about -'(00 bags at Lytham and

'^'liO bags at Soiithport.



Bfsflt of the Transplanting.

The transplantinn: work has been a complete succesp

from its inception. In the hite Mr. E. A. Dawson's

Eeport for the Quarter ending? September, 1908, referrinp-

to the Morecambe mussels, it is stated :-" The mussels

" that were transplanted here last spring have grown
*' rapidly, and the fish are of first rate quality. I am
" informed the merchants prefer these to the mussels

Fig. ().—Discharging nuissels^iu Ringhole.

" taken from other beds in that vicinity." That was iho

result of the first transplanting experiment. Many of

the mussels transplanted in 1903 were what are known

amongst fishermen as "blue nebs " -very old mussels

with thick shells of a dead blue colour, much corroded,

especially in the hinge region, and having no epidermis

.on them. When the shell is opened the animal is usually

found to be thin and water>-. These mussels are
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commonly met with on the sea shore. They are exposed

to the air for a longf time between each period of high

water, and are beyond the reach of a continuous supply

of food. " Blue nebs " may justly be regarded as mussels

that have ceased growing and are only existing. They

are of no mone^^ value as food, hence any good return

from the transplanting of such mussels would be readily

noticed. The result was almost incredible. At the end

of about five months, the old, starved, undersized " blue

nebs "" had grown three-eighths of an inch and reached

legal size. The animals were in fine condition and the

mussels found a ready market. The fresh growth was

sharply defined from the old. This new addition was

quite uniform, thin, and of a polished black colour on

the outside, a marked contrast to the old ill-shapen and

corroded shell. A mussel which under its original con-

dition could never be any use as food had been turned into

a valuable commodity at very little trouble and expense.

To induce two blades of grass to grow in place of one is

the desire of the agriculturist. The result from trans-

planting '' blue nebs " that had not increased in length

for years might well be compared with inducing crops

to grow on land that had never before produced any.

The money value of these mussels that had been trans-

planted for £50 is estimated to have been at least £500.

The result from transplanting " blue nebs " raised

the expectation that something better could be had from

thinning the overcrowded and more healthy beds and

depositing the excess in new areas. This is now being

(lone at Heysham each season. In 1904 the mussels were

taken from various skears that constitute the Heysham

beds and deposited in three new areas, viz., " Ringhole,"

'• Did (xunnel '" and " Sekhuu Seen " Skears. The mussels

laid down in the former place gave the best results, and in
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1905 all the mussels were deposited there. In order to

protect the mussels as much as possible from ordinary

steamer traffic and fish trawling', they are laid on the

landward side of the hole. The mussels in the

" B-inghole " are practically always under water. At a

very low ebb a few may be exposed for a short time. They

are thus placed in reach of a continuous supply of food.

The mussels transplanted to the " Ring-hole " in 1905

varied from one and five-eighths to one and seven-eighths

of an inch in length. During the months of May, June

and July the mussels all over the Northern Division grew

very slowly. At the end of August a marked advance

was recognisable in the condition of the transplanted

mussels. In September the new growth reached half-an-

inch. Early in Xovember the mussels had increased

five-eighths of an inch, and in December, or seven months

after removal, the average increase was found to be six-

eighths of an inch. In other Avords the mussels had

grown from about one and seven-eighths to two and five-

eighths of an inch—a result largely due to transplanting.

The mussels left on the original site had also grown during

the seven months. The majority left on the particular

beds that had been thinned in April were one and seven-

eighths of an inch long or one-eighth under legal size.

At the beginning of December they had only grown one-

quarter of an inch and had attained a length of two and

one-eighth inches, or an eighth of an inch above tlie

minimum legal size. The mussels taken to the

" Ringhole " had, therefore, advanced a nett half inch

more than those left untouched. Not only that, but the

fishermen receive one shilling per bag more for " Ring-

hole " mussels than they obtain for mussels taken from

Heysham Shears.* From November 18th to December
* An ordinary bag of mussels, when sent to the markets, weighs

IJ cwts.
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31st, 2G2 tons have been recovered.t A hundred aTPrao-p

sized mussels taken from the Heysham Skears in December

weig^hed two pounds, and an ordinary bag' will contain

about 7,000 mussels. A hundred mussels from the

" Einghole " in December weighed five pounds, or 2,800

mussels to the bag. The transplanting had thus increased

the bulk two and a half times. The original quantity

transplanted was -lr,(>i4, which multiplied by two and a

half becomes converted into 11,585 bags. Each of these

bags has improved one shilling in actual money value

above the mussels that have reached a legal size on the

original site during the interval. This represents a sum

of £579 for transplanted mussels. So that for the expen-

diture of £75 in April in removing mussels from Heysham

to tlie " I\inghole " there is a nett gain of over £500. The

onhanrcd value of the fishery, however does not end there.

It has to be remembered that the thinning of the 'original

beds had led to an improvement in the condition of the

mussels that were left, and more mussels have become

marketable than could have been possible under the old

state of affairs. Taking the fishery all through, we find

that there are more marketable mussels to meet the

demand and a greater employment for fishermen than

formerly. They can 2iow work from their own homes

instead of visiting other areas for their supplies. A few

years ago, owing to the scarcity of legal sized mussels,

some of the men had to reside at Piel and fulfil their

orders with mussels from Eoosebeck Outer Skear. Taking

all things into consideration and allowing for loss from

various causes, both in the " Einghole " and on the

thinned beds, since the middle of April, 1905, we venture

to state that the money value of the Morecambe mussels

f By the end of February, 1906, a much greater quantit}' of

mussels was taken out than had originally been put in.
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will have been increased by at least £800 at the end of

the fishino' season in 1900, a result entirely due lo the

grant of £75 from the Sea Fisheries Committee to enable

tlie fishermen to thin the beds.

We find that the increase of length varies according

to the time that the mussels are left untouched. A
number of those deposited in the " llinghole " in 1904

have recently been recovered, and the addition to the

orisfinal shell in some cases is well over an inch. The

weight has also increased, 100 weighing ten pounds or

about 1,400 to the bag.

The results in the Wyre have been quite as good as

at Morecambe and from the samples that have been

examined we conclude that the conditions there are in

every way favourable for transplanting.

The transplanting in the Lune also has been a

success. Mr. Richard Gardner, of Sunderland Point,

has supplied us with much valuable information regarding

the effect of the work at Overton. All the mussels

transplanted in 1905 were the ordinary '* blue nebs."

When these mussels were fished again at the' beginning

of the season it was found that the old shells had taken

on a brown skin which almost obscured the old blue

appearance. From the opening of the fishing season in

1905 to the middle of January, 1900, about 0,000 bags had

been sent away from Overton- a weight of 375 tons. Mr.

Gardner estimates that about two-thirds of these mussels

were transplanted ones. The mussel fishermen at

Overton recognise the value of the work and make the

improvement go as far as possible. Each bag of mussels

sent away contains a small proportion of untrausplanted

mussels, which by themselves were of no value whatever,

and now the average price received by the fishermen is

U. per bag. Further, unless transplanting had been
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carried out at Overton, there could only have been one

month's fishing- in the season 1905-190G instead of at

least four months, and many of the local fishers would

have been compelled to tjo elsewhere to find work. Tlie

aA'era^e number of people engaged in mussel fishing- at

Overton from the beginnings of the season to the middle

of December is stated by Mr. I\. Gardner to have been

fifty.

Growth of Mussels and Description of

Overcrowded Skears.

, Under favourable circumstances it is probable that

the mussels will grow fully half an inch in length each

year, and at the end of three years reach the minimum
legal size of two inches. The mussels on " Roosebeck

Outer Shear "' which were investigated in 1S95 and 189(i,

and found to be in flourishing condition, grew half an

inch between September of one year and August of the

next. The shear was much overcrowded and could not

be regarded as suitable for growing mussels quickly. The
" Roosebeck Skear " was not then over-populated to any-

thing like the condition that the Heysham Skears are at

all times. On the latter tlie mussels, as we have already

seen, grow about one-quarter of an inch in seven months.

The same mussels, when transplanted to favourable areas

grow three-quarters of an inch. Our experience is that

even in a good situation the rate of growth varies

inversely (roughly speaking) as the number of mussels

present. Fewer and more equally distributed mussels

grow faster than those that are plentiful and closely

packed together.

The meaning of the expression " overcrowded shear
"

can be much bettei' understood from an actual visit than
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from any amount of detailed description. The accom-

panying^ text fig^nre is a reproduction from a photog^raph

of the Heysliani (" Knott End ") Skears, taken in April,

1905, immediately before transplanting commenced. It

gives a fair idea of tlie general condition of the beds at

that time. In some parts the mussels were much smaller

and even more crowded than is shown in the illustration,

occasionally three g-enerations of mussels could be recoo--

FiG. 7.—An overcrowded mussel skear.

nised living together on the same bed. Other parts were

nearly clean, a condition due tf) the fishing that had

taken .place during the season. The photograph

indicates roughly the depth of the mussels aud

shows that they were simply growing one on top

of the other. At that part of the bed the shellfish

were nearly one foot deep, and about 18 per cent,

just faile<l to pass through the two inch gauge. The
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avpi'flge size was o?i(? and a half inches, and one hundred

of these mussels weighed seventeen ounces. Another

shear " Grreat (Jut Shear," covered with mussels one year

old, that is, three-eighths to hve-eighths of an inch, was

found to be populated to the extent of 10,000 per foot

square. In some places a few two year old luussels were

mixed with the younger ones, and an area one foot

square contained 10,000 one year old mussels, 200-300

two 3'ear old mussels being also present. The mussel in

its natural state usualh^ lives with the pointed end down-

wards, and consequenth' a large number can accommodate

themselves to very little space. Mussels of the same age

are never of a uniform size when they grow up, but when

they first settle upon the shear as spat they are all nearly

alike. Some slight favourable circumstance soon enables

a few to grow faster than the others. This advantage

becomes all the greater as the mussels increase in age.

At the end of the first year one may find a margin of a

quarter of an inch between the largest and smallest ones.

The competition between them becomes keener, and ere

long many of the smaller sizes are overwhelmed and

smothered, while the survivors continue to grow and still

further overcrowd the bed. The mussel, to enable itself

to keep at the surface, lengthens its byssus, and in time

the whole skear may be covered with mussels that are

only attached to their fellows, with practically no attach-

ment to the ground. The sea gradually undermines the

bed, and very soon these mussels can be torn away in

masses or rolled up like a carpet. When the mussel bed

reaches this condition the end comes with the first slorm.

The seas sweep the mussels into masses, pounding them to

pieces or carrying them away into deejaer water, where

they become buried under the shifting sands of the

channel bottom. This process of destruction goes on year
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after year, and often when the fislierma]i is lookiiijj;'

forward to a })rofital)le fishery his anticipations are ruth-

lessly shattered in a single nig-ht. A bed that twenty-

four hours })reyiously may have been populated by tons

of marketable mussels of considerable money value

becomes changed into a clean bank with a hard bottom.

Then the process of re-formation of the bed begins, and

in time the bank becomes again covered with mussels.

When the Heysham Skears were visited again, about

two months after the transplanting, it was found that the

removal of nearly 350 tons resulted in very little appre-

ciable change in the appearance of the beds. The clearings

that had been made in Aj)ril had certainly been more or

less covered again by the mussels spreading out, but the

overcrowding was just as bad. The proportion ot

minimum legal sized mussels had advanced from IH per

cent, to nearly 25 per cent., but in many places, however,

the stones, zoophytes and mussels themselves had a

covering of spat from the spawning that had taken place

in the interval, and four generations could be

distinguished.

We conclude by giving a summary of the lesults

obtained : -

Amount expended: 190:'., £50; 1!)04, £50; 1905,
£75.

Estimated profit: 190:i, £500: 1904, £500; 1905,

£800.

A sample of the " Blue iicbs " transpkuited at Wardley's in 1905,

has been sent to Piel for examination, within the last few days, by

Captain Wright. Careful measurements of the new gt:o\\th have been

made, and it is found that the average increase during a period of ten

months is thirtecu-sixteeuths of an inch. The following is the amount

of new shell, in sixteenths of an inch, added in each of eight mussels

during the time stated.

No. 1. No. 2. No. S. No. 4. No. 5. No. G. No. 7. No. 8.



Plate XI.

Figs 1, 2 and 4. Transplanted Mussels.

Fig. 3. A Mussel that has not been transplanted.

All from Morecambe.





Plate XII.

Fig. 5. Mussel transplanted to Hinghole in 1904.
Fig. 6. Mussel transplanted at Wardleys in 1905.
Fig. 7. Mussel transplanted at Wardleys in 1904.
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Dkscrh'tion of thk Plates.

All tlip figures are natuial size, aud are reproduced

from pliotog'raplis of the iiius.^cls. They represent average

samples.

Platk XI.

Fig. 1. All old " blue neb " from the iirst transplanting

experiment at Morecambe (190-)) showing
the result after a period of four months in a

favourable area. The black portion is the

new shell.

Fig. 2.- The same mussel seen from the back. The old

shell has been broken to show the thickness.

Fig. •). A mussel from Heysham Skears, showing the

growth in seven months Avhen left in its

original situation. The white line indicates

the size of the shell in April, 1905.

Fig. 4. A mussel from Heysham Skears showing the

result in seven months after removal from
the skears and laying down in the Einghole.

The white line indicates the size ot the shell

when laid down in April, 1905.

Plate XII.

Fig. 5. A mussel from lieysliam Skears laid down in the

Einghole in April, 1904, and recovered

in Xovember, 1905. The white line

indicates the original shell.

Fig. ().- An old " blue neb " taken from the River AVyre,

laid down in " Staining Hole," near Hani-
bletoii, in April, 1905, and recovered in

Xovember of the same year. The black

portion shows the growth in the seven

months.

Fig. T.—Old " blue neb " from River AVyre, laid down in
" Staining Hole " in April, 1904, and
recovered in November, 1905. The black

portion is the new growth that has been
added in a period of nineteen months.

Plate XIII.

Chart showing the mussel beds at Morecambe.
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TRAWLING OBSERVATIONS

.

}^y .7 AS. JoiJiVSTO-XK.

1. TRAWLING OPERATIONS IN LUCE BAY.

2. TRAWLING IN FISHGUARD BAY.

3. POOD OP PLAICE, DABS AND OTHER PISHES.

4. REPRODUCTIVE PHASES OP HERRINGS IN

CARNARVON AND CARDIGAN BAYS.

5. SEA TEMPERATURE AND CATCHES OF WHITING.

6. OCCURRENCE OF LARGE PLAICE AT NEW
QUAY.

1. Trawling Operations in Luce Bay.

During 1905, as for several years past, the Fishery

Board for Scotland has kindly permitted the Committee's

steamer "John Fell" to trawl in Luce Bay for the

jjurpose of obtaining spawning jilaice. Two -visits were

made in 1905—one on October 12th and 1-Hh, and a second

on December 6th and Tth. On the first occasion the

weather was all that could be desired, and the trip was

made without any trouble ; but the second trip was

unfortunately deferred until December, and as very

unfavourable weather was experienced time was lost. The

trip was a most unpleasant one, and the results were not

nearly so successful as they might otherwise have been.

On 12th October, one haul was made with the shrimp

trawl : the net was one with a half-inch mesh bent on to

a 30 feet beam. There was no object in making this haul

except to obtain some idea of the immature fish present

in the Bay. The results of this haul are given in Table I.

They are very similar to those obtained in 1901^, except
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that small dabs wore very much more numerous on this

occasion than formerly. As in 1904, a large proportion

of the small plaice obtained in the shrimp trawl were

infested with the peculiar Treniatode Gaxterostomum sp.,

a parasite which we haA'e not observed in fishes from any

region in our area other than Luce Bay.

Table I.

Luce Bay, 12th October, 1905. Shrimp Trawl.

Fish caught.
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Fuur hauls on the 12th and six on the l-Uh were

then made with a fish ti-^vl consisting' of a net with a

T-inch mesh throughout bent on to a -'{O-feet beam. There

was considerable difficulty in working the trawl on this

occasion on account of the extraordinary amount of

seaweed on the ground. In 1904 the same part of Luce

Bay was comparatively free from weed ; but in 1905 it

was in parts very foul, so much so that it was found

quite impossible to get ilie net aboard on the third haul

on October 12th, owing to the great mass of weed which

it had taken and whicli had caused the net to catch also

a quantity of sand. It was, therefore, necessary to cni

the tails, and the catch was almost entirely lost. Then

other parts of the same area were tried so as to avoid this

(lch)'i.s, but it was found that the largest plaice were

among the seaweed; hauls III. and I^'. were made on

comparatively clean ground, and it will be seen that the

proportion of large ])laice taken was much lower than in

the other hauls. To avoid the fouling of the net, and

the damage to the fish entailed by the weight of the weed

and the time it required to get the haul aboard we were,

therefore, obliged to resort to the foul grolmd again.

Short hauls, varying from three-quarters of an hour to

50 minutes were made, and by this means Captain

Wignall M'as able to steer between the Scylla of too much

rubbish in the net, and the Charybdis of too nu^ny small

and useless fish. But even with all due precaution some

of the plaice obtained Avere badly crushed and scarred

and subsequently died.

Tables II. and III. shew the results of the trawling

on 12th and 18th October.
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Tahle II.

Luce Bay, 12th October, 1905. Fish Trawl. 4 hauls.

Fishes caught.
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Sizes (if t li e F i s li C a u jj Vi t .

As a general rule tlie lisli caught on board the

" -Tohu Fell " and the Bailiii's' cutters are not measured

individually ; only tlie largest and smallest fishes caught

are measured and recorded. On the present occasion,

however, an attempt was made to determine the character-

istic sizes of the plaice on the " large-plaice " grounds

which we were seeking. Hauls 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10 were

made on this ground ; it is obvious from an inspection of

the tables that Hauls 4, 5, G and 11 were made on a

ground which was different in respect of the distribution

of plaice. In Hauls 2, T, 8, 9 and 10 all the plaice

caught were measured and the sizes recorded.

The average size of the plaice taken in these hauls

is 1444 inches. But this number gives us no clear idea

of the sizes of the fishes present on the ground, and I

have therefore prepared a chart (p. 9o) which shows the

numbers of plaice taken in these hauls arranged in groups

in which the size varies from inch to inch.

This Chart shews that the greater number of fish

taken in the hauls selected were from 11^ to 16^ inches

in length. Few were caught which were smaller than

11^ inches or larger than 16^ inches. The " mode " or

predominant size of the plaice present is I'S^ inches. If

the curve is "smoothed" the position of the "mode"
changes slightly and is about 14 inches.

It should be observed that no one form of fishing

apparatus used alone gives a representative sample of

the fish present on a fishing ground. In the haul of the

shrimp trawl quoted it will be seen that only four plaice

were caught which were larger that six inches. This is

because the " draught " of water through the shrimp net

is so much less than through the T-inch mesh employed

in the other hauls that very few large fishes were retained
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in the net. It will also be seen that slight changes in

the position of the ground ti'awled over influence the

nature of the catch very greatly : and that the presence

of Aveed or debris in the net has also a ffreat effect. To

obtain a true picture of the kind of fish even on such a

small area as the shallow waters of Luce Bay, a number

of hauls would have to be taken, employing not only a

shrimp net but also such a large-meshed net as was used

in the present experiments, and perhaps also, a net of

intermediate mesh—say four inches.

8 9 IC II a 13 1+ 15 16 17 IR 19 5o 21

Fig. S.—Sizes of the plaice caught in Hauls 2, 7-10.

Strict account was, however, kept of the plaice over

and under 14 inches in length. Those over 14 inches

are usually mature, and witli the exception of a few males

those under that size limit are immature. The results

are :
—
Plaice over 14 inches in length ... ... 129

Plaice under 14 inches in length ... ... 343
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The laro-er fish wore therefore 27*3 per cent, of the

total quaniity caup^ht.

The largest dab caught was 15f inches.

The largest floundei' caught Avas IT| inches.

Both were riniisiially large fishes.

A tiirbot was also taken which measured -JO.y inches

and Aveighed 20 lbs.

Dabs an d P 1 a i c e .

Except in the single haul with the shrimp net com-

paratively few dabs were caught. The ratio of dabs to

plaice was 1 : 25.

I^he usual P h y s i c a 1 ( ) b s e r v a t ions were

taken. These were:- -

IViii,^ : N.W., light to fresh.

WcaiJicr : Rainy and dull at first, fine later,

Sm Trnipcratiiir :
10-1° C. to 11-8° C.

Air Tciiipcnitiin- : 4(r F. to 55° F.

Specific iiniritji of' thr sea water at tjie aiirfaec : 1026*3

to 1026-4.

Transjiarenci/ of the sea water : 16 to 18 ft.

Invertebrates taken in the nets.

Simple and compound Ascidians (very numerous).

^foLLUSCA:

—

Mactra stultoruni, Pecten opereidaris.

Modiolus, Eolis sp., Lolifio media (common), L. ruhiaria (7

specimens), Bucciuum, Fusus and Cyprina (dead shells).

( 'RrsTACEA : Pandalus annuUcornis, Crangon vulgaris,

Cancer pagiiriis, ( 'areinxs nuenas, Portmias holsatus, P. puher,

iStenorhtjiichus lougirostris, Porce.Uana longiconiis, Eupagurus

hcrnhardm, Homarus vulgaris, Hi/as araneus.

PoLYzoA :

—Flustra was taken and other encrusting

forms were observed l)ut not identified.

EcHiNODERMAT.\ : SoUtster papposus, Ophiura spp.,
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Astropecteii, Aaievias yuhcns, Echinus miliaris, Echino-

c\i/aiiu(s pKsilltin, T}ii/oiu' sp., and ('iicnniaria plancei

(very abundant).

CcELKXTKRATA : Actiiiid cquiiui, Alct/oniwii digitatum

and lUiizostonia pulmo. Many zoophytes were, of course,

taken but were not identified.

Five Hauls o ii I) e c e m b e r (J t h a n d

T t h , 19 5.

On this occasion the same fish-trawl net was employed

as on October 12th and 18th. All the plaice taken which

were over VA inches in lengtli were retained for hatching

purposes and taken to Port Erin. Xo special observations

were made on this occasion and I give only a table

shewing the results of the five hauls. The plaice caught

were, as a rule, smaller than in the fishing operations in

( )ctober of this vear.

Luce Bay, December 6th & 7th, 1905. Fish Trawl.

5 Hauls.

I'ishes caueht.

Plaice over 13 inches

do. under 13 do.

Dabs
Brill

Lemon soles

Cod
Herring
Gadns minutus

R(tia halls .

liaia clavuta, circvloris

and maculata

Total Edible Fishes.

2

88

196

II.

28 ' 2

94 i 56
33

I

2

1 ;
—
1

2

25

III.

15

18

42

2

2

2

28

IV.

24

48
28

1

1

3

1

48

88 I 109
I
158

V.

20
46
27
1

3

5

3

34

142
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2. Haul with a Shrimp-trawl in Fishguard Bay, Milford

Haven Fishery District, on June 23, 1905.

1.—P h y s i c a 1 conditions, & c .

Wind : calm.

Weather : fine.

Sea : smooth.

Bar.: ."^OG.

Air temp. : Dry 66'5, wet 64"5.

Sea temp. : 142 at surf.

Spec. gray. : 10262.

Transp. : 18 feet.

iS'et used: Slirimp trawl net, -|in. mesh, oOft.

beam.

1 hou]' haul, -loo p.m. o p.m.

18^ to (S faths. : hottf)m of black sand becoming

liglit later.

2.--V a t c h .

Soles : 10, 8|in.-15iin.

Plaice: 16, less than 8in.

Plaice : To, over 8in.

Dabs : 22, less than 8in.

Dabs : •}(), over Sin.

Ray: 5, under -lin.^

-p,
'

.. ,• ( Mostly li. (lar((t((.
Kay : 6, oyer 4in. I

Brill : 1, 2;iiin.

Grey gurnards : 4, 10^in.-12in.

Grey gurnards : 13, 4in.-9in.

Sprats: 1,890.

Inedible Fishes.

Solenettes : 11.

Galeus vulgaris : 1.

Calliovynnwi hira : very numerous.
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1 II V e r t e h v a t o s e a u g li t

.

Molta'sca:—-Xiiciild. S(((j)]i((inl('r IhjntirhiH (feeding on

Niicula), Mnrf}-(( sfiiltoniiii, ]*>iaiiim(>hu( sp., Xatica catena

(one specimen var. <dha), IjoVkjo media (\ev\ numerous),

St'piola afhiiiticd, Hoii.sid iii((<-ri)s()iii(K I'liiliiir (ipcrfa, Xatica

spawn.

Crustacea :—

(

'i>yi/.st(s, I'ortin/Ks, Ati'li'ci/chis hctcyoiioti.

EcHiNODERMs :

—

OpJiiiint spp., Astcyia.s nihois, Kcliiiiiin

cHculentiia and E. miliaria.

•lust oiilside Fislio'VKu-d ]iay, in watei' of Ki', lo "20

failionis, we had another haul witli ihc shrimp trawl on

tlic 'J4tli •June. The results were:—
Dabs : 2, T^in. to 9in.

A^dlI<ill<i• : 4, T.', ill. to Hill.

I\<t!<i iiiiiciihitd : '2, 14.\iu. to 1').' in.

Sand eel : 1, (iin.

Onus ti-icirrlinfn :
•'!, (iiu.

(i/k/iis nil II itt us :
''>'). Iiii. t(» oin.

Sliiliii ])s ; 1 specimen.

('(inioinjiiiiis Jijra : not ahnndaiil.

The invert(d)rates weie very few indeed. One

specimen of Pasijilica aivado was taken : LoVkjo media was

numerous ; Pcctcii opcrcidariH, Ecliin.a.s c.Hciilcuiii.s and

E. miliaris were the only other invertebrates noticed.

It is interestino- to compare the three closed areas :

Luce IJay, Hlackpool Closed Ground, and Fishguard Wax.

Ill tlie former \\c have a rich fish fauna (ricli in poiiil

of inpnber and species) and a peculiar distribution of

plaice and oilier flat fishes in respect of sizes plaic(> of

all sizes beino- found on Ihc same shallow-watei' area.

lilack])ool ('1os(m1 (xround presents a o'l'cat abundance of

individuals beloiif^-ing' to a very few sjx'cies, and (his

G
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ahundaiue varies exreediiig-ly from season to season, the

variations in ilie nature ami abundance of flat and other

fishes beino- g-reater than ean possibly be accounted for by

accidental circumstances; again, during the mouths of

October, Xovember and December, in wliiclv we have

trawled in Luce Hay w(; liave (d)served liardly any

variation in the numbers an<l hinds and sizes of fishes

which might not be due to tlie accidents of the

observations. In Fishguard Bay there was a hsli fauna

both abundant and \'arious. It ought to l)e stated,

liowever, that we have only one ov two observations

of the fish on this ground, and it may easily be tlie case

that variations in distribution as marked as those on

Hhtckpool (jround may occui- in different seasons of tlie

yeai'. Obviously, closure of an area does uot alwavs

produce the same results; many other circumstances

pliysical conditicms, fishing in adjacent Avater, and the

like, must operate in masking the effects of the closure.

The liaul outsi(h' Fishguard Bay presents no features

wortliv of note.

3. Food of Plaice and Dabs.

The following obsei'vations relate to the examination

of the stomachs of ])laice and dabs taken together on the

same giound, ajid in the same hauls with the trawl-net.

Comparatively few fishes have so far been examined, but

it is hoped to devote considerably more time in tlie future

to this branch of work. The examinations have been

made from tlie ])oint of view of the supposed competition

of the two species witli each other in respect of food. The

individual sizes of the fishes examined are not given, but

in the great majority of cases the plaice Avere frtim Sin. to

about 12in. in length (Din. would represent the average

size), while tlie dabs were rather smaller (about Sin. long).
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The quantities of the two kinds of fishes taken in tlie

hauls are also o-iven.

June 'JOth, 1!)()5. Xear Pnttin Jshnid. Id!) plaice

and 110 dal)s:

No. ex.-imhiod. Food.

() plaice ... ... S<-r<ililci(lari(i (coniiiioii),

Solt'ii, Pi'ft'uKiria, K(liiii()ci/(niii(s.

i) dal)s ... ... Hermit crabs (coninionK

( ipJtiixjhipha (common), polychaetes.

'J.")i-d Iniic, l!)0o. Fisho-uard Ikiy. Sluinip liawl:

T'j plaice over Sin., !() dabs over Sin. :

3 plaice ... ... all Macfra.

3 dabs ... ... all young Cardmis iii<)<ii<(s,l to \ inch

in breadth.

.luly (ith, lOOo. lieanniaris Ihiy. 101 plaice (lAiii.

to ll^in.; '}'> dabs 9iin. to V2\u. :

10 plaice. 10 dabs.

All feeding on Mactra 1. ()j)liiiHili/})ha-^n(\ Xatica

.

and Scrobicnlaria, 2. d(j. do.

1 also on polychaete worms. 3. do. do.

4. do. do.

5. do. do.*

6. Hermit crabs.

7. Soft cral)s.

S. Polychaete worms.

9. Mactra AudS(r(>hi(i(lar}((.

10. Scrohiiiilaria.

In this case three of tiie dabs and tlirce of llie ])laicc

were feeding on the same animals.

.Inly 12th, 190o. IJahama Bank. 'J!) plaice and three

dabs :

3 dabs.

1. Hermit crabs. .\11 the plaice caught were

2. Solen, Hermit crabs. used for the marking

3. Solf.n, Polychaetes. experiment.
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20tli July, 11)05. Three miles AV.X.W. from

Llandwyii. Six plaice and 20 dabs:—
5 d a b H e X a m i n e d

.

1. Crabs. L Solcii.

'J. do.. Solen. 5. Ophiuroids, Soloi,

[]. do., Mactra.

21st Jlily, 11)0'). Tliree miles W.S.AA'. from

Treraadoc liar liuoy. 11 ])laice and -iKi dabs : -

8 d a li s examined.
1. Soft crabs.

2. Polychaetes, l^Drtninix ImJsidii.f.

3. PorvcUaua luiuiicoDiis.

4. Aphrodite. I'Jiiliiic (ij)i'iia. crabs.

5 il- ('). Miictid.

7. ()})hinroids.

8. Cral)s.

241 h July, 11)05. IT miles S.W. by AV. from Talf

of Man. Xo ])laiee, 14 dabs:—
11 dabs examined.

I. ()j)]iiiira all)i(h(, Nereids, small cral)S.

2 \' lb <)j)hjiira aUiuhi. small crabs.

4. Crabs, large quantity of some zoophyte.

i). • Ophlnra alhi(hi. I-^iiUdki h'lliiwdUi.

('), 7 0(' S. Ophiiira alhkla.

II \ 10. Opliiiini (ilhifhi and hermit craV)s.

II. ()j)lniira alhida, hermit crabs, small Cdi-cintis.

loth September, 1!»0.'). Ited Wharf Ib^y. ")() plaice

and To dabs :

(*) plaice examined. ti dabs examined.

All feedin.t;' on So-oJiicuJuria. 1. ('(O-chiiiH.

2. CaichiHs and other crab

remains.

;i. Crabs and polychaete

worms.
4. (\)riist('>f, 'iclhuK. S<)h')i

'

5. Ophiuroids and Scrohi-

cidariK.

6. TelUna and Sriiddriilaria.
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I21I1 Oclober, 11)05. -Luce Bay. 59 plaice, lO

(lal)s:

7 plaice e x a m i 11 e d . (i dabs e x a m i n e d

.

1 c'^- 2. Xacid((. 1. Pectcii, Carcinus, Car-
8 iV' 4. Polychaetes. diiim, Solen, Scrohi-

5. PcctiuayiaJUiciiDKO'ia. cnlaria.

<5. Soldi. 'I ik >]. Soldi and Hj/as.

7. Solcv and Scrohicii- 4. Ophlonbiplia, Solrii.

laria. 5. Scrohicularia i!k Soleii.

C). Scrohicularia and
Niiciila.

'S-Wd XovejiilxT, l!)05. OR ( nnway ]iar Buoy. 122

pi a ire, •!() dabs :
—

() plaice. a dabs.

1 iV "2. Tclliiia. 1. Virijiilariii DiiraJiillx,

8. TclJiiia and Scrolncu- OJxiia hniiiixsima,

laria. TioiKjainrillca raiiioaa,

•4. X('rci(h. Hi/(lralliiiaii ia falcata,

5 1*1' (). Ncri'ids and Scrohicii- Lafica (hiiiiona.

laria. 2. Crabs.

8. Crabs and (Jpliinra sp.

4. Crabs and Pmimiiohia.

5. Shrimp and Psanimohia.

Till Dcrciubcr, 1905.—Luce Bay. (Ki })laicc, 2T

dabs

:

«

1 pi a ice. 11 dabs.

1 to y. Stomachs empty. 1 & 2. Empty.
9. Small Amphipod. 8 c\: 4. Cardiuin ccltiiiafiiiii.

10. Errant Polychaete. Crab, simple asci-

dians.

5. Hermit crab, Sole 11.

6. Philine, 2 simple asci-

dians.

7. Five Simple ascidians.

8. Ophiuroids.

9. Hermit crabs and
Stotorhipicliiis.

10. Actinian, foot of large

lamellibranch.

11. Foot of (?) Cardiuin.



III this last liiuil, nearly all the stoiiiaclis of the dalis

cxaiuiiu'd were lialt ciuplv.

Kith December. li»()-). ( )tf Patelies l^ioy. Abeiyst-

with :

8 p 1 a i c e

.

H d a 1 > s

.

1. Soloi and poly- L Oph'inra alhhJa.

chaetes. 2 to 4. do. do.

2. Amphipod and Sohm. 5. Nereids.

o to 8. Empty. (>. Soh'n, Scrjnda. Eiipa-

(jiiniii hcniltardiiH.

7. KiipaiiiiyiiH licrnliardua

8. ()})Jiiura albida,

PhUhw apcrta, crabs

One cod. caug-lit off Blackpool on (Sth December.

1905. The lish was a female ')7|iu. loiijj^, was in bad con-

dition when received, and the contents of the stomach had

nndei'g'one c(msiderable post-iuorfcm digestion. They

were :
—

•"! dabs, (iin. to 8in. long-;

7 other pleuronectid fishes

;

'] herring's (or sprats), oin. to Oin. long;

9 other ronnd fishes—not herring's;

1-) shrimps.

There was, in addition, a larg^e mass of semi-digested

food matter in the stomach, most of Avhich consisted of

the disarticulated bones of fishes.

4. Reproductive condition of Herring in Cardigan and

Carnarvon Bays in Winter.

Thice lots of liening' caught in these areas were scut

to me by the bailiffs on Dr. -lenkins" instructions. They

were examined for the condition of the roes, and for the

food contents of the stomachs. The details are :
—
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(1) 1') li(M'riiigs caug-lit in Xcvin Buy. Carnarvou T3ay,

one mile from shore ni tlir(>e fathoms on December 1st,

1905
(S wi'vc spent I'rinalcs ;

•") were s])ent males.

In all cases the stomachs \v(>re empty.

C-J) I'J lieiiint!'s eiuip'lit ott' New (^nay on Deremher

4th, 19()o, at niu'lit

1 was a spent female :

•'! were spent males

;

4 were full females :

4 were full males.

All llie slo]naclis were empty.

(•")) 12 herrino-s eaug-ht close inshore in Xevin Bay,

Carnarvon liay, on sand and on gravel on l-Uli December,

1905—
5 were spent females ;

'! were spent males:

1 was a full female

;

-') were full males. *

All the stonmchs were empty.

These results are (>xtremely inl(Mesl in^:'. It is

evident thai ftill lieiTin<i' ju'c to be found oft the Welsh

coast in wintet, and piobably deposit their spawn tlier(>.

It is most desirable that sam])les of lievriug from all the

Welsh fishei-ies slinuld be obtained ;ind examined.

5. Sea temperature and catches of Whitings.

The connection between hydrof^'raphical observations

and the abundance of ff)od hsJies is \\-elI illustrated* by a

discussion of the sea teni])erature and the catches rd'

haddock juadc by steam trawlers fishing' off Grrantun on

the East coast of Scotland. A curve is given in the

' See D'Arcy Thompson, Granton Trawling Statistic;?. Report

on North Sea Investigations, p. 265, 1905.
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;nti('le referred li», wliich shows the closest eorrespoudeiice

between the catches of this fish and the temperature of

the sea. I have tried to see if a siniihir correspondence

existed l)etween any food fish and the sea tenn)erature in

our own area, but we do not possess thita to enable sucli

a comparison to be made as it should lie. The shrimj)

lra"wl statistics taken by Mr. l^^-cles on the Liverpool

Shrimpinfj- Ground during the years l.S9-')-l<Sl)9 do,

Jiowever, yiehl a r(diable series of fig-ures. Most unforlu-

nately we have no o-ood records of sea temperatures. On

board the " -John Fell " the temperature of the sea at the

surface is always taken at tiie bcfj^inning' of a haul with

a trawl net, and the thermometer, whi(di is a reliable one,

is always (:orrectIy read to one-fifth of a de<j'r(>e centi-

grade. I'nfortunately the "John Fell" has a wide

district and the number of temperature observations in

Liverpool IJay are rather few for our purpose. 'I'he

average monthly temperatui'es are calculated from the

records of the " John Fell " and the jN'ew Brighton police

cutter. I think the latter temperature data are not quite

7-eliable but they are the best we can obtain.

The figures shewing the variation in the abundance

of whiting from month to month during the year are,

I think, (juite reliable. All the figures for each month

dui'ing the period 189-")-f) have been grouped together and

averages have 'been calculated. Accidental fluctuations

are got rid of by the statistical device of taking three-

monthly averages for every month. That is, the average

for January is really the average tor the three months

Becember-January-February : that for February is the

average of the months Jauuary-February-March, and so

on.

The figures s(» obtained are as follows:
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Avcra<,^C' calclics of iuiniatuie' wliitiii(>' ou llic Mersey

Shrimping Grounds during' the years 1.S9-"!-!); witli the

temperature of the sea for tlie year 190-3 :



that there is a coiTespoiideuce between the abuudauee of

whiting and the temperature of the sea water. It must

be confessed that results like this are very tantalising and

make one wish for more extensive series of statistical

figures.* I think, too, that they indicate the value of

exact hydrographical invest igations.

"^rhe form of the curve for whiting should be noticed.

I'his curve is constructed from a great number of observa-

tions and ])i()l)ably yields a tolerably accurate picture of

Jany Feby. Man A[)nl. May. June. July. Auq. Sept Oct Nov. Dec.

Kig. 9. Ivelation between abundance of immature whiting and the

temperature of the sea.

the abundance of young whiting on the Mersey Shrimping

(jrrouiids. There is a n)inor maximum of abundance of

whiting in the month of March. This is due to an

immigration of fisli of the previous year's spawning.

Then in June the fish become scarce and immediately

begin to become more abundant, attaining the maximum

* It ought to be possible to obtain daily temperature records

from the various lightships of! the coasts of Lancashire and Wales.

I would suggest that this be attempted.
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i'di- ilic year in tlic muntli of Au^-vist. The fish present

at this time are ])}(»l)ably those icsultin"' from the same

year's spawn iiip-. Then when the temperature of the

sea falls w]iitin<>> become less abundant, and a minimum is

I'eacdied in Ueeeniber and -lanuaiy.

6. Occurrence of large Plaice at New Quay.

Two hauls made by Mr. E. Williams, the Bailiff

stationed at Xew (^uay, aie of interest as shewinj:' that

larf^'c and mature ])laiee aic not necessarily confine<l to

coniparativelv deep watei', but may occur close in sluue.

The hauls were :

Tlh March, lUU-J. Utf :sew (^uay head, four miles

N.E.

:

Fish C a u fr h t .

Plaice: 80, 2-)in. to Tin. in len<^th.

Brills: '2, l!)in. to Kiiu. in length.

AVliitiilgs : 15, l(Sin. to Itin. in lengtjr.

Skates : 2, 19in. in leno-th.

'•2Tth March, 1905.—Near the same place :

Soles : 5, l-tin. to l'-2in. in length.

Plaice: -jO, 17in. to Sin. in length.

Whiting's: (i, Kiin. to l-'!in. in lenyth.

Skates: T, 12in. to Sin. in length.

'I'hat huge and mature phuce occui- only sporadically

in inshore waters is due, I think, to the fact that such

large fish are necessarily few in numbei', and are easily

fished out iu eomi)arison with those of smaller size, and

not to any necessary connection between the habits of

the fish and the de])th of water.
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REPOIIT OX EXPERIMENTS AVITH MARKED
FISH DT RIXG THE YEAR 1904.

]>y I AS. loilXSJOXK.

A })i'eliiiiiiiaiy account of ilicsc cxpciiiucnls was

pivoii in the report for 1904,'" and tlio methods adopted

(whieh were those elaborated by the International Fishery

Investififation Staff) were explained. At the time when

this ijreliminary report was written, •»91 fishes had been

marked and liberated, but since then 404 other fish have

been dealt with. Many of the latter experiments are still

incomplete, inasmuch as sufHciiMit tinu^ has not yet

ela})sed to allow of the recapture of the fishes. It is only

w'ith regard to Experiments I. to X., which Avere made

before the end of March, 190-1, tliat any conclusioTis can

be drawn, and many more fish will doubtless be recaptuicd

from the later expeiimenfs.

The first few batches of fish marked and liberated

were to some extent experimental, us we had not at that

time sufficient experience of the method to enable us to

UA'oid errors. Much difficulty, for instance, was

experienced in finding suitable labels. 'J'he first hundred

of these were obtained from the Marine liiologiral

Association, and were used in the hist Luce 13ay

experiments. Then 100 aluminium labels were tried, but

these proved to be most unsuitable. ^Fhe colour of the

metal and its lightness induced us to try it, but we soon

found that the corrosion caused by electrolytic action

between the label and the silver wire was very rapid, and

only a small percentage of these was returned. Then

some hundreds of thin brass labels were obtained, but

again these were imperfect, inasmuch as the metal was

* ll(,']iorl, l.aiicusliii'e Swi Fisheries Laboratury fur I'JOi, pp. 'Jl-'JI

,
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soft and tho lab(4 was tor* thin. Xone of tlicsc liad

resisted corrosion in the sea fo]' a lon<^er time than 12

months, and even after six months the corrosion Avas, in

some eases, so o-reat that it was difficult to read the

number. Tho later labels obtained were made of thicker

and harck'r In-ass, and have been quite satisfactory.

I'he p-reat majority of the fish marked have been

phi ice. A dozen soles were marked and liberated, but I

did not reo-ard the method as suitable for this fish and no

moic were dealt witli. Xoiie of these soles has been

i-cliuncd. A few otlier fishes were also marked, and out

of four (hibs so tn-ated one has been returned. Tlie only

tiouiiih'r marked lias also been re-cauf]flit. There is no

reason why these maiking- ex])eriments should be

restricted to plaice and Honnders, but it must be said that

the difHculties of markin<i^ other fishes are very much

o-reater, and suitable .methods will take some time to

devise.

It was hoped tliat 1,000 hsh wf)uld be marked before

tlie end of 1905, but the stress of other work interfered,

and I wo or three trij)s were abandoned because of

unsuitable weather.

I p'ive below a summary of the experiments made up

to the t-nd of 100-3, and of tlie results obtained.

If p-ivos me preat })leasure to acknowledg'e the

assistance icceived from all Avho have been asked to

co-o])erate in these experiments. IJoth Dr. Jenkins and

Cajitain Wiffnall have fjiven me every facility which was

possibh', and have becMi most kind. A\'e arc ^reatlv

indebted to those wlio have returned marked fishes.. The

Officers of the Comjnittee, Messrs. Wright, Gardner,

Eccles, Jones, Pritchard and Williams, have given all the

assistance possible. Several Members of the Committee,

Messrs. Dean, (rainett and Harley in ]iaiticular. have
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most kiiully acted as our an^Piits and roceivod marked

tishes and paid rewards. Finally, many gentlemen not

connected with our rommittee have friven us much

assistance. I refer more })articularly to Mr. 1\. Knox, of

Douo-las, Mr. G. Hf)lmes, of the Cumberland District, and

3lr. liust, of the Milford Haven Fishermen's Association.

]ioth the Irish Department of Aj^-riculture and Technical

Instructif)n and the Fishery Board for Scotland have

insti'ucted their ofhceis to o-ive us every assistance. It is

needless to say that without this cordial co-operation the

ex]>erinients would noi have been ])ossible.

The total number of plaice returned is. therefore,

195, or 2'\\ per cent, of the whole. But of the 855 fishes

dealt with 142 were liberated in Luce Bay w^hile trawlinpf

there for spawnino- plaice, and as' there is very little

fishing- (and no trawlinp^) in Ihis area, it was not expected

that many of these fish would be recaujjht. Ag-ain, 290

fish were liberated since the end of March, and many more

of these will doubtless be recaptured. If we consider only

the fish M'liich have been liberated in the Lancashire and

Western District area before the end of Miircli, 1905, the

results are very encoura^inji^. Of -1-52 such fishes 148, or

• )4!y per cent., have been returned.

It is quite certain that a number of fish have been

recaptured and have not been leported. I have heard^of

several such cases. (3ne was only discovered after beinj?

(exposed in Doug-las Fish Market, and several were sejit

from other markets or hshmongers' shf)ps. In some cases

the ajiproximate localities wliere these fish were caught

could be traced, but this was impossible in others. In one

cas(> a tish-labcl was sent to mc wliicli had certainly been

fried. In this case the mark could not have been noticed

until the fish had been cooked a fact whicdi does not say

much for the caie willi wliich Ihe c-ook cleaned the fish.
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In another case three labels were sent to me which had

certainly lain in the tinder's waistcoat pocket for some

months. They were accompanied by a very unconvincing

statement of the circumstances under which the fishes

were caug-ht. Another case was reported to me as follows :

" .... I heard yesterday from a fish hawker of ... .

that he bought some fish of a trawler at ... . and he had

a marked fish and he laid it to one side and the cat ran

off with it. He says the Xo. was L 307. Of course I

said ' No label, no pay '.
. .

." Other analogous leakages

have no doubt occurred.

Then again, the projiortion of fish caught depends

obviously on the amount of fishing which goes on in the

areas to which the marked fish migrate. Thus, the small

proportion of fish returned from Luce Bay is to be

attributed simply to this cause ; and the same may be

said of the relative lack of success which has attended the

marking of fish in Carnarvon and Cardigan Bays. A
glance over the general summary will bear this out. A
high percentage of the fish liberated on Blackpool Closed

Ground has been returned because these fish have for the

most part travelled alongshore into the shallow waters of

Morecambe Bay, the llibble Estuary, and the Mersey

Grounds; and so also with the fish liberated off the

Mersey Banks. Although a number of fish have been

returned from offshore grounds, it must nevertheless be

borne in mind that fishing there is less intense than along

the shore, where, in addition to trawling by half-decked

boats, stake nets, trammels and " tees " also play their

parts.

The chances that a fish living on the Eastern side of

the Irish Sea will be captured comparatively early in its

lifetime are greater than one imagines. We have a record

of one plaice which was captured three times before it

was three years of age. This fish (No. L 485) was first of

H
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all caught in the Barrow Channel by Mr. John "Wright,

Head Bailiff at Fleetwood, and brought into Piel

Hatchery, where it was marked. It was then taken out

to beyond the Morecambe Bay Lightship and liberated.

It returned again into Barrow Channel, and about ten

weeks after its first capture it was again caught by Mr.

Wright. It Avas then kept alive in the Piel tanks for a

couple of days and again taken out to beyond the same

Lightship. But hardly a month afterwards the

unfortunate fish was recaught by the Fleetwood smack

FD 99 and sent to the Liverpool Laboratory.

At least four plaice have crossed the Irish Channel.

One of these, 'No. L 352, was liberated on Blackpool

Closed Ground on 13th November, 1905, and about six

months later news of its capture at Courtown Bay,

Co. Wexford, Ireland, reached me via a coastguard

officer, the Irish Board of Agriculture and Technical

Instruction, the English Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries, and Dr. Jenkins, who formed the last link of

this official chain. This fish, supposing it had made a

straight course for Courtown (which it, most probably,

did not) had travelled at least 130 miles in 6 months.

Other two fish have been reported from the East Coast of

Ireland, one from near Balbriggan, in Co. Meath, and

another from Belfast Lough. In each case the brass label

had disappeared, but the bone button and silver wire

indicated that these fishes had been liberated on the East

side of the Irish Sea. One probably came from Blackpool,

and the other from Luce Bay. Finally, a Luce Bay fish

was taken in a herring-net in Campbelltown Loch on the

Argyllshire side of the Firth of Clyde. It is to be noted

that all these fishes must have crossed water of at least

50 fathoms in depth, unless, indeed, the Campbelltown

fish made a circuitous journey round the Lochs of the

Clyde.
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Remarks on the different experiments.

Station I. — Luce Bay.

Strictly speaking-, Luce Bay is not within our

Lancashire and "Western Fishery District, but as we have

been interested in this fishing ground for the last few

years we thought it a useful thing to '" plant '" some

marked plaice there. There is very little fishing of any

kind, and no trawling, in the neighbourhood of Luce Bay,

and the chances of a successful result depended on

offshore migration of the fishes, or migration into the

Solway Firth. This offshore migration was indicated by

one fish which crossed the North Channel and was found

in Campbelltown Loch, and the Solway migration was

shown by another fish which was found near Annan.

Only one other fish was recaptured, and this was taken in

the Bay itself.

Station II. — Ramsey Bay.

Only four fishes were found out of 34 liberated in

this Bay. Three went offshore and one was found on the

North-AVest Coast of the Isle of Man. Here again there

is little inshore fishing, and in consequence of the Manx
Fishery Laws all the territorial waters are closed against

trawling.

Station III. — Off Puffin Island.

Unfortunately the aluminium labels were used for

this experiment, and as the label itself appears to have

been corroded away in a comparatively short time,

leaving only the button and wire attached to the fish, it

is probable that many of these fishes have been recaptured

but have escaped notice. The migration of the fishes

actually found are indicated on Chart II. by the red

circles surmounted bv a horizontal line. Most of the
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fishes found were cauo-ht in Red Wharf Bay within the

first four weeks. One, however, was taken in the Dee and

one in Carnarvon Bay, having? probably p-one through the

Menai Straits.

Station IV .—O ff Great Orme's Head.

In this experiment the lesults are almost exactly the

same as in Experiment III. Two fishes were found in the

Dee. Two, however, made very extended migrations, and

were found in Newport Bay, in the Milford Fishery

District, and off New Quay Head, near the Southern

extremity of our own area.

Station V. New come Knoll.

This experiment is remarkable because of the

extraordinary manner in which the fishes liberated have

scattered. Within the first 12 weeks after liberation

marked plaice from this station were found in Red Wharf

Bay, Menai Straits, the Wallasey shore, the Ribble, and

Morecambe Bay. Three also were recaught off the

North-East Coast of the Isle of Man. Later on the other

fish caught were taken in the waters round Holyhead, and

these were probably those which had migrated to that

area in the first three months.

Station VI. -Blackpool Closed Ground.

This is the most interesting of all the experiments

made, and the results are, on the whole, consistent with

each other. They are represented on Chart I. by the

black circles. If note be made of the length of time

elapsing between the liberation and recapture of the fish

(this time is indicated by the small figures within the

circles), then it is fairly easy to trace the migration paths

of the fishes recaught. Out of 78 plaice liberated, 16 were

found in the waters of ^Morecambe Bay, and two in the
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Eibble, during- the first 16 weeks. This shows, on the

whole, a general migration inshore and in a Northerly

direction during the winter. But again it will be seen that

11 fishes were found in Red Wharf Bay and Liverpool

Bay generally at periods of from four to 13 months after

liberation, and that two fishes actually crossed the Irish

Channel and were found off the Irish coast. It is only

reasonable to suppose that many more fish entered

Morecambe Bay (and the Ribble) from Blackpool Closed

Ground than were recaught, and that in the 8'pring

following the experiment these fishes began to migrate

out from the Bay (and the Ribble) and to proceed offshore

and in a Southerly direction. If the times of recapture

be noted, this course can be traced with some degree of

probability. I have represented it on Chart I. by lines

and arrows. The thick lines indicate the winter

migration, generally inshore and to the North, and the

thin lines the spring and summer migration, generally

offshore and to the South.

The chart shows exceptional migrations. But we are

dealing with creatures possessed of volition, and to some

extent capricious in their movements. When one

remembers this, and reflects on the multitude of influences

acting on a marine fish so as to determine its movements

and habits, it would be too much to expect that simple

undeviating migration paths should be followed without

exception.

Station VII. — Luce Bay.

For some reason or other the second Luce Bay
experiment was more successful than the first. But few

fishes were returned, and the only conclusion to be drawn

is that the fish population of the Bay is an indigenous

one, for most of those returned were caught in the area



where liberated. One, indeed, went to Grirvan, in the

Clyde : this was initially the largest of those recovered

;

and one went to the Solway, and conversely this initially

was the smallest of those recovered.

Station Y II I.—2 ^ M i 1 e s W. froniLiverpool
Bai- Lightship.

Here again we meet with consistent results. Of the

fish set free on this Station IG went inshore, and in the

main in a j^ortherly direction towards the bays and

estuaries. Most of these were caught in the Ribble and

in Morecambe Bay within the first 12 weeks. After this

interval two were found in offshore waters and two far to

the South in Cardigan Bay, while one had crossed the

" head of the tide " and was recaptured off Workington

in the Cumberland vSea Fishery District.

Station I X.—1 Miles W. from Carnarvon
Bar Buoy.

Again we are comforted by finding that the results

of the experiment are uniform. Of 50 plaice liberated in

Carnarvon Bay 12 were found. Nine of these went South

and eight were caught in Tremadoc and Cardigan Bays.

One at least left the district and was caught in St. Bride's

Bay, in the Milford Haven Fishery District, 20 weeks

after liberation. The single inevitable exception to this

general Southerly migration was observed by a fish which
found its way into Liverpool Bay (probably through the

Menai Straits) and was caught in a stake net on Wallasey

shore. It is remarkable that so many fish from this and
other experiments should have rounded the rocky,

precipitous coast of the Carnarvon Peninsula.

Station X.—M orecambe Bay Lightship.
This also was a very remarkable experiment. At the

time when I( was made I was busv at Piel couductinii- the
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Fishermen's Classes and could not go to sea except for a

day at the week end between the beginning of March and

the beginning of Ma}'. On March 16th, Mr. John

Wright, the Chief Fisherj^ Officer at Fleetwood, came

over to Piel and trawled in Barrow Channel for plaice,

which were broiight into the Hatchery and marked there.

The fish were then kept alive in the tanks for a day, and

were put on board the " John Fell '" and taken out to

beyond the Morecambe Bay Lightship, where they were

liberated. For about a week nothing was heard of these

fishes, and then they began to come back into Barrow-

Channel again, and within the first two months 16 marked

plaice from this experiment alone were caught in this

area. It is not, as might appear, the case that this

abundance of recaptures depends simply on excessive

fishing, for practically all these fishes were caught by

two or three men working stake nets. It is evident that

there was a general inshore migration towards Morecambe

Bay, and that most of the fishes participating entered the

Channel. Two fish travelled jNforth along the Cumberland

coast, and crossing the head of the tide were caught in

the Solway Firth. I think it probable that the fish, after

leaving the Lightship ground, struck the Cumberland

coast and most of them came South but that a few went

North.

It will be seen from Chart L, where these results are

represented by the blue circles, that quite a number of

marked fish were caught on the ground round the Light-

ship. But it will also be seen that these fishes were mostly

caught there three months after liberation, and taken

together with the results of the BlacJ^pool Experiment,

this indicates that the fish, after finishing their first

inshore migration and feeding for a time on the shallow

water grounds, began to migrate outwards again.
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The exceptious to tlicse general conclusions are

represented by two fish which went at once directly North

and were caught near the Bahama Lightship, and by one

which at once went South and was caught in Holyhead

Harbour about seven weeks after liberation, having in

that time travelled at least do miles.

Station X I.—M orecanibe Bay Lightship.

It was thought advisable to repeat the above experi-

ment, so in May 44 plaice were liberated near the same

place but a little further to the West. None of these fish

(which had also been caught in Barrow Channel by Mr.

Wright) returned to that area, and in one month three of

them were caught to the South-East of the place where

liberated. Very few of these fishes have been returned,

but such recaptures as have been reported show a general

tendency of the fishes to travel to the South and East into

shallower water. While trawling in Barrow Channel for

these fishes, Mr. Wright caught two of those which he

had already trawled there. These were measured and

taken out to sea to be used in this experiment, and one

of them has already been recaptured.

Station X 1 1.—O f f Chicken Rock, I. O. M.

At the end of each hatching season the plaice

remaining in the tanks at Piel are turned back again into

the sea. We thought it might be useful, however, to

mark some of these fishes and liberate them in deep

water. Accordingly 11 large mature fishes were taken out

from Piel in the " John Fell " and marked and liberated

in the deep water S"outh-West of the Calf of Man. JSTone

of these fishes have been returned to us. But after a

sojourn of two months in small tanks large plaice are not
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possessed of great vitality', and I think it possible that

the transportation and handling and the marking

operation may have killed these plaice.

Station XII I.— ii K e m m a e s Head.

Thirty plaice were liberated on this station, which is

at the Southern extremity of the Lancashire and Western

Sea Fishery District. Only five have been returned, and

these were caught immediately to the South-West of the

station.

Station XI V.—N ear Liverpool Bar
Lightship.

Hearing that plaice were plentiful on this area in

July last we caught and marked 35 fishes. Up to the

present all the fishes returned from this lot have been

found in the immediate neighbourhood of the station, no

migrations of any extent having taken place. The results

are represented on Chart II. by the blue circles.

Station X V.—IST ear M o r e c a m b e Bay
Lightship.

Nineteen plaice were liberated here, but only one has

been returned, and this was caught near the station but

about five miles S.W. by S.

Station XV I.—N ear Bahama Lightship.

Twenty-one plaice, three dabs, and one brill were

liberated here on July 7th. Only one plaice has been

returned, but one of the three dabs set free was sent back

on 8th November last. This is the only dab out of four

marked which has been returned to me.
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Station XVI I. Blackpool Close d

Ground.
Thirty-one plaice were liberated on this station in

•iuly last, and five have been returned. With the

exception of one fish (which went offshore) all these were

recaught on the inshore waters North and South of the

station.

The fish liberated on tlie three last stations were not

all in a perfectly sound state. They were caught in the

vicinities of the three stations and kept on board in the

tanks for a short time onlj' . When we caught them the

surface of the sea, and the waters for some depths down,

weie swarming with the jelly-fish Avrelia—so much so

that the sea was literally carpeted in places with these

creatures. When the net was hauled an enormous

quantity were always included among the catch, and the

fish caught were always very sickl3^ Even when great

masses of seaweed or mud were taken, the fish caught

never exhibited the same lack of vitality as was shown in

these catches, and the result is probably due to the contact

of the fishes with the poisonous stinging cells of the jelly-

fishes. I think it quite probable that a large number of

these fishes died some time after liberation.

Stations XVIII. to X X.—N e v i n and
Aberystwyth, Carnarvon and

Cardigan Bays.

Thirty-oue fish were liberated on these three stations,

but none has been returned so far. Five of the fish

marked were small rays, but the rest were plaice and in

good condition when liberated. These poor results are

due, I consider, to the fact that the amount of fishing ou
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the Welsh coasts is so very trifling, and that the fish have

simply not had a chance of being caught. Most of the

fishes liberated on the Welsh stations have been caught

on the grounds round Kilan Head, in Treniadoc Bay, and

on the trawling grounds extending from Ncav Quay to

Dinas Head. That the comparative lack of success

attending these experiments is due to the absence of

fishing on the part of the local Welsh population may be

seen by considering the tables where I have given the

port of registration of the vessels catching the fish (when

ascertainable). In the case of the fish caught oft Kilan

Head the captors were »Soutliport half-decked boats, and

the fish caught in the waters South of Kemmaes Head

were taken by Liverpool, Milford, or Brixham boats. In

only one case was a marked fish taken by a Welsh boat^

—

a Carnarvon smack. Even in the case of the Hed Wharf

Bay fishes, the captures were usually made by Hoylake

vessels registered (for some reason or other) out of

Douglas.

Station XX I.—L u c e Bay.

On the occasion of trawling the Bay for spawning

plaice for Piel, 20 plaice were marked and liberated. Only

one has been reported to me, and this was caught on the

shore of the Bay.

Station XXI 1.—E ormby Channel.
Several attempts were made to mark a number of fish

in October last, but on two occasions very rough weather

was experienced and the experiments were abandoned.

The last lot of plaice marked in 1905 were set free in

Formby Channel on October 2(Jth. It is, of course, far

too soon to discuss the results of this experiment.

Hitherto ouW six fishes have been returned. Three have
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been caught in the neighbourhood of the station,' and

other three (not included in the tablesj from Morecambe

Bay.

Intensity of fishing.

It is customary, in investigations of this kind, to use

the results for making deductions as to the intensity of

fishing in the areas dealt with. If, say, 100 plaice are

liberated and spread themselves over a comparatively wide

area, and if within a certain period, say one year, 50 of

these are recaptured, it may be argued that of all the

plaice present on the same area 50 per cent, have been

captured during the same year. Information to form such

estimates of the intensity of fishing on the East side of

the Irish Sea is alforded by the summary table. In the

case of nine experiments the data are complete—

a

complete year having elapsed between the time when the

fish were liberated and the time when the summary was

drawn up. The last column gives the percentages

recaptured, and the figures may mean that in the course

of one year per cent, of the plaice in Luce Bay and

the adjacent waters were captured, 12 per cent, of those

on the fishing grounds round the Isle of Man, and so on.

NoM' we may leave the Luce Bay experiments out of

consideration, and those made on Stations III. and I\

.

may also be ignored, since these two experiments were

vitiated by the faulty nature of the labels employed. On

the other hand, Experiments Y., VI. and VII. may be

considered together, since most of the fish liberated on the

stations so numbered have apparently spread themselves

over much the same area—the Irish Sea North of Holy-

head, South of St. Bees Head, and East of the Isle of

Man. Within this area about 80 plaice out of 180 have

been recovered—a percentage of about 45. That is to say.
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in tl^is area fishermen have captured, in one year, about

45 per cent, of all the plaice present on the ground which

were over ei^ht inches in total length.

I think that too much may easily be made of this

argument. It would be justifiable to make the percentage

of marked plaice returned indicate the intensity of plaice

fishing if the marked fish behave normally; if, when

liberated, they spread themselves uniformly over wide

areas. Then it may reasonably be contended that the

proportion of marked fishes re-caught represents also the

proportion of the unmarked fishes caught. I think

that the marked fish behave normally, but it is the case

that there is a certain amount of segregation in the distri-

bution of the marked fishes. The figures indicating

'' intensity of fishing " are to be regarded only as

approximate indications of the degree of exploitation of

the local fishing grounds.

On the other hand, the results of the Luce Bay and

the AVelsh experiments indicate a much less intensity of

fishing. In Luce Bay and the adjacent waters this is

accounted for by the anti-trawling legislation of the

Scottish Fishery Board. Plaice are only caught in this

area by lines, trammels, and other forms of fishing, which

are very ineffective Avhen compared with trawling. But

in the Carnarvon Bay experiment this is not the case.

The low proportion of fish retiirned, 12 per cent., is due

only to the fact that there is very little fishing indeed in

Carnarvon and Cardigan Bays Avhen compared with the

Coasts of Lancashire, Cheshire, and that part of the North

Welsh Coast exploited by Hoylake smacks. The same is

to be said of the other Welsh experiments, for though the

complete year has not yet elapsed it is apparent that

nothing like the same proportion of fish as in the case of

the Lancashire experiments will be returned.
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These estimates agree generally with what we know,

from other considerations, of the intensity of fishing on

the East side of the Irish Sea. It is well known that

there is a very great amount of fishing on the Lancashire

Coast proper, that the Coasts of North Wales are not

exploited to the same extent, and that the two great

Welsh Hajs are fished to a very much less extent again.

These estimates must be regarded as only

approximate ones. It is no doubt the case that a certain

number of the fish liberated in each experiment must die

from injuries received during trawling which were not

at first apparent. On the other hand, there is also no

doubt that a certain proportion of marked plaice have

been caught by fishing boats and have escaped notice and

so have not been included in the above summary.

Influence of different kinds of fishing.

The tables give information as to the kind of vessel

or fishing instrument by which most of the marked fishes

were caught. This information was not always given, so

that all the cases are not included. The fisrures are :
—

No. of

marked
fish

returned.

Method of fishing.
marked

i
fish

1st class sailing trawlers (smacks) ...

2nd class sailing trawlers (half-decked boats)
Stake-nets

Steam trawlers

Lines, " tees," trammels, hedge-baulks, " draught-
nets"

Information not given

66
47
25

10

6

41

195

This table gives one a rough idea of the relative

importance of dift'erent methods of fishing in the area

embraced by the experiments. It must be remembered,
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in appraising the relative influence of sail and steam, that

marked fish may have been overlooked especially aboard

steam trawlers. On the other hand, it has to be

remembered that steamers are excluded from the

territorial waters in which the majority of the marked fish

were recaptured. On the whole, the figures in the table

agree fairly with practical experience of fishing methods

in the district.

Rate of Growth of Plaice in the Irish Sea.

This is very variable, as might be expected. The

growth of a fish depends on the amount of food present on

the ground which it inhabits, and it is well known that

different grounds vary greatly in this respect. The

present experiments were not favourable for observations

on the rate of growth. In order to study this to the

greatest advantage, a large number of fish would have to

be marked and liberated before the period of the year

when growth begins. We did, indeed, set free 566 before

the end of March, but of these the great majority

captured were taken before the end of July, and only a

comparatively small number after that time. In May,

June and July we set free 227 plaice, but few of these

have been recaptured. Conclusions as to the general rate

of growth based on these are not reliable. Up to the end

of July, however, our figures afford reliable indications

as to the growth rate. These figures are :
—

Average increase in length up to the middle of January 004 inch.

Do. do. do. February ...0-04

Do. do. do. March 007
Do. do. do. . April 02
Do. do. do. May 0-42

Do. do. do. June 0-86

Do. do. do. July 1'5

Do. do. do. August 1-95

Do, do. do, September... 2 -62
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These figures will be more easily understood by

consulting the diagram below. In this the black columns

represent the actual increase in length of the plaice

captured from month to month.

Jarwf Feby • Mar- Af)ril -Ma)'- June-CTuK/- Auq-Sej^t-

Pig. 10. Actual increase in growth of the plaice during the months
Januarj^—September. The figures on the left hand indicate

inches of growth, and those on the right centimetres.

It will be seen from the chart that the growth of the

plaice is very slight during the months January,

February and March
;

practically the fish does not grow

at all during this period. Then from April to September

the growth is yery rapid, and it is only during this season

of the year that growth really takes place. By the end

of September the ayerage increase in length of the fishes
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liberated before the end of March was about 2f inches.

I think, however, this number is too low. If we consider

also the fishes liberated during- the summer, and include

them in the calculation of the g-rowth rate, we get a

curve which, however, is not represented in the diagram.

This indicates that by the end of September the average

increase in growth was just over three inches; and,

moreover, the slope of the curve indicates that in

September the fishes were not growing nearly so fast as

in the two preceding months.

In a few cases exceptionally large increases in length

have been observed. One fish, set free on the Mersey

Deposit Ground on 12th November, 1904, and

recaptured by a Hoylake smack o& Great Orme's Head on

3rd December, 1905, about 12 J months afterwards, had

grown 5|^ inches. Perhaps a more extraordinary

instance, however, is that of a plaice set free near the

Liverpool Bar Lightshij) on (ith July, 1905, and

recaptured by a second-class trawler on 23rd September,

1905, only a mile or two from the place where it was

liberated. In 11 weeks this fish had added 4 inches to its

stature. These, however, are quite exceptional cases.

The " Homing-theory."

It was suggested to me by A. Scott that the facts of

Experiment X. lend some support to the theory (which

has been more favoured in relation to fresh water than

,sea fish) that fishes tend to return to the places from

which they are taken. At first sight this is very plausible.

It is true that 17, or aboiit 25 per cent., of the fishes

caught in Barrow Channel and taken out to the

Morecambe Bay Lightship returned again to Barrow

Channel ; and if we consider only the fishes which were
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reported during the first eig-ht weeks the supposition is

still more plausible. Again, of the plaice caught in Red

Wharf Bay and liberated off Puffin Island and Gt. Orme

Head, a fair number did go back into the Bay. But I

think that the theory (which is a [yriori improbable) is

discounted by the other migrations observed. Thiis the

Newcome Knoll fish, which were caught in Red Wharf

Bay, scattered everywhere, when they might more easily

have returned into the Bay, and the Blackpool fish also

caught in Red Wharf Bay went North, for the most part.

It is more likely that there was a migration already in

existence, in each of the cases of apparent " homing,"

into the areas into which the " homers " travelled, and

that these simply obeyed the impulses which led to this

migration.

Fish caught in intra and extra- territorial waters.

It will be obvious from a glance at the charts that the

greater number of fish returned have migrated along the

shallow waters within the territorial limits. The line

defining the seaward limit of the Lancashire and AVestern

Sea Fishery District is indicated roughly on the charts,

and it Avill be seen that, of the fish returned, the place of

capture of which could be defined without doubt, by far

the greater number have been caught within the

territorial waters. Of 173 fish, the places of recapture of

which are marked in the charts, 124 or over 71 per cent,

were caught within the district, and 49 or over 28 per
cent, were caught outside the limits of the latter. It must
be remembered that some marked fish recaught by steam
trawlers may have escaped identification, but I have
reasons for concluding that comparatively few have been
alloAved to escape notice. It is also to be borne in mind
that there i,« more fishing along Ihe coast and within the
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territorial waters than on the olfshore gTounds, and that

there is a greater chance that a fish will be recaptured in

the former area. However, it seems most probable that

the migrations made by the majority of marketable plaice

on this side of the Irish Sea are mainly along shore and

in territorial waters.

Influence of size on migration paths.

Nevertheless a fair proportion have been recaptured

from places well outside the territorial waters, and in

some cases at considerable distances from the place of

liberation. If the sizes of these fish be compared with

those caught in the territorial waters, it will be seen that

the sizes of those taken outside are usually greater than

those caught inside the district. But the difference is not

very striking, and is to be seen only when considering

averages. The fish dealt with in these experiments have

for the most part ranged from 8 to 12 inches in length,

and though the very smallest of these do not migrate to a

marked extent, nevertheless it is difficult to draw any

distinction between plaice of different sizes within the

limits indicated above. Other influences—the season,

abundance of food, &c., operate more powerfully than the

exact affe of the fish.

General conclusions.

The experiments here described have so far been

made on too small a scale to yield conclusions of a high

degree of probability, and it is advisable that they be

repeated on a larger, scale before any inferences of a

practical nature be made from their results.

The value of these conclusions obviously depends on

whether or not a marked plaice behaves normally, that is,

like an unmarked healthy plaice. Fishermen express two
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views: (1) that the marking stimulates the tish to travel

further than it would otherwise have done ; and (2) that

the marking makes them sluggish. I do not think that

either of these views is correct ; they are, indeed, only the

usual kind of conjectures made by fishermen Avith regard

to matters outside their experience. Nearly everything

we have seen of the behaviour of marked plaice indicates

that they behave normally. Marked plaice have never

been caught by themselves. Where they have been

caught in unusual numbers there have also been large

catches of unmarked plaice made. In the case of

Experiment XIY., for instance, an unusually large

number of marked plaice M'ere returned, and all, with one

exception, from the localitj^ where they were originally

caught. But during all this time plaice were very abun-

dant here and large catches were made by the fishing

boats. The marked plaice, in fact, behaved just as the

otjier fishes on this ground did.

Again, it is not uncommon to catch perfectly healthy

plaice and other flat fishes which have suffered mutilation.

I may also instance the case of a marked plaice re-caught

a few weeks ago in Luce Bay, after 15 months from the

date of liberation. This fish was in excellent condition,

and the wound made by the mark had not become greater

than at first. The fish had grown 3|^ inches.

In the meantime one may summarise the results as

follows :
—

1. The number of fish returned depends on the

intensity of fishing in the area into which the fish have

migrated, and gives a measure of th« latter. Thus of the

fish liberated on the Lancashire Stations, where fishing

is actively carried on, from 25 to 50 per cent, have been

returned within the year following liberation ; while on

the Welsh Stations, where there is very little fishing, the
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highest percentag-e recovered was 25, and in three of the

experiments no fish M'hatever have been sent back.

2. The averaf^e pcroentao-e of marked plaice

returned from all the experiments is 23*2. This may be

regarded as indicating- the extent to which fishing goes

on on the East side of the Irish Sea. It suggests

about 25 per cent, of the plaice present on the fishing

grounds at any time will be caught by fishermen before

the expiry of one complete year.

•3. The majority of the fish returned have been

recaught by smacks. But it must be remembered that it

is more likely that marked fishes would escape recognition

if taken by a steam trawler.

4. The increase in size of the fishes recaught agrees

well with previous estimates. Roughly speaking, this

may be put down at three inches in the year ; that is, for

plaice between eight and 15 inches in length. This

increase in growth takes place almost exclusively during

the months May to Se])tember. During the other months

of the year phiice do not grow at all.

The increase in weight is, of course, much more rapid

than that in length. The weight of plaice of eight inches

in lengtli varies from T5 to 90 grams (from three to fou]'

ounces), while that of a plaice 11 to ll^ inches long may
vary from 240 to 280 grams (9^ to 11|^ ounces). That is,

a plaice which in April is onh' one quarter of a pound in

weight will, if allowed to remain in the sea, attain a

weight of from one-half to three-qiiarters of a pound by

the end of the following September. Marked plaice shew

much the same relationships of weight and length as

unmarked fishes.

5. Migration paths can, so far. only be roughly

determined, and many more experiments will have to be

made before the main facts of fish mioration can be
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rendered clear. In the meantime, the main migrations

made by plaice on the Lancashire and Welsh Coasts

during the winter are along the shore and within the

territorial waters ; the estnaries and bays are greatly

frequented by the fish. We have observed a general

Northerly tendency during the winter. In the summer,

while the along-shore migration, within the territorial

waters, still continues to some extent, an offshore and

Southerly migration has been noticed. There are, of

course, many exceptions to these general tendencies. Fish

liberated within the M'aters of Liverpool Bay remain there

for the most part. Only in two cases have fish liberated

on the West Coast of England crossed the Irish Channel.

Only three cases are recorded, so far, of fishes which, have

migrated out of the Irish Sea, and all of these are, most

probably, fish which were set free in Luce Bay.

» EXPLAXATIOX OI- THE ChARTS.

Plate XIV.

Shews the results of Ex])eriments V., VI., X.

Plate XV.

Results of Experiments I. -III., IV., VII.-VIIL,

XL, XIV.

In all cases the large circles indicate the positions

of the " stations '" on which the marked fishes were

liberated. Each of the smaller circles indicates the

position where a marked fish has been re-caught.

Obviously these latter positions can only be represented

approximately on the charts. The figures inside the small

circles represent the numbers of months (4-weekly periods)

betAveen liberation and recapture.
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INTERNAL PARASITES AND DISEASED

CONDITIONS OF FISHES.

By I AS. lolIXSTOXE.

1. CESTODA.

2. TREMATODA.

:-). FUNGI.

t. TUMOUR FUG'S] SKIN OF DAB.

I am describing here a small collectiou of cestodes

and trematodes made last summer from traAvl fish caugfhl

by the s.s. " Joliii Fell." As a rule the species collected

were taken from skates and rays. The usual method of

collection was to take the whole gut from the fish to be

examined and place it in a dissecting dish containing

fresh water. The gut was then slit up longitudinally and

examined bit by bit. In a short time the fresh water

causes the worms to relax and they can then be detached

from the intestinal wall without injury to suckers or

hooks. If they are kept in fresh water for about a

quarter of an hour complete relaxation takes place before

death, and in the case of cestodes bothria are expanded,

while with trematodes the animals die without anj- trace

of Avrinkling. In the case of the latter animals it is

always necessary to make stained preparations in order to

determine the species and this is greatly facilitated by

gently pressing the worm, while alive, between a slide

and cover glass, or between two slides, according to its

size. The whole is then put into a fiat dish containing

fresh water and in a short time the animal dies in a

beautifully flat and thin condition. I have found that

about 5 per cent, formalin makes the best general preserva-

tive for cestodes if it is desijed to display liie auimais ui
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;\s natural a condition as possible, or to make g-eneral

stained preparations of the proglottides. Before pre-

serving- it is, however, desirable to rinse the animal A'ery

gently in fresh water in order to get rid of the muens and

chyle with which it is snrrounded. In the case of many
species the strobila generally comes to pieces on being

preserved and if tjie whole organism is to be stndied it is

necessary to preserve snch worms, each in a separate tnbe.

I. CESTODA.

BOTHRIOCEPPIALID^.

Bothriocephalus ( = Dibothrium) punctatus, Rudolpni.

—

Fig. 11.

Hosts: Rhombus mtunmiis and R. laevis; at all

stations.

Every tnrbot and brill examined has so far proved

to be the host of one or moi-e of this cestode. Generally

the brill harbours only two or three Avorms, but in the

case of the turbot the number is much greater. One

turbot -iOj inches in length, (?auglit in Luce Bay in

October, 1905, was greatly infested, and I counted over

60 Dihotlirin in the gut exclusive of several which had

become detached. All were attached to the walls of the

pyloric caeca.

Two distinct varieties of Dibothriiim punctatus are to

be noticed (see fig. 11, A and B), and it is hard to resist

the impression that we are dealing here with two distinct

species. The general morphology of the scolex and

j)rogl()ttides is, hoMever, so similar in both cases that it

is probable that we have to deal with varieties only, or

at most physiological species, the difference being due

to the different habitat. The differences between the two

cestodes are (1) the length and thickness of the head and
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the succecdiiip' pino-lotiiflps : and (2l the <»-eueral ;ip])e;ir-

ance of tlie strohiln on preservation. In the ease of the

two s])eeiniens tio-uicd the nieasurenients are:—
A (from the turbot)

-

Length of head : -^5 mm.

:

Length of strobihi : 49 em.

;

Width of strobihi at the widest part : 4 mm.

A
B

Fro. 11. Hotjiiiocepluiins punctatus. Rudolphi. A: from the turbot

B : from the brill. ^lag. '22 dia.

B (from tlie brill)

Length of head :
2'3 mm.

;

Length of strobila : 69 cm.

;

Width of strobila at the widest part : b mm.
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On proservation by killing in water anrl picklinp: in five

per cent, formalin, the whole strobila is more transparent

and thinner in the tnrbot than in the brill, and in the

latter case the edg-es of the proglottides are very nsually

more or less crennlated. These differences are very

obvious and are g-enerally constant. The smaller head

of the cestode from the brill is, in particular, a very

striking- jioint of diiference.

Teteafhyllidea.

Oncobotheiid^.

Oncobothrium uncinatum, Rud (Figs 12).

Hosts : Raid rnacalatd and R. microceUata, Cardigan

Bav : and /?. cfacafa, Bahama Bank.

Fj(,. 12. Oncobuthriiiin uncinatiiin. RucTolphi. A : the scolex

seen from above, mag. 82 dia. ; B: the scolex seen from the side,

mag. 2] dia. : C : hooks.

This species has been recorded by van Beneden from

the coasts of Belgium as a parasite of Raia clavata, and

Trygon pastinaca, while Linton records it from the

Wood's Hole region from Trygon ceutrura. According to

van Beneden it is very rare. I have obtained five

specimens altogether.
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The niensiueiiu'iits of ihe lai'O'ost of these are:-—

Greatest diameter of head : 1'75 mm.

;

Total leng-th of strobila : lO'T cm.

:

Width of widest pro^kittis : ) mm.

;

Length of widest progk)ttis : 17 mm.

;

but this worm is obviously incomplete.

The shape of the head is very characteristic of this

species but ideutification is made practically certain if the

top of the scolex be shaved off and cleared so as to display

the hooks. There is one pair of these on the margin of

each bothrium and the two liooks of the pair are connected

tog-ether at their bases.

Fig. 12 shows the scolex from the side and the same

seen from the top.

Acanthobothrium coronatum, Eudolphi.—^Fig. 13.

Hosts : Raid clavatd, Carnarvon Bay, and R. batia,

off-shore grounds.

Most of the specimens of this worm were very small,

measuring from 5 mm. to 20 mm. One, however, was

much larger, and I give the principal measurements as

taken from this specimen.

Length of head : 118 mm.

;

Greatest diameter of head : 116 mm.

;

Length of head and neck : 3-5 mm.

;

Diameter of hook apparatus at the apices

:

024 mm.

This species is easily recognised by the general shape

of the head and the presence of the three large accessory

suckers above each bothrium. These accessory suckers

are not easily observed in such a view of the head as is

represented in fig. V't, but if the latter is propped up in

a watch-glass so thav one nuiy look down on it from above

their disposition can easily be seen.
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P. J. van Beneden in diag-nosing the genus says:

" The four bothria are each armed with two hooks, united

at their bases and bifurcated at the apices.'' I have not

been able to see this union of the hooks. The extremities

(fig. 18) are closely apposed and one seems to fit into the

\[\n Hi'

Fig. 18. Acauthobothrniin coruiuituiii, van Ben. Srolex mag. 22

di;i.. linoks map;. '200 rlia.

other, forming a kind of ball and socket joint. There is

apparently no fusion of the substance of these structures.

Calliobothrium verticillatum, Rudolphi.— Figs. 14.

Host : Galeus vu/gar/s, Cardigan Bay.

P. J. van Beneden recorded this species from Galeus

cauis, Mustelus vulgaris, and Squatitia angelus; while
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Linton found it in lludelus ccnu in the \\'rHi!r> Hoi''

region.

This cestode is very small and not easily seen among

the mass of food debris usually filling up the spiral valve

of the hosts. In the part of the strobila following the

scolex the diameter is often no greater than that of a

human hair. The following measurements apply to the

largest of four specimens found in the two fishes

mentioned above :

Length of head : 0-34 mm.

;

Greatest diameter of head : 032 mm.

;

Length of hooks : 0"095 mm.

;

Width of proglottides immediately succeeding

head : 0085 mm.

;

Width of proglottides about anterior third of

strobila : 0"16 mm.

;

Width of proglottides about midway between

head and extremity of strobila : 0"19 mm. :

Width of proglottides about posterior third ot

strobila :
0'2 mm.

;

Total length of strobila : 50 mm.

In spite of its extreme tenuity this worm is easily

recognized hj the peculiar modification in shape of the

proglottides, and by the characters of the head. Each

bothrium is divided by two transverse costse so as to form

three loculi, of which the most anterior is the largest. The

costse are situated rather far back so that the two posterior

loculi are very small. Fig. 14 is a view of the head

showing one of the bothria in face, but when the head is

rotated through 45° so that two bothria only are seen, and

these in profile, the latter are then seen to project very

considerably, giving the animal a most characteristic

appearance. At the summit of each bothrium there are
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three accessory suckers, the margins of which I have

represented as seen from the side. These are, however,

very inconsj)icnons, and their existence would hardly be

siispected exce})t on very careful study of the specimen.

V-J

B

Fig. 14. Calliobofliiiiini ceiticillatuvi, Rudolphi.
liooks mas'. 366 dia.

Mao. 132 dia.

I have not seen them so distinctly shewn as is represented

in van Beneden's fig. 3, pi. XII.* The hooks are very

characteristic of the species. There are two pairs on the

lateral and anterior margins of each bothrium. and each

:;< (< ygj.g Cestoides,"
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pair is united at the bases. They project considerably

from the margin of the head and are very conspicuous.

The shapes of the proglottides vary from region to

region of the strobila and give the worm a unique appear-

ance. There is no neck and the proglottides immediately

posterior to the head are each provided with four laciniate

lobes or lappets. A section of the M-orm is given in fig. If

A, and shows the situation of these lobes. A litle way

further back (fig. 14 B) an additional rounded lobe appears

at the middle of the posterior margin of each proglottis,

and these median lobes characterise the region of the

strobila about one-third of the distance between head and

extremity. Further back than this (fig. 14 C) this

median lobe sub-divides into two, and further back yet

these subsidiar}^ lobes disappear and the posterior margin

of the proglottides shew only a blunt rounded prominence

at each lateral and posterior corner. Towards the posterior

extremity of the strobila the proglottides lengthen out

greatly until they are about thrice as long as they are

broad, and the terminal proglottis is always pointed.

The whole strobila withstands preservation in formalin

very well and does not break up on immersion in this

fluid.

Phyllobothriid.e.

Phyllobothrium lactuca, van Beneden.—Fig. 15.

Hosts: Raia clavata, Carnarvon Bay; R. circularis,

Beaumaris Bay; R. hatis, off-shore grounds.

This worm, which is usually ver}- commonly present

in the intestines of various rays, is easily recognised by

the extraordinary shape of the head and by the appearance

and length of the strobila. P. J. van Beneden's figure of

this species in the " Recherches sur les vers Cestoides
"

(also in Broun, Taf. XLL, fig. 10 j, is drawn trom a
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specimen in M'hieli the boiliria have undergone extreme

eontraction and the head has assumed a spherical appear-

ance, presenting very littJe indication of the true shape of

Pig. Ifi. PJii/llohotliriiiiii lactuca, van Ben. Scolex seen from beneath.
Mag. 18 dia.

the bothria. Fig. 15 is drawn from a specimen which

was kiUed in fresli water and shows the bothria fully

expanded. The head is seen from underneath, being bent

over at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the

strobila ; and fig. IG is a view of the same scolex seen

Fig. 16. PhyUohothrinm lactuca. van Ben. Scolex seen from above.
Mao-. 18 (lia.
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from the top. There are four bothria present, though it

is usually very difficult to observe the boundaries of each.

The edges of these organs are deeply wrinkled and

crenulated. Even when a number of these cestodes are

killed in the same manner, the form of the scolices is often

extremely variable. The term " lettuce-like," however,

describes the general appearance very well.

The measurements of the specimen figured are :
—

Greatest diameter of head :
3'5 mm.

;

Length of strobila : 183 mm.

:

Least width of proglottides (just behind the

neck) : 06 mm.
Greatest width of proglottides : 2 mm.

;

Greatest length of a proglottis : 1*75 mm.
The terminal proglottis is always the longest : it

generally tapers to a blunted posterior point.

Phyllobothrium thridax, van Beneden.—Pig, 17.

Hosts: Raid clavata, Carnarvon Bay and Bahama

Bank.

I refer a number of smaller cestodes to this species

principally because of the difference in the general

appearance of the scolex and strobila. Neither in

Ph. lactKca nor in Ph. thridax is there any myzorhynchus,

and I have been unable to discover any trace of accessory

suckers in the former species. In the worms identified

as Ph. thridax there are, however, small accessory suckers

on the anterior borders of the bothria as shewn in van

Beneden's fig. 4, pi. 5 (" Vers Cestoides "). The appearance

of the bothria is very variable, but there is never the

highlj?^ complex folding which is to be observed in the

scolex of Ph. lactuca : the bothria can generally be seen

to be four in nun.il^er, witli conipai'atively simple outlines.

The strobihv in the specimens obtained were always

J-
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shorter and more delicate in appearance than in the case

of Ph. Jactuca. In the median proglottides the irregular

alternating position of the penes on the margins of the

segments can usually be made out.

The measurements of the specimen figured are :
—

Greatest diameter of head : 2'0 mm.

;

Length of strobila : -^G mm.

;

Greatest width of a proglottis : I'Ci mm.

Pig. 17. Phyllobothrium thridax. Mag. 40 dia.

Crossobothrium laciniatum, Linton.— Fig. is.

Host : Raia hatis, oif-shore grounds.

The genus Crossobothrium was founded by Linton*

for the reception of a species having the following

characters: "Body articulated, slender, flattened, sub-

quadrate ; neck short or none ; bothria four, opposite,

pedicelled, unarmed, each provided with one auxiliary

acetabulum on the anterior border; faces of the bothria

with a raised rim or border, which becomes more or less

•'= Commissioner's Rept. U.S. Commission of Fish and Fish<'iiis.

part xiv., Washington, 1889, Pp. 470-4. PI, 3. tigs. 4-18,
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free, cut, or frilled as the worm grows weak, or when

placed in fresh water or alcohol.""

From this diagnosis it appears that Crossohothrium

is closely related to Phyllohothriiim, and indeed the

cestode figured here resembles greatly Ph. thridax. The

Kostellum

r
- Auxiliary

aceTabufum
Pig. 18. Crossobotliriuia laciiiiatiini, Lintoii. Seolex seen from above.

Mag. 100 dia.

differences, however which Linton emphasises as consti-

tuting the distinctive features of the genus are (1) the

bothria pedicelled here, instead of being sessile as in

Fhyllobothrium, and (2) the absence of a distinct neck.

I refer a worm obtained from the large intestine

of Raid hatis very doubtfully to this species. The

specimen is indeed A^ery different in appearance from

Ph. thridax, but in dealing with such highly variable

structures as the bothria of these cestodes too much
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caution can hardly be exercised. In this specimen the

bothria are placed on short but distinct pedicels round

a lar^e dome-shaped myzorhynchus. On looking down
on the latter structure from above, the insertion of the

bothria is well seen. The outlines of the latter structures

are fairly simple. Each is bounded by a raised rim or

border, which is most prominent on the anterior margins.

This rim is very slightly cut into or folded. The bothria

are set exactly opposite to each other. On the anterior

margin of each, and, as seen from above, apparently lying

on the myzorhynchus, is a large accessory sucker, or

acetabulum. Anteriorly this acetabulum has a thickened

rim : posteriorly this rim appears to be much thinner.

The single specimen obtained by me is a very young

one, and it apparently possesses a distinct neck, thus

differing in what appears to be an essential feature from

the worm described by Linton. But the age of the

specimen probably accounts for this diiference. Linton's

fig. 17 represents a young stage of Crossohothrhnn

laciniatum, and in this specimen there is a distinct neck:

that is, segmentation does not begin immediately behind

the head as in mature worms, but at some little distance

posteriorly.

I conclude then that this specimen is probably

Linton's species, but may possibly be only a young stage

of Phyllohothrium thridax, in which the preservation has

influenced the form of the bothria so as to give the Avorm

an appearance diiferent from the typical one.

The measurements are :
—

Diameter of head : 079 mm.

;

Greatest width of strobila : 019 mm.

;

Length of strobila : 8 mm.

;

Greatest diameter of accessory suckers :
0*13 mm.
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Echeneibothrium variabile, van Beneden.—Figs. 19, A, B.

Hosts: Raid clavata, Carnarvon Bay, Duddon Banks,

liahama Bank, and oft'-shore grounds ; R. batis, ofl-shore

g-roiinds ; Ga/eus vulgaris, New Quay. This is, perhaps,

the commonest and most widely distributed cestode

obtained during the past year.

The genus Echeneibothrium was founded by van

Beneden to receive cestodes with the following charac-

ters :—The four bothria of the scolex carried each on a

long and protractile pedicel; bothria extraordinarily

variable in form ; each distinguished by regular trans-

verse folds along the entire length of the bothrium.

These folds resemble the transverse lamellae of the

adhesive sucking organ of the fish Echeneis, a resemblance

which suggested the generic name.

The most striking character of this species is its

astonishing variability. Figs. 19 A, B represent the two

most common varieties which I have observed. All these

cestodes were preserved in the same way : that is, they

were killed by immersion in fresh water for about a

quarter of an hour, and then put into 4 per cent, formalin.

The difference in the characters of both bothria and

myzorhynchus is such as almost to lead one to suspect

that the worms belonged to different species.

Variety A (Fig. 19 A) best answers to the

characters given by van Beneden in his original diagnosis

of the species. In these worms the myzorhynchus is

long and slender and is provided with a small accessory

sucker at its tip. In the figure it is almost concealed,

owing to the necessity of so arranging the scolex as to

get a good view of the most characteristic bothria. Each

of the latter structures is thin and leaf-like, but the

posterior extremities are rolled up and present a

characteristic notching of the edges and backs. The
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lamellar structure of the bnthria is not shown well either

in this or in any other specimen of the species that I have

seen. Instead one finds that the face of each bothria is

divided up into a number of separate loculi by means of

one axial, and several transverse ridges. Only at the

tip of one of the bothria are the transverse ridges con-

tinued across the whole face of the former. Five or six

loculi on each side may be counted and there are also

several in the broader, posterior, rolled-up part of the

bothrium, but the number and shape of these latter

cannot easily be seen.

Fig. 19. Eche7teibothriuvi variabile, van Beneden. Varieties A and
B. Mag. about 40 dia.

V a r i e t y B.

This variety, which is represented in fig. 19 B was a

very common one. The myzorhynchus is always more

rounded and club-like than in Var. A, and I have not

observed any indications of a sucker at its tip. The

bothria are thin and leaf-like, and are borne on compara-

tively long pedicels ; their anterior extremities are more
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tapering than in Tar. A. As in the foriner case their

posterior edges are rolled up and notched at the margins

and hacks. Each hothrinm bears from seven to nine

separate loculi which was distributed much as in Var. A.

A central, and four transverse ridges divide up the face

so as to form four loculi on each margin of the bothrium.

One loculus is nearly always apical, as shewn in the

figure. At the posterior edge two strong ridges, running

out radially, separate the face of the bothrium into three

cup-shaped loculi.

Seen from the side, as in the case of the bothrium at

the top left-hand of fig. 19 B, each of the latter structures

presents a very characteristic appearance when seen in

profile.

Variety C.

The cestodes identified as Var. C of Ech. variabile

differ so much from those already described that I hesitate

to place them in this species. But it is more probable

that they are only an extreme variety of the species than

that they are specifically distinct from the worms figured

as Vars. A and B. The appearance of the strobila is very

like that of the others, and the anatomy of the proglot-

tides, so far as studied, is not different. The scolex

(fig. 20) is at first sight most dissimilar. The myzo-

rhynchus is very large, and is either tabular or flatly

dome-shaped. Its outline as seen from above is some-

times (as in the figure) roughly quadrangular with

rounded angles, but more often it is circular. At times

radial lines may be seen which appear to be folds dividing

the upper surface of the structure into separate compart-

ments. The bothria are placed on very short pedicels,

or may be almost sessile. Each is small compared with

those in Vars. A and B. It may be derived from such

a bothrium as is shown in Var. B, by the complete rolling
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up of the anteriur tips. Tlie posterior marofiii shows the

characteristic notching of the edge and back, and the

division of the face into the three deep cnp-like locnli by

two radial ridges.

P. J. van Beneden's figs. -3 and 9, pi. III., " Vers

Cestoides," represent much the same condition as is

represented in Yar. A. Fig. 2, pi. III. of the same book

shows the condition of Var. B. Variety C has been

Fig. 20. Echeneibothriuui rariabilc. van Ben. Var. C. Mag. 40 dia.

figured by Olsson,* whose fig. 15 is very similar to fig. 20.

The variety is there described as " Forma singular is

floribus Rosarum similis."

Such ' varieties "'
as are spoken of here are to be

regarded as conditions produced by the manner in which

the animal has died. The effect of the killing in fresh

''• Entozoa iakttagna hos skandiuaviska h.afsfiska. Acta Univ.

Lundensis. Lunds. Univ. Aarskrift for 18GG. Luud. 1866-7.
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water, and perhaps also the subsequent preservation, must

depend, to some extent at least, on the condition of

nutrition of the worm before death, and this would be

greatly influenced by the condition of the host, and,

perhaps, also by the nature of the material on which the

latter had been feeding.

Echeneibothrium, sp.—Fig. 21

A single specimen of a cestode belonging apparently

to the above genus was taken from the large intestine of

a Raia hatis caught oft the Calf of Man in July, 1905.

Pig. 21. Echeneibothrium sp. A : the scolex from the side ; B : a

single bothrium seen from the sucking face. l\Iag. about 40 dia.

I at first identified it as Ech. diibium van Beueden, but

a more careful examination showed that it could not be

this species. In Ech. dubium there are only about a

score of proglottides and the last one is about one-third

the total length of the strobila. In the worm described

here the characters of the strobila and proglottides are

rather those of Ech. variahile, to which species indeed the

specimen probably belongs.
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Fig. 21 is a general view of the scolex. The mvTin-

rh\ nchus is very long and slender and bear^i at its tip a

" cephalic bulb/' The four bothria are each borne on a

long- and highly mobile pedicel. In the figure one of

the bothria is seen from above, and close to it, on the right

hand, is one seen froni the side; fig. 21 B is a view of one

bothriuni seen from above and should be compared with

the right hand bothrium in fig. 21 A. The structure appears

to be a kind of hollow bulb with a triangular opening on

the top. Hound this opening, but at some distance

from its margin, is a raised rim from which a series of

five or six radial ridges pass inwards towards the large

central opening.

In this specimen the latter portion of the strobila

is missing, and the characters of the proglottides actually

present are of little value for the purposes of identification.

Anthobothrium auriculatum, Eudolphi.—PL xvi., Figs. 1, 2,

Four specimens of a cestode were obtained in 1905,

which appear to be identical Avith the cestode described as

above. Two of the specimens were obtained from Raia

davata caught on Duddon Banks, but I have no record

of the host of the other two worms.

The measurements of the worm figured are :
—

G-reatest diameter of the head : 3 mm.

;

Greatest diameter of one bothrium : 1*3 mm.

;

Least diameter of one bothrium : 1 mm.

;

Length of strobila : 86 mm.

;

Width of proglottides behind the head

:

0"48 mm.

;

Length of proglottides behind the head

:

004 mm.;
Width of terminal proglottis : 2 mm.

;

Length of terminal proglottis : 2 b mm.

;

Diameter of largest ovum : 0043 x 0040 mm.
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T ii e S c o 1 e X .

Fig. 2 is a view of the scolex with the bothria turned

to one side so as to expose their sucking' faces. The

niyzrtiliynehus is very short and bears no terminal sucker.

In all the specimens it is a mere protuberance on the

anterior surface of the head. The bothria are four in

number, arranged in a cruciform manner, carried on short

but very evident pedicels. Each bothrium is oval in

shape, and their longest diameters are at right angles to

the axes of the pedicels. The sucking face of a bothrium

is surrounded by a strong rim or tip which is indented at

two places on each margin, and adjoining these indented

parts of the rim there are two transverse septa which

divide each bothrium up into three separate loculi. The

cavities of these loculi are very deep.

The Neck.
' This is veiy short. Segmentation almost immediately

follows the part where the pedicels are inserted. The

average distance apart of the segments is about 004 mm.,

and the edge of the strobila is thus finely and regularly

serrated.

Anatomy of the proglottis : Fig. 1, PI. XVI.

This corresponds very well with that of Antho-

hothrium auriculatum (lludolphi), as described by

Zschokke. '• The chief dilference is the position of the

genital cloaca, which in my specimen is slightly further

from the posterior margins of the proglottis than in

Zschokke's figures. These openings alternate from side

to side of the strobila in a very irregular fashion. The

single genital cloaca contains both male and female

orifices. The cirrus sac is oval in shape. The vas

''•• See Zschokke, Reclieiuhos Slructme Anal, el Histol. dcs

Cestodes. Geneve, 18Sb
; p.p. '2bl ex. aeq. PI. vii., Fig.s. 100-107.
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deferens is greatly convoluted. The vagina is a nearly

straight tube running transversely across the proglottis,

near the posterior margin. The ovary is confined also to

this posterior part of the segment, and consists of two

lateral lobulated masses. The uterus appears to be a

greatly convoluted tube, but the walls of this where in

contact with each other appear to have broken down so

that the organ is a large sac, occupying the middle of the

proglottis. In the ripest segments the uterus, densely

packed with eggs, occupies almost the whole volume of

the proglottis, and only traces of the other organs can be

seen at its periphery.

The testes are situated on either side of the uterus as

two irregular bands. Immediately external to the testes

are the vitellaria, which consist of small densely packed

glands.

The anatomy of the proglottides in the specimens

described here corresponds fairly well with that of A.

auriculatuni. The identification of my specimens with

this cestode is, however rendered rather doubtful by

some characters in the scolex. Anthobothrium appears to

possess bothria which are unilocular, that is, are

undivided by internal septa. But in the specimen figured

here there are certainly two transverse septa, not, how-

ever, very conspicuous, and these cross each bothrium,

dividing the cavity of the latter into three. This appears

to be a character which hardly warrants the identihcatiou

with the genus Anthobothrium. These cestodes are,

however, so very mobile in life, that one must suppose

that the exact shape of the scolex after death and pre-

servation is due to the nature of the contraction, and that

the precise form assumed may be very variable.
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TbYPANORIITXCHA

.

Tetrarhynchus erinaceus, van Beneden.—Fig. 22.

Hosts: Rain cJavoid. R. inaciilafa, R. cirevlaru,

R. imcTocellata and R. hafis.

Intermediate hosts : Pleuronectes platessa, Trigla

spp., Gadus morrhua, . G. aeglefinus and Merluccius

nih/aris.

Pig. 22. Part of a proboscis of Tetrarhynchus erinacetis.

Mag. about 440 dia.

This is one of the commonest tapeworms of Irish Sea

fishes; it enjoys a very wide distribution both in its adult

and pleurocercoid stages. T. erinaceus is always easily

recognised by the extraordinary hooks. Fig. 22 is a

view of a proboscis and shews the arrangement of the

hooks on one side of the organ. The larger curved hooks,

three of which can alw^ays be seen on one side, are about

005 mm. in length. Along one side of the proboscis is

a series of long, comparatively straight hooks which are

about 0"0-34 mm. long. The other hooks are short,

sti'aight or slightly curved and their average length

is about O'Ol'j mm.
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The other characters of the cestode need no descrip-

tion, as a glance at an everted proboscis is sufficient to

distinguish the species.

Tetrarhynchus tetrabothrius, van Beneden.

Hosts : Raia clavata and Acanthias vulgaris.

This cestode can generally be distinguished by the

presence of the four ear-shaped bothria and 'by the shape

and arrangement of the hooks. On one side of the

proboscis seven hooks can generally be seen. They are

about 0'017 mm. in length, have expanded bases and

sharply recurved apices.

II.—TREMATODA.

Distomum appendiculatum, Eudolphi.

Hosts: Plevronectes p/atessa, PL limanda, New
Brighton shore.

In the summer of 1904 Mr. G. Eccles procured for

me a large number of small flukes ^in. to lin. long from

the saudpools on the New Brighton shore. These were

dissected by the fishermen attending the classes at Piel, in

order to see the characteristic method of feeding on

copepoda adopted by small pleuronectid fishes of this size.

In quite a number of these tiny fishes a small appendicu-

late Distome was found which is D. aipi)endiculatxim . This

trematode is probably far more widely distributed than

any other endo-parasitic member of the group.

P. Olsson {loc. cit.) gives the following list of fishes in

which the species is foimd :

Cottus Scorpio, Clupea harengus,

Salmo salar, C spratta,

S. fario, Gadus morrhua,

Corregonus oxyrhynchus. G. minutus.
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G. virens, Molva vulgaris,

G. melanostomus, Pleuronectes limandoides,

G. merlangus, Rliomhus laevis,

G. ])ollachius, Hippoglossus maximus,

Miirsena anguilla.

This extensive list of hosts indicates that the immature

torm of the worm is to be found in some animal or animals

which are very widely distributed, and Pratt* has

described an immature trematode from copepods which

is most probably the young of D. apyendiculatum. In

the small flat fish referred to in the present paper,

copepods principally were found in nearly every specimen

examined.

Distomum gulosum, Linton. t—Fig. 23 C.

Host : Mackerel, off Walney Island, July, 1905.

About half-a-dozen specimens of an appendiculate

Distome were found by A. Scott in a mackerel dissected by

him, and I refer these worms to the species described by

Linton as T). gidosum, from the Butteriish, Rhombus

triacanihus, of the Wood's Hole region. The principal

characters made Tise of by Linton in his diagnosis are

(1) the relative sizes of the oral and ventral suckers, and

(2) the tubular form of the vitellaria.

The measurements of the specimens figured here

are :

Length : 10 mm.

;

Diameter at ventral sucker : 11 mm.

;

Diameter of oral sucker (transverse) : 0'6 mm.

;

Diameter of ventral sucker (transverse)

:

05 mm.

;

''' Zool. -Jahrl)., xi., IsyH.

t Bull. U.S., Fish Comm., voi. J'.i, foi- ls;)9-l;)01. p. 454,
PI. 28, figs. 315-316,
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Diameter of opening- of ventral sucker:

0*24 mm.

;

Distance apart of centres of suckers : 1"8 mm.

;

Diameters of ova : 0-024 x 001-)5 mm.

The oral sucker is nearly round, but has tAvo notches

on its ventral lip; the ventral sucker is globular and

rather smaller than the oral one. The pharynx is lony-

and the intestine forks just anteriorly to the ventral

sucker, and the rami extend down into the appendix.

The latter is about one-third of the total length of the

animal, but is retracted to a different degree in some of

the specimens. The body when viewed in optical section

appears to be provided with small spines, but these are

only the edges of fine wrinkles which extend round the

body. The skin is quite unarmed.

The genital aperture lies on the ventral border of the

oral sucker, the cirrus pouch lies directly in front of the

testes and is provided with a '' prostate gland " ; the

testes are nearly globular, and are situated end to end

at about the middle of the body. The ovary lies some

distance behind the testes. The uterus is verj-

voluminous and extends about half-way down into the

appendix.

The vitellaria are very peculiar : there are about

half-a-dozen contorted tubes situated immediately round

the ovary. The exact number of these structures is,

however, difficult to make out because of their tortuous

co.urses.

Echinostomum imbutiforme, Molin.—Fig. 23 A.B.

Host : Lahrax lujjus, Morecambe Bay, July, 1905.

In 1859 Molin* described a Distomum from the

* Niwvi Mi/zhelminta raccolti eel. esaminati. Sitzungsb. k. akad
Wien, Bd. 37, pp. 818-854. 1859.
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intestine of Labrax hipus, with which the worm described

here appears to be identical. Molin gives no figure, and

I am unable to find one anywhere in the literature ; the

diagnosis, however, indicates that the worm figured here

is most probably Molin's species.

The diagnosis is :
—

'' Corpus teres, antice truncatum, postice acumina-

tum, spinulis minimis densissime armatum ; collum

conicum, extremitate anteriori dilatatum; os terminale,

amplissimum, imbutiforme, coronula sexdecim aculeorum

uiajorum cinctum, apertura circulari; acetabuhim ore

miniis, ad colli basim, sphsericum, apertura genitalis

bilabiata, ante et ad acetabulum."

Measurements of the specimen figured:—
Length : 6'5 mm.

;

Thickness at ventral sucker : O'o mm.

;

Diameter of oral sucker : 0'39 mm.

;

Diameter of ventral sucker : 0"3'3 mm.

;

Distance apart of centres of the two suckers

:

11 mm.

;

Length of oral spines : 0'09 mm.

In the specimens described here all the characters

summarised in Molin's diagnosis can be made out. The

coronet of 16 to 17 long straight and stout spines

surrounds the mouth, and are inserted on a prominent

raised lip. The mouth itself is conical, passing into a

short pharynx situated nearly halfway between the two

suckers. A little way behind the pharynx the intestine

forks, and between the fork and the anterior lip of the

ventral sucker the genital aperture is situated. The

latter is an elongated slit on the surface of a papilla

;

its longest diameter is transverse to the axis of the body.
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TJic veniral sucker is spherical and is rather k\ss i]\

diameter than the mouth ; it projects considerably from

the general line of the body. The testes are large, oval

bodies situated far back, near the pointed posterior end

of the worm ; the ovary is smaller than the testes, is

oval in shape and is situated at about the posterior third

of the body. The uteriis is very voluminous, is crowded

with ova, and obscures greatly the relationship of the

vitellaria and their ducts. The latter glands are situated

on either side of the body as two broad bands of glands,

the edges of which bands are turned towards the observer

in the view presented. At the posterior extremity are

two small, clear vesicles, which are doubtless dilatations

of the excretory duct or ducts.

All the body is covered very densely with small,

straight spines ; these are represented in fig. 2-3 A, which

shows the nioutli, coronet, and the beginning of the

oesophagus.

Molin's species appears to be smaller than those

which I have described, but I have no hesitation in

regarding the Piel specimens as identical with the worm

described by him.

III.—FUNGI.

I describe here an entomophthoran fungus, which

is apparently situated near to the genus Conidiobolus,

but the exact identity of which is in the circumstances

indeterminable. This organism occurred in the viscera :

the liver, kidney, and mesenteries of plaice (Pleuronectes

platessa) living in the open-air spawning pond at the Port

Erin Biological Station, and has been associated with a

serious mortality among these fishes. The description and

figures of this fungus given here are based on the
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examination of sections of preserved parts of the livers

and kidne}' taken from several fislies which were

examined by Mr. Chadwick, the Curator of the Biological

Station. In the absence of fresh material, and of cultures

of the organism, it is impossible to refer the fungus, with

certainty, to any known species.

All the fishes which died had wounds on the surface of

the body. In one preserved specimen, a fish about 14in.

long, there are three large lesions on the blind side, one

on the head and the other on the body and tail. Each

is a large shallow abrasion with inflamed edges and

some pus on the surface, but no indication of a fungus.

There is a somewhat similar lesion on the ocular side.

In a much smaller fish there is an annular lesion of the

skin on the ocular side. The skin has disappeared,

forming a ring-shaped, clean wound, also with no indica-

tion of the presence of a fungus. In neither of these

fishes was the liver or kidney infested with the fungus.

This also appears to be the case with a number of fish

which died both in the spawning pond and in the storage

tank. But the appearance of the lesions on the fish

which died in the pond and the livers of which were

infected was identical with that I have described. It

is ver}' reasonable to suppose that the fungus is the cause

of death, and that the superficial lesions are to be

associated with the presence of the parasite, but there is

no direct proof of this ; and the death of fish in aquaria

from such wounds contracted in captivity, and due to

imperfect nutrition and not to the effects of any para-

sitic organisms, is far from uncommon.

With regard to the occurrence and incidence of the

epidemic associated with the organism, I quote from a

letter from Mr. H. C. Chadwick :
—

" My acquaintance with the disease in the plaice
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began on liuie 22nd, whew iwo of our fish were found

dead in the pond, one at the surface and the other on

the bottom. The former was somewhat decomposed,

and appeared to have been dead some time. The liver

of both was densely croAvded throughout with the rounded

whitish cysts, of which I sent you specimens, and there

were a few scattered aboiit in the intestinal mesentery.

The condition of the water in the pond had given me
some anxiety for some time before the above-mentioned

date, and, as it became worse, it was decided to drain

the pond. This was done on July 3rd and 4th, and

resulted in the discovery of a considerable number of

dead and dying fish. Many of the former were so much
decomposed, that examination of the viscera was impos-

sible, but a few were in better condition, and the liver

of every one was more or less infected with the parasite.

The same remark applies to the dying ones. In most

cases the infection was complete, but there were several

in which only part of the liv.er was visibly infected.

Many of these fish had open sores or abrasions on the

top of the head, like those of the specimens I sent you

(ui October 10th, and all were much infested with a species

of Lepeophtheirus.*

" What I haA'e called dying fish were certainly

sickly. They swam about languidly, but I saw no

evidence of giddiness, or lack of co-ordination in their

movements. Some of them strua-ffled "-amelv when

handled, but their general behaviour was not like that of

healthy fish. All the apparently healthy fish were

transferred to the lower storage tank on July 5th, and

were kept there, with as frequent change of water as

possible until August 7th. In spite of this, the water

in the storage tank rapidly assumed the dirty brownish
* Lcpeophtheiruft pectoralis (Miiller).
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;tppeainiK'e of that in the pond before July -ird, and it

smelled offensively. The water was run off several times,

and on each occasion dead and dyinjs^ fish were found.

Slig-ht infection of the liver was observed in several

during the early part of the time, but it was less and less

obvious as time went on. I find that 17 died during

that period. After the fish Avere returned to the pond,

three were found dead on August 14th and the liver of

one of them Mas foujid to be slightly infected. The

second had a dozen worms,* of the same species as those

I sent you some time ago, coiled up in a mass in the

liver, which was highly congested, while the liver of

the third appeared to be quite healthy. Another fish

was found dead on August 21st, with the liver very badly

infested. On September 20th the bottom of the pond

was again examined, and nine dead and 14 sick fish were

found. On this occasion no trace of the parasite was

seen, but every fish had the open sores on the top of the

head, and at the base of the tail on the unpigmented side.

The one I sent to you on October 10th was one of 17

sickly ones found that day, but all the viscera of six,

taken at random, appeared to be perfectly healthy.

Every one had the external abrasions."

To the naked eye a portion of infected liver or

kidney appears to contain small white globular bodies

varying in size from 0'2-3 to 1 mm. In some cases, these

arc very sparsely scattered through the tissue, but in

otho]- specimens they are densely crowded together, and

seem to hang together. Fig. 3, pi. XVI., represents a

section through one of these masses. It M'ill be seen that

we have not to do here with a cyst, but simply with the

mycelium and conidiophores of a fungus, the whole

'= Nematode woims, with some plerocercoid larvse of the cestode

Tchrn-hynchii^ erimirnis. van Brnedeii.
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forming a little louiided mass penetrating throiigli the

tissues o± the organ, whicli in the case represented is the

kidne}-.

The mj^celium is comparatively simple, and the

hyphse themselves are about 0'005 mm. in thickness.

They are non-septate and are filled up with a homo-

geneous, lightly staining substance. The conidia in which

these hypliie terminate are oval bodies, very variable in

size, but, on the average, about OO.S bj?^ 004 mm. in

diameter.

Apparently there are two kinds of conidium. One

kind (fig. 0, pi. XVI.) stains more deeply than the other,

in the groTiivd substance and the cell inclusions. vScattered

irregrularlv over the section are a number of small, rounded

homogeneous granules. The other kind of conidium

stains more lightly and the ground substance is more

nearly homogeneous, while granules, as described above,

are not apparent..

Here and there in the sections are to be seen

structures which are apparently resting spores. These

are represented in figs. 7, 8. Each is a rounded body

measuring from 0"05 mm. to rather less in diameter. It

consists of the spore itself surrounded by one or more

distinct capsules. The substance of the spore usually

contains the small granules, to be seen in the conidia.

Fig. 4 represents such a resting spore beginning to

germinate and showing the beginning of a hypha.

I think there is little doubt that the organism is to

be referred to a genus of Entomophthorinese ; and is to

be placed near to the. genus Conidioholus.' But, in the

absence of material for setting up pure cultures, it is not

possible to say more. Tli(> fungi of this group are either

'
I am indebted to Piof. Harvey Gibson for assistance in this

identification.
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sn|)ro])hytic or parasitic. Conidioho/us is parasitic on

higher plants, but may live saprophytically in nutrient

media, and apparently the spores may persist unharmed

in salt water. Our fungus, which is not necessarily the

above genus, and, indeed, may belong to an undescribed

form, is probabh^ one which, as is typical in the group,

inhabits some insect. Insect life was very abundant in

the spawning pond in which the fish were living. Thus

the Port Erin Report of 1905, pp. 10-11, " As was the

case during the hatching season of 1904, our spawning

pond proved.a death trap to myriads of insects, especially

Diptera and Coleoptera, which seriously hampered the

work of egg-collecting." Over thirty species of Coleoptera

alone were identified by Dr. Bailey, of Port Erin, who

adds that all were local species, probably caught up from

the adjacent land by the wind and deposited on the surface

of the pond. I understand that the practice was to

depend on the growth of algse to keep the water well

oxygenated, and not to change it frequently'. This

practice no doubt would favour the infection- of the fish

by the fungus, assuming, as is probable, that the latter

originally inhabited some insect. In this case the death

of numbers of insects on the surface of the pond and the

liberation of great quantities of resting spores must have

infected the water, and the lack of frequent change of the

latter must have increased the chances of the infection of

the fish.

IV. On a Tumoue in the Skin of the Dab

[Pleuronectes limanda).

While trawling in Luce Bay in November, 1904,

several unusually large dabs were caught, and while

weighing and measuring these fishes several hard nodules
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were felt underneath the skin. Two of these nodule.s

were situated close to the lateral line on the ocular side of

the fish. Each was a little rounded mass about 3'5 mm.
in diameter and about one mm. above the general surface

of the skin. Tust behind the anus was another tumour

which, however, was rather larger and more irregular in

shape than those on the side of the fish. It was situated

on the posterior and lateral lips of the anus.

Fig. 9, pi. X\'I., represents a section of the latter

tumour in a longitudinal ])lane. The skin over tlie sti-ucture

is quite normal. Directly underneath the skin is a great

number of egg-like structures, each from 0"1 to 0'16 mm.
in diameter. Each (fig. 10) is surrounded by a thick,

apparently structureless, capsule. Within this the cell

protoplasm is finely granular, and stains densely. Eound

the periphery of this cell (for the whole structure is

obviously a single cell) are a number of inclusions,

consisting of densely staining substance of apparently

quite irregular form. The cell substance is usually

contracted away from the capsule at various points. The

nucleus is large, and is bounded by a kind of shell

—

not a membrane, but a thick layer, which in section

presents a kind of scalloped appearance. The nucleus is

often vacuolated. Within it is a single large, denselv

staining nucleolus.

ExPLAJsATlON 01' THE PLATE.

Peate XVI.

Fig. 1.— Aiithobotlu'ium uiu'icnlatum. Section of a proglottis, x 70.

,, "i.— Do. do. The scolex. x 17.

., 3.—Fungus in kidney of plaice. Section of the kidney.

X about 100.

,, i.—Fungus in Plaice, germinating spore, x 60U.

,, 5-6.

—

Do. conidia. x GOO.

,, 7-8.

—

Do. resting spores, x 600.

9.- Tumour from dab. Section, x 21,

,. 10.—Uue body from the tumour. - -i^O.
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ICHTHYOLOOMCAL NOTES.

\\y Jas. Iohnstone.

1. Raia 7idcrocellata, Montagu.

2. liaia fullonica, Linu.

8. Solea lascaris, (Risso).

4. Dentei: vulgaris, Cuv.

5. Haiu davafu, showing arrested development of

pectoral tins.

r>. Pleuronecfes tiestis. showiDg arrested metamorphosis.

1. Painted Ray—Baia uiicivcellata, Montagu.

This ray does not appear to have been recorded for

Uie Irish Sea area. On May 25, 1905, one male specimen,

IG inches broad, was trawled by the " John Fell " ofl

Llanrhystyd, in Cardigan Bay, in about two fathoms of

water. On 21st -lune, 1905, another male specimen, 20

inches broad, was obtained in Treniadoc Bay.

2. Fuller's Ray—Ilaia fuilonica, Linn.

This ray has frequently been sent to us in baskets of

ray bought at Fleetwood, but so far we have been unable

to ascertain whether or not these fishes had been caught

in the Irish Sea area. All doubt, however, was removed

on the 2(itli May, 1905, Avhen one specimen was taken by

tlie " John Fell " in Carnarvon Bay. The fisli was

14 inches in breadth.

Both Baia fullonica and /?. microcellata appear to be

much more common on the South Coast of England than

in the Irish Sea.

3. The Sand ^o\e- -Solea lascaris (Eisso).

One specimen of this interesting sole was taken in

Cardigan Bay, about two miles off Llanon, in about 12

fathoms, and on clean sandy ground. This specimen was

10-2 iiiches in total length, and was taken in the same
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catch with 42 common soles. Several specimens were

afterwards taken in Cardigan Bay. The colour of the

specimen in life was dark brown with numerous small

black spots and blotches.

The sand sole does not appear to be at all common in

the Irish Sea on the East side, but there is little doubt

that it is often overlooked. It is common in the Bristol

Channel, and Mr. Holt informs me that it is commonly

sold by Irish fishmongers who obtain their supplies from

the seas between England and Ireland. It is nevertheless

a Southern form, extending- as far south as Madeira, and

into the Mediterranean as far as the coast of Italy. The

British Islands appeal' to be the extreme IN^orthern limit

of its distribution. '

4. Deiiicx vulgaris, Cuv.

Eive small fishes, which were taken by the " John

Fell
""

in the trawl net, off Gimlet Rock, Pwllheli, I

identify as the above species.* This is the first occasion

on which this species has been taken in the Irish Sea, and

onlj- five previous records of the existence of the fish in

British waters are known to me. Dente.v occurs commonly

in the Mediterranean and neighbouring parts of the

Atlantic, but the British Islands ap])ear to represent the

Northern limits of its distribution, and specimens in our

waters are to be regarded as occasional wanderers. The

eggs of Dente.r appear to be pelagic, + and it is much more

likely that these should have been carried up into the

Irish Sea by whal appears to have been an exceptional

northerly drift of Atlantic water during the last year,

than that llir adult fishes should have spawned in our

area.

=!- I have to thunk Mr. E. W. L. Holt toi- kind assistance in this
identificatiou.

t Holt, Ann. Mii>. ^[al•seilk, v. 4. 1899.
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All the specimens are small ones, being from 1^ to 2

inches in length. The adult fish itself may attain a

^veight of 70 lbs.

The both' is stout and slightly laterally compressed.

The following measurements of this immature stage may
bo useful for purposes of comparison with the adult :

*

Depth of hodj : 3| times in total length,

(jrreatest thickness of body : nearly 2^ in total length.

Length of head : 3f in total length.

Depth of caudal peduncle : 3| times in length of head.

Diameter of eye : 3^ in length of head.

Distance of anterior margin of the eye from the snout

:

J of length of head.

Radial formula r D. XI. 12; A. III. - 9.

Mr. Holt points out that the scale-formula is not so

restricted as in his diagnosis of the adult. The transverse

formula is [\Z-^^ , and the longitudinal one about 60.

The teelh iji botli jaws are conical. In the upper jaw

there are two canines on either side, with four smallei'

teeth in the symphysial space between the canines. In

the lower jaw there are three teeth on each side which

are longer than the rest.

In one specimen dissected there were four large

pyloric cseca.

There are abont six transverse bands on each side of

the body.

5. Ray showing arrested development of the pectoral
fins.

An immature specimen of Haia clavaki, caught off

Blackpool by the '' John Fell " in September, 1905, shows

in an interesting manner an arrested development of the

' wings " or pectoral fins. Fig. 24 represents this speci-

* Holt and Byrne Report Sea and Inland Fisheries for Ireland
for 1902-3. Pt. ii.. 1905, pp. 156-161, PI. xxvii.
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men, which is a small ray measiiiiu» 4^ inches across the

wings. On either side of the head is a deep notch which

causes the pectoral tins to stand well out from the body.

The dorsal side of the specimen is figured, but I have

indicated the position of the gill openings by dotted lines.

The median line of symmetry is disturbed, so that the

Fig. 24. Baia clavata, showing arrested development of the pectoral

fins. Reduced.

head of the fish is bent to the left side by about | inch.

So far as can be seen without dissection, the external

borders of the notches are formed by the propterygia, and

the malformation is evidently due to the assumption,

during development, by the latter skeletal structures, of

a position which is much more nearly related to the
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primitive position of the Elasmobiauch pectoral fin

structures than the latter normally occupy in skates or

rays
"

The fish was alive, and apparently in ofood health

when caufjcht.

6. Flounder {Pleuroncctes jiesus) showing arrested

metamorphosis.

A flounder eaug-ht in a stake net near Piel, Barrow-

in-Furness, and sent to me some time ago, exhibits

Fig. 25. Flounder showing arrested metamorphosis. Nat. size.

several characters worthy of record. The fish was

pigmented on both sides, and it was this bicolouration—

the most perfect I have seen—which caught the attention

* A similar malformation is recorded by R. H. Traquair, Ann.

Scottish Nat, Hist. Jan. 1902, pp. 29-30, 1 fig. in text.
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of the fisherman. The fish, however, is noteworthy in

other respects. Fig*. 25 is a view from the right side, and

indicates the characters in question. The left eye does

not occupj' the normal position, but is very distinctly on

the (secondary) dorsal marg-in of the head, and, indeed, is

easily visible from the " blind " side of the specimen.

The right eye occupies the usual position. The anterior

extremity of the dorsal fin is the most interesting-

character exhibited by the specimen. It was first

suggested by Traquair that the forward extension of the

dorsal fin in the median, or pseudomesial, dorsal line,

irrespective of the asymmetry of the head, took place after

this asymmetry, due to the translocation of the eye, was

completed; and that the fin, though apparently arising

from the head region, does not really belong to that

region at all. In the specimen before us this hypothesis

is verified, so far as the facts go. The eye not having

crossed the pseudomesial line of the head, it is obvious

that the forward extension of the dorsal fin to its normal

position, with the anterior extremity just over the middle

of the eye, cannot take place. But we find that, though

the arrested shifting of the eye has prevented this forward

extension of the fin, the latter has still grown, and now

arches over the eye so that its anterior extremity is nearly

in the position it would have occupied had the eye

attained its definitive position.
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REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SCIENTIFIC

SUB-COMMITTEE ON THE EXAMINATION OF
THE LLANFAIRFECHAN MUSSEL BED.

By Jas. Johnstone.

Some time ago Dr. Jenkins suggested to me that it

would be desirable to make an examination m situ, and

a further bacteriological analysis of the mussels from the

Llanfairfechan shore. The mussel bed there has very

little commercial importance, but it is alleged to be

seriously polluted, and circumstances arose which made

it advisable to examine it in detail. A,«cordingly, Dr.

Jenkins and I visited the locality in question on the

afternoon of May 18th and collected a sample for analysis.

Strictly speaking, there is no mussel bed at

Llanfairfechan. The shellfish, however grow on the piles

supporting a sewer-pipe, and have frequently been

gathered and sent to the markets. The case of this mussel

supply has previously attracted some attention, and was

referred to in the proceedings of the Royal Commission

on Sewage Disposal (Kept. 4, Yol. 2 [Cd. 1884], 1904,

Question 16325).

All the sewage from the village of Llanfairfechan is

conveyed out to sea through a 9 inch iron sewer pipe,

which runs out over the sands in a direction nearly

N.N.W. from the patch of stones in front of the

village. The pipe is supported on wooden piles driven

into the sand at regular intervals. It is about 1,500 yards

in length and terminates very near the low water mark of

high spring tides. A pumping station is connected with

it, but there is no intercepting tank, and the sewage,

which is quite untreated, flows continuously through the

pipe and discharges on to the sands. About six months
(we were informed) before we visited the locality a block

to
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liad ci(:curi(Ml in tlie lower ihird of tlic sewer uikI, us it was

impossible to clear the pipe, the latter had been eiit : it

was, however, still found impossible to remove the block,

and a further cnt was made in the pipe about 500 to 600

yai'ds from the on i fall. TJie enide sewaGfc was, therefore,

flowin<>' from this latlei' break in Ihe pipe ai the time when

we made our visit.

The ground round the pipe for the greater part of the

length of the laUer consists of hard clean sand, which

affords no holding for the mussels. But the vertical and

liorizontal wooden piles supporting the pipe are covered

with a thick growth of the shellfish, and here and there

the shellfish were attached to the pipe itself. The mussels

are mostly large, well-nourished animals with fairly

clean shells. They were gc'nerally well over the gauge

size, and, apart from the question of their contamination,

appeared very suitable for food or baii.

riie sample for analysis was collected liy taking one

mussel at regular intervals from the vertical piles on the

Eastern side of the pipe all the way u]) from the outfall.

Those which were collected from the piles in the vicinity

of the break in the pipe were kept apart from the others

and examined separately. The primary inoculations were

made on the morning of the 19tli. The method of analysis

was that pi-eviously adopted in similar cases, and consisted

in inoculating about 0"1 to 0'25 cc. of the contents of the

stomach of each animal on separate plates of neutral-red,

bile-salt, lactose agar : and in further testing the colonies

formed on this medium for BacUliis coll communis by their

reactions on various sugar media. In every case

inoculations were also made to determine the presence or

absence of the spines of an anaerobic bacillus, presumably

Klein's B. entrrifidis sporof/encs. The resnlts were as

follows :
—
N
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EESFLTS OF PEIMARY CFLTURES OIN" NEUTEAL-EED AGAE.

Mussel. Niunher of " Colon-like "" Colonies.

Mussels
from near
the break -
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others wiili the oxceptions of mussels ^) and 7, which were

sterile bolh to this microbe and to the microbe usually-

identified as B. enteritidis x-porogenes.

A furtlier analysis by Houston's method of decimal

dilutions was also made. Five mussels selected at random

from all those collected were pounded up in a sterile

mortar with sterile water and three primary cultures were

made, both in neutral-red a<^ar and in litmus milk

incubated anaerobicalh. The results were:—



almost evervwliero in sliellfisli bedded on our ooasts, and

its sio'iiificaure lies not so much in its mere presence as in

its relative ahuiidaucc. It wil] l)e seen ±'rf)ni the results

staled al)()Vf (liat />. roH was very abundant in scveial of

the mussels examined: these were t lu'V tliat wei'e

eollceled from the piles in the neio-hhourhood of the break

in tile pipe. Two nuissels wei'c fpiite sterile, and in ont>

or two others the microbe was present in very small

tjuantity: these latter shellhsh were collected f'l'om the

piles some considerable distance from the break in tlie

])ipe. ( )nly in one or two of the mussels examined was the

decree of pollution at all excessive.

It is probable that the faulty condition of ti)e sewer

])ipe is th(> cause of the ji'ieater |)art of the pollution of the

mussels. ihe eddies caused l>y the tide round the piles

have excavated a shallow flutter directly beneath the

sewer pipe. As the tide lays ])are the sands, this oHittev

becomes hlled with a mixture of sea-water and sewage

tlowinj:^ from the break in the pipe. Then when the tide

beo-ins to flow, some of. this water becomes washed up

aj^ainst tlie mussels on the piles, and the former become

pollnted. If the sewer pipe were in propei- repair, so that

all the discharg-e flowed from its extremity, and still more

if there were an interceptinp: tank at the pumpinfj station

and the seAvage were only liberated on the ebb tide, I

think that the pollution of the mussels would be veiy

slight, and would be due only to the slight amount of

general pollution of the sea caused by the sewage from

the towns at the entrance to the Menai Straits,
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NOTE ON THE OLIGODYNAMIC ACTION OF

COT'PKPv UPON CERTAIN ORGANISMS.

]Vv \V. A. Tll.KDMAX.

Ill coiiucctioii witli the investigatious upon copper iu

certaiu oysters ami upon the pollution of certain oysters

by sewage, and sf) possibly by disease germs, Avbicb Averc

discussed fully in these Reports a few years ago, it may
be of interest to put on record now the recent remarkable

results that have been obtained in America, and else-

where, in destroying intestinal bacteria by means of

exceedingly minute traces of metallic copper.

The botanist C. von Niigeli seems first to ha\c

observed, some time in the eighties, that even the copper

dissolved by distilled water during its passage through the

cop])er stil] might have a toxic effect upon certain plants.

il(> then ex[)eriniented witli water in which copper coins

liad been placed, and det(U'mined, for example, that one

])art of copper in about a thousand million parts of water

is ])oisonous to some species of tlie watei' plant Spirogyra.

Oiliei investigators, both in (lei'many and the United

States, have since exten(kHi llic experiment to the action

of copper ujion bacteria and iijion protozoa. They used

copper foil in the water, and found that /iarl/lits tyjilii

was es[)ecia]ly sensitive, and Ihal at a temperature of

'•\'y'^ to 40° V. the toxic eftect was manifested in one hour.

Pharmacohtgists as well as l>iologists have recognised the

inipnj-tancc of tliese facts, and ihcir possible application

to the treatment of disease. ( 'opper, whih' being

exceedingly toxic to micro-organisms and certain

parasites, is comparatively harmless to man. Professor

Cushiug flsyD) says:
—

" CViiipfM; thus seems to have a very
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pOAverful poisonous actio]i on certain living forms and to

be harmless to others, and the subject deserves further

investigation. It is possible that it may prove to act

prejudicially to some human parasites, and it is certainly

less dangerous to man than many other remedies used as

parasiticides and disinfectants."

Kraemer, in a recent paper,* commenting on this

says:
—

" WJiile various explaiiatious might be offered to

show Avliy sucli exlremely uiinute quantities of copper in

solution are suhicient to kill unicellular and filamentous

algae, bacteria and unicellular animal organisms, and yet

not att'ect multicellular plants and animals, whose cells

are as delicate in structure as those of the unicellular

organisms, it seems that tliis is in a measure due to the

fact that in the latter the entire individual is comprised

of a single cell, which performs all the vegetative as well

as reproductive functions, and being entirely surrounded

by the copper solution all the life i)rocesses are affected,

there being no way for the organism to distribute the

solution to other cells, and thus by a dilution minimise

the toxic action of the copper. Or if some of the cells in

the multicellular organism are destroyed or injured by

exposure to the solution, others are formed to take their

place from the more or less deep-sealed meristematic cells.

It is true that the idiosyncrasies in these organisms should

also be borne in mind, some of them being more resistent

than others."

It has been shown, however, by Locke' that the

})oisonous action of minut(> traces of copj)er is not confined

to unicellular organisms. Merely placiiig strips of quite

clean metallic copper in water in Avhich tadpoles are kept

* Proc. Amer. Philosoph. boc. vol. xlix., Ko. 179,. p. 51, April,

1906, where full references to the literature of the subject -svill be

found.
I Jouni. of Physiology, 1895, vol. 18, p. 319.
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leads in u few liours to the deatli of the tadpoles. This

observation has been confirmed by Ringer,t and more

recently by Eoaf and Whitley, J who have also shown that

a trace of colloidal silver in suspension leads rapidly to a

fatal resnlt, while colloidal platinnni under like conditions

is (jnitc harmless.

It has been suggested to me by Professor B. Moore

that possibly tho cause of the poisonous action in some

organisms and immunitv in others, mav be due to those

organisms which are poisoned throwing out excretory

substances Avhich dissolve copper and form soluble

poisonous compounds which are absor1)ed, and so lead to

the toxic eifects.

'^riie matter lias also been discussed recently as one

which may be of importance in killing algae and

pathogenic organisms in water supplies. Dr. G. Moore,

of Washington, found that one part in fifty millions was

sufficient to kill oft' fresh-water algse in water-cress beds,

and that 1 in 100,000 would kill cholera and typhoid

oi-ganisms in 4 to 5 hours, llideal and Baines (1904)

found that 24 hours in a copper vessel was sufficient to

free the water from typhoid and colon bacilli. Bassett-

Smith, ' as the result of a number of experiments, states

that " Bacillus ti/phosus is more easily killed than others

of the coli grou]), l)eing destroyed in 12 hours with tln^

1 in 10,000 dilution "" [sulphate of copper]. He also timls

that " Zinc, or iron coated with zinc, though less rapid in

its action than copper, yet after 24 to 48 hours appears to

free the water from typhoid organisms, and is the most

I ]l)id., 1SU7, vol. i4-2, p. .xiv. (Ph,\>ioi. Soc. I^roc.)

l Coramnnicated by ihu authors (Biuclifinieal Dopartmoit, Uuivei^ity

of Liverpool)—the paper not bciiiK vet published.

'• Juurn. of Prcvoitivc Medicine, July, I'JOo.
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A^aluable storage tank for all purposes that we possess."

Filially, Kraemar lias, (luriiig the last year, carried out a

series of most elaborate and interesting- experiments in the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, " with a vi(nv of

testing' the efficiency of metallic copper for destroying

lyphoid and colon bacilli in water." He Avrites as

follows :

" From the experiments thus far conducted, as well

as the results obtained by other writers, the following

conclusions may be drawn :

" 1. (^ertain intestinal l)acleria ]il\e colon and

typhoid are completely destroyed l)y placing clean

copper foil in Avatci' containing them, oi- by adding the

organisms to water previously in conlaci willi copper

foil.

"
'J. The toxicity of water in whicl) either copper

coins or copper foil has been added is probably due to

a solution of some salt of copper, as first suggested by

Niigeli.

" o. The copper is probably in the form of a

crystalloid rather than that of a colloid, as it has the

property of permeating the cell walls and organised cell

contents of both animals and plants, thereby producing

the toxic effects.

" 4. While the cifects produced by the oligo-

dynamic action of copper are apparently dilieient from

those of true chemical poisons, Ihc difference is

probably in degree only, and not in kind.

" o. Certain lower organisms, including both

plants and animals, possess a spccihc sensitiA'eness to

minute quantities of copper, and it lias been shown that

they arc not restored on transferring them to water free

from oligodynamic projierties.

" (i. Oligodynamic solutions of co})per are
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obtaiued by adding eith«>i' (•()])j)ei' coins, copper foil, or

salts of copper to water : when ('0])pei' foil is used

sutlicieut copper is dissolved bv the distilled water in

one to five iniinites lo kill i\\r ly]»li(>i(1 organisms witliin

two hours.

" 7. A solution of (•(tj)|)(M' iiuiy lose iis ioxicily by

I lie )treeipitatioi) of llie copper as an insoluble salt or

compound, by its absorption by organic substances, or

by absorption by insoluble substances.

" 8. The oligodynamic action of the copper is

dependejit n])nji 1(>mpcin(ui(\ as first ])oiufed oul by

Israel and Jvliugmanii.

" [K The effects of oligotlyiiamic copper in the

|>uritiea1 ion of diinkiug water ai-i' in a quantitative

sense much like those of hltratioii, onlv the or^auisms

removed, like JL typJii and />'. roli, are completely

destroyed."

Now if these results can be extended to the case

of marine shell-fish, it may be argued that if

the typhoid organism is killed in two hours by

distilled water in whi<di copper foil has been placed for

five minutes, a comparaiiv(dy simple measure of washing

ought to b(> sufficient to I'endei- contaminated oysters

innocuous. The importance of such a result is obvious.

It may be asked Avh}', consideiing the rather large amount

of copper that may be present in lli(> tissues of the oyster,

should the copper foil be necessary. It is known, how-

ever, to be the case that in the normal oyster the copper

(d' the blood is united with a urcttcid to foiin an orcauic

compound, haemocyanin, in such a way as to be unable to

exercise its toxic ])ro])ertics. \\ i> pidbablc that that is also

the ease in these abnormal green oysters which Professor

IJoyce and 1 investigated'' some years ago, and where we
'

( )u 11 -I'lTii LoiU'oeytofii^ in C'vstors. I^roc. Rovul Society, vol.
Ixii., p, :J0 (1S',I7),
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fouTirl copper stored up in greatly iucreasefl quantity in

the niimerons leucocytes which characterise this diseased

condition; so that prohahly these "copper" oysters even

cannot be trusted to tree themselves from pathogenic

organisms througli the action of their own copper.

In dealing with siich a case as that of the oystci',

liowcvev, it must he noted that there are two further

cDiidii ions whi(di may etfect the successful applicatioji of

ilic ahovc-mentioned methods. In the first place lliu

patliogenic organisms arc not necessarily free in ilie

water, hut may he in or upoii the living tissues of the

mollusc so as, possibly, to be protected from the toxic

action of the copper. Secondly, the washing of the living

oyster must be carried on in sea-water : there is

ap])arently a difference in some of tli(> experiments

between distilled water and tap-Avatei', and what further

complications may be introduced by tlie salts in the

medium surroiniding the oyster has still ii> be determined.

In c<()i juuction with Professor ]}. Moore, of the Dejnui-

ment of Jiiocliemistry, we propose to inv(>stigate ilic whole

(|uesti:)n of this oligodynamic action of coppc]- and other

metals upon the oi'ganisms iji shell-fish with sp(>cial

reference to ovster culture.
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SEA-FISH HATCHING AT Poiri' ERIN IN l!)0o.

By W. a. Hkkdmax.

As the Eeports of tlie Islo of ^[nn EislicT-ics 15o;ii-(l

liavc only a limited ciiculatioii and are prol)al)lY unknown

to nionibors of the Laneasliire and Western Comniitlee,

it may be fonnd eonvenient to have recorded here Iho

])oriioii of tlie last report whieli deals Avitli sea-fisheries

work in 1905. It orcnrs in the " Ilepoi't from tlie lion.

Director," as xVppendix I. to the First* Annual Report of

the Fisheries Board.

The Report is made 1o Tynwald Court, and was drawn

np in June, 1905, and signed on July 5th. 4'lie Report

contains the following" sentences :

" The Board entered into negotiations with the

Lancashire and Western Sea Fisheries Joint Committee,

with a view to obtaining the assistance of the Committee's

s.s. " 'fohn Fell '" in policing the territorial waters of the

Isle of Man, and, having made a preliminary arrangement

with the Committee, applied for and obtained from the

TyuAvald Court a grant of £50 for the purpose of

carrying out such arrangement.

" The agreement is now in operation, and Dr. J.

Travis Jenkins, Superintendent of Fisheries to the Joint

Committee, and Capt. Wignall, of the s.s. " John Fell,"

have been appointed Fishery Ofticcrs under the provisions

of the Sea Fisheries Act, 1894."

The Appendix on the Sea-fish Hatchery and

Aquarium at Port Erin runs as follows: -

•- The thi'ec previous reports were made by ii Committee appointecl

by Tynwald Court—this Committee and others being now^ rephiced by

the •' Fisheries Board,"
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" IIePURI I'KOM lUK lioX. DiKECTOE FOR THE VEAK 1904-3.

(J^rawii up .June, HUJO.j

" Last year, I coEsidered that I was able to give a

satisfactory report to the Sea-fish Hatchery Committee

when I recorded (ho production and liberation of about a

uiillioii y(tui)<i' plaic(> as llic result of the first complete

year of working- witli the necessary equipment. This

year I i\m able If) report that over five millions of yoiinfi:

plaice Imve Ix-eii set free in Manx waters. This grati-

fying- resuU is due primarily to the considerable increase

in our siock of spawners^, effected partly by the kind

co-operation of the Lancashire and Western Sea-Fisheries

Joint Committee, and partly by our own fishing operations

otf Port Erin. Tfie notable advance is due also in pari

to improvement in the hatching mechanism and to

increased experience and skill on the part of our curator

(Mr. Chadwick) and his assistant (Mr. T. N. Cregeen),

whereb}' some wastage thai occurred in the previous year

has been wholly avoided, and the inevitable loss in

working very greatly reduced. It is hoped thai our stock

of spawners w^ill be still further added tr) during the

present summer, and thai the output next year will be

correspondingly incfeased.

' A good deal of detail that was printed last year for

the information of the Hatchery Committee need not be

repeated. The condition and continued success of the

A(}uaiium has been very satisfactory.

" The stock of adult plaice which furnished the eggs

hatched during the ])ast season consisted of (Ij 1)9 out

of the U)-3 fish with which the season of 1904 was begun :

(2) 110 fish brought from Luce Bay by the s.s. "John

Feai," on 19th November, 1904; and (3j 118 fish caught

in two trammel nets, eiticientlv wojkcd by the assistant
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punitor (^fr. T. X. rre(>('cn) duiino' Tuly. Auo-usI, and

September, 1!J()4 ; makino- a total of ;}2T. All the iisli

were placed I'ji the spawnino: pond as sf)nn as possible after

capture, and no ditficulty was experienced in keopiiio' them

ill a healthy couditiou tliroughoiit tlic year. They wimc

fed daily upon mussels, with the addition of ln<>-worms

as often as tlie lattei' were procurahle. The worms are

dug", for the most part, by the assistant, at Port St. Mary:

but the mussels have to be obtained fiom Lancashire, and

about one cwt. per week is i-eqnired to keep the fish in

tjood condition.

'
'V\ie state of the ])ond has been (|niie satisfactory.

It was emptied and examined carefully in September,

1904, and ao-ain at the conclusion of the piesent s]>awninf>

season, in May, lOO-").

" '^riu' hatcJiin<i' a])paiatus was caretully overhauled

and put into woi-kino- order during the latter part of

January, and was in continuous operation, without

mishap of any kind, from 14th February to l^llh May.

The improvements in the structure of the tanks and boxes

alluded \o in last report have noAv been eflected. and liave

resulted in a g-reat saving of eg'gs during- this season.

' The first fertilized eggs fif the plaice were found in

the pond on 14th Febrnary, 17 days earlier thau last year:

and on the ITth there were 12,o00 incubating in the boxes.

The daily yield of eggs gradually increased, until the

maximum was reached on -hd A])ril, whoi •)l-4,(i()0 were

collected. After this date the numbers ranged from about

324,000 to over 100,000 daily, until 2-3th Apiil. when a

marked diminution was observed, and the last batch of

the season, numbering 4-3,000, was jdaced in the boxes

r>ii 1st May.
" The metliod of estimatijig the number of oarers was

essentially the same as that of last year. Ten ilips with
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a measure of known eapacity Avere taken from each day's

colleciion, and the number of eggs in each dip carefully

counted. The average of the ten countings was then

divided by the number of ciibic centimetres in the measure

in order to obtain the average number of eggs per c.c.

This figure was then multiplied by the number of cubic

centimetres of water in the liatching box in order to

(detain the total number of eggs.

" The larviTp were taken to sea in a tishiiig-boat by

the assistant, and were liberated at various points either

on the east or on the west side of the southern end of the

Island, at distances of from 1 to 5 miles from land.

" The numbers of larvae in this manner set free

Ma

April

May

;ason ^
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" At the rlnso of tlio liatfliinfj .season, in ^fay, the

pond was drained to within 18 inches of the bottom, and

all adult plaice found in the smaller western portion were

transferred to the larp-er portion nearest the haieliery,

in preparation for the reception of a stock of adult soles.

" During- this operation, it was discovered that eight

of the adult fish had died since the pond was last drained,

at the end of September, 1904, leaving' a total of •)!!)

healthy tish. It was also found that a larg-e num1)er of

the young fish hatched during the season of 1904, which

had been left to undergo their m.etaniorphosis in the pond,

were still present, and evidently thriving. Thirty-one of

these were taken at random, and were found, on measure-

ment, to range from 2-| to 5v inches in length; but, while

the pond was being re-filled, a fcAv others of the same

generation were seen which were certainly larger than the

largest measured.

"It is evident from tliese observations (1) that the

artificially hatched fr}' are perfectly healthy, and capable

of continued life and growth ; and (2) that the young fish

which have undergone their metamorphosis in the pond

have found there healthy conditions and abundance of

their natural food.

" In accordance with an intention of extending, so far

as is possible, the hatching operations to other suitable

fish, steps have been taken to commence, on an experi-

mental scale, with the black, or true English, sole {Solea

vuhiaris), which spawns rather later in the summer than

the plaice. Forty-six adult soles were brought by the

s.s. " John Fell '' on May 31st, and aie now confined in the

western portion of the pond. A number of these are

spawners, and although it is now getting late in the

season, it is hoped that sufficient fertilized eggs tor our

purpose may still be obtained. It is proposed, unless soi^e
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uuforeseeii difficulty occiiis, iu increase this stock, ami to

devote more attention to the liatchin^^ and rearing- of the

sole diirinj^ next season.

It is a |)leasur<' to report to tiie Board that ^Ir.

('ikadwick, the curator; Mr. T. X. Creg-een, the assistant

;

and the boy, Willie Christian, have been most enero-etic

and efficient in their several spheres of work : and I

.should like to add that ^Ir. Chadwick and I feel much

indebted to the secretary to the Board, Mr. E. Okell,

F.L.8., for his valuable help and for the large amount ot

attention lie <:jives to ihe attaii's (»f the institution,

I have now to add that (hiring- last summer, after the

above Report had been issued, a curious epidemic,* caused

by a fungus which invades the liver and kidneys, attacked

the fish in the pond, and resulted in considerable mortality

of both plaice and soles. The fish that survived were set

free, as it was thought best under the i-ircumstances to

clear out the pond completely, and start this season with

a fresh stock of fish free from infection.

'* (Signed) "W. A. Herdman."

* Described by Mr. Johnstone in anotber part of tbis Repoit.






